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Federal Communications Commission.
Victoria M. McCauley,
Assistant Chief, Allocations Branch, Policy
and Rules Division, Mass Media Bureau.
[FR Doc. 93-27448 Filed 11-8-93; 8:45 am)
BIWNG CODE 8712~1-M

" 47 CFR Part 73

• [MM Docket No. 93-210; RM-8283]

Radio Broadcasting Servlcesi Webster
Springs, West Virginia

AGENCY: Federal Communications
Commission.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: The Commission, at the
request of Cat Radio, Inc., substitutes
Channel 262B for Channel 262A at
Webster Springs. and modifies its
construction permit accordingly. See 58
FR 40398, July 28. 1993. Channel 262B
can be allotted to Webster Springs in
compliance with the Commission's
minimum distance separation
requirements without the imposition of
a" site restriction petitioner's requested
site. The coordinates for Channel 262B
at Webster Springs are North Latitude
38-28-42 and West Longitude 80-34
54. Since Webster Springs is located
within the protected areas of the
National Radio Astronomy Observatory "
"Quite Zone" at Green Bank, West
Virginia, petitioner will be required to
comply with the notification
requirements of § 73.1Q30(a) of the
Commission's Rules. With this action,
this proceeding is terminated.
EFFECTIVE DATE: December 17,1993.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Sharon P. McDonald, Mass Media
Bureau, (202) 634-6530.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: This is a
synopsis of the Commission's Report
and Order, MM Docket No. 93-210,
adopted October 10, 1993, and released
November 2, 1993. The full text oftbis
Commission decision is available for
inspection and copying during normal
business hours in the FCC Reference
Center (Room 239), 1919 M Street NW.,
Washington, DC. The complete text of
this decision may also be purchased .'
from the Commission's copy
contractors, International Transcription
Service, Inc., (202) 857-3800, 2100 M
Street NW., suite 140. Washington, DC
20037.

List ofSubjects in 47 CFR Part 73

Radio broadcasting.
Part 73 of title 47 of the Code of

Federal Regulations is amended as
follows:

PART 73-[AMENDED]

1. The authority citation for part 73
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 47 U.S.C. 154, 303.

S73.202 [Amended]
2. Section 73.202(b), the Table of FM

Allotments under West Virginia, is
amended by removing Channel 262A
and adding Channel 262B at Webster
Springs.
Federal Communications CommissiOn.
Victoria M. McCauley,
Assistant Chief, Allocations Branch, Policy
and Rules Division, Mass Media Bureau.
[FR Doc. 93-21449 Filed 11-8-93; 8:45 amI
BIWNG CODE 8712~1-M

47 CFR Part 73

[MM Docket No. 93-219; RM-8290]

Radio Broadcasting Servlcesi Staples,
Minnesota

AGENCY: Federal Communications
Commission.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: This document substitutes
Channel 234C3 for Channel 234A at
Staples, Minnesota, and modifies the
construction pl;lrmit for Station KSKK to
specify operation on Channel 234C3 in
response to a petition filed by Normin
Broadcasting Company. Canadian
concurrence has been received for the
allotment of Channel 234C3 at Staples at
coordinates 46-23-29 and 94-57-21.
With this action, this proceeding is
terminated.
EFFECTIVE DATE: December 17, 1993.
FOR FURTHER INFORMAnON CONTACT:
Kathleen Scheuerle, Mass Media
Bureau. (202) 634-6530.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFOijMATION: This is a
summary of the Commission's Report
and Order, MMDocket No. 93-219,
adopted October 19,1993, and released
November 2,1993. The full text of this
Commission decision is available for
inspection and copying during normal
business hours in the Commission's
Reference Center (room 239), 1919 M
Street NW., Washington, DC. The
complete text of this decision may also
be purchased from the Commission's
copy contractors, International
Transcription Services, Inc., 2100 M
Street NW., suite 140, Washington, DC
20037, (202) 857-3800.

List of Subjects in 47 CFR Part 73
Radio broadcasting.
Part 73 oftille 47 of the Code of

Federal Regulations is amended as
follows:

PART 73-[AMENDED]

1. The authority citation for part 73
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 47 U.S.C. 154, 303

§ 73.202 [Amended]
2. Section 73.202(b), the Table of FM

Allotments under Minnesota, is
amended by removing Channel 234A
and adding Channel 234C3 at Staples.
Federal Communications Commission.
Victoria M. McCauley,
Assistant Chief, Allocations Branch, Policy
and Rules Division, Mass Media Bureau.
[FR Doc. 93-27450 Filed 11-8-93; 8:45 amI
B1WNQ CODE 8712-01-M

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration

50 CFR Parts 204, 672, 675, and 676

[Docket No. 921114-3183; 1.0.1028928]

RIN 0648-AD19

Pacific Halibut FISheries; Groundflsh
of the Gulf or Alaska; Groundflsh of
the Bering Sea end Aleutian Islands;
Limited Access Management of
Fisheries off Alaska

AGENCY: National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS), National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
Commerce.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: NMFS issues a final rule to
implement Amendment 15 to the
Fishery Management Plan (FMP) for the
Groundfish Fishery of the Bering Sea

"and Aleutian Islands area (BSAI),
Amendment 20 to the FMP for
Groundfish of the Gulf of Alaska (GOA),
and a regulatory amendment affecting
the fishery for Pacific halibut in and off
the State of Alaska (Alaska or State).
These regulations establish an
individual fishing quota (IFQ) limited
access system in fixed gear fisheries for
Pacific halibut and sablefish in and off
Alaska. In addition, this action
implements a Western Alaska
Community Development Quota (CDQ)
program for halibut and sablefish fixed
gear fisheries. .

These actions are intended by the
North Pacific Fishery Management
Council (Council) to promote the
conservation and management of
halibut and sablefish resources, and to
further the objectives of the Northern
Pacific Halibut Act of 1982 (Halibut Act)
and the Magnuson Fishery Conservation
and Management Act (Magnuson Act)
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that provide authority for regulating
these fisheries. The IFQ program is
intended to resolve various conservation
and management problems that stem
from the current "open access"
regulatory regime. The CDQ program is
intended to help develop commercial
fisheries in commUnities on the Bering
Sea coast by allowing them exclusive
access to specified amounts of halibut
and sablefish in the BSAI.
EFFECnVE DATE: December 9. 1993,
except §§ 676.20(a) through (e) and (g)
and 676.21, which will become effective
on January 1, 1994, and §§ 675.20(a)(3)
introductory text, 676.13(a) and (b),
676.14.676.16,676.17.676.20
introductory text and paragraph (f),
676.22, 676.23. and 676.24. which will
become effective on January 1. 1995.
ADDRESSES: Copies of Amendments 15
and 20. and the final supplemental
environmental impact statement!
environmental impact statement (FEIS)
for the IFQ program may be obtained
from the Council. P.O. Box 103136.
Anchorage, AK 99510 (telephone 907
271-2809).
FOR FURTHER INFORMAnON CONTACT: Jay
J. C. Ginter. Fishery Management
Biologist. Alaska Region, NMFS at 907
586-7228.
SUPPLEMENTARVINFORMAnON:The
Alaskan fisheries for Pacific halibut
(Hippoglossus stenolepis) and sablefish
(Anoplopoma fimbria) and the affected
human environment are described in
the FEIS and in the FMPs. The FEIS
incorporates a supplemental EIS (SEIS)
with respect to sablefish, regulatory
impact reviews (RlRs). initial regulatory
flexibility analyses (IRFAs), and fishery
impact statements that assess the
potential economic and social effects of
this action. Specifically. the PElS is
comprised of the: (1) Draft SEIS/RIRI
IRFA regarding sable~sh dated
November 16,1989; (2) revised
supplement to the Draft SEIS/RIRlIRFA
dated May 13, 1991; (3) Draft EIS/RIRI
IRFA regarding halibut dated July 19,
1991; (4) Draft SEIS/EIS/RIRlIRFA
regarding sablefish and halibut dated
March 27. 1992; and (5) Final SEIS/EIS/
FRFA dated September 15,1992, which
includes responses to comments
received on the March 27.1992. draft.
This entire suite of analyses is referred
to hereafter as the FEIS. Unless
otherwise noted, however. page or
section references to the FEIS refer to
the September 15. 1992, document.

Thebalibut regulatory amendment
and Amendments 15 and 20 to the
respective FMPs implemented by this •
action were prepared by the Council
and submitted to the Secretary of
Commerce (Secretary) for review under

provisions of the Halibut Act and the
Magnuson Act. The Under Secretary
approved the regulatory amendment
and Amendments 15 and 20 on January
29,1993.

The Council does not have an FMP for
halibut. The domestic fishery for halibut
in and off Alaska is managed by the
International Pacific Halibut .
Commission (IPHC) as provided by the
Convention between the United States
and Canada for the Preservation of the
Halibut Fishery of the Northern Pacific
Ocean and the Bering Sea (Convention),
signed at Washington March 29, 1979,
and the Halibut Act. The Convention
and the Halibut Act authorize the
respective Regional Fishery
Management Councils established by
the Magnuson Act to develop
regulations that are in addition to. but
not in conflict with. regulations adopted
by the IPHC affecting the U.S. halibut
fishery. Under this authority. the
Council may develop. for approval by
the Secretary. limited access policies for
the Pacific halibut fishery in Convention
waters in and off Alaska (see discussion
in "Consistency" section below).
"Convention waters" means the
maritime areas off the west coast of the
United States and Canada as described
in Article I of the Convention (see 16
U.S.C. § 773(d)). The Council acted
under this authority in recommending
its IFQprogram for the halibut fishery.
The Under Secretary approved this
recommendation on January 29. 1993.

Sablefish fisheries in the exclusive
economic zone (EEZ) off Alaska are
managed in accordance with the BSAI
and GOA groundfish FMPs. Both FMPs
were prepared by the Council under
authority of the Magnuson Act. The
BSAI FMP is implemented by
regulations appearing at 50 CFR 611.93
for the foreign fishery and 50 CFR part
675 for the U.S. fishery. The GOA FMP
is implemented by regulations
appearing at 50 CFR 611.92 for the
foreign fishery and at 50 CFR part 672
for the U.S. fishery. General regulations
that also pertain to the U.S. groundfish
fisheries appear at 50 CFR part 620.

Background
The problems and issues that the

halibut regulatory amendment and
Amendments 15 and 20 are intended to
resolve are discussed in the FEIS and in
the proposed rule (57 FR 57130,
December 3. 1992, corrected at 57 FR
61870. December 29. 1992). These
include allocation conflicts. gear
conflict. deadloss from lost gear,
bycatch loss, discard mortality, excess
harvesting capacity. product
wholesomeness, safety. economic
stability in the fisheries and fishing .

communities. and rural coastal
community development of a small boat
fleet.

Implementation of the IFQ program
for halibut and sablefish fixed gear
fisheries culminates more than 5 years
of discussion. debate, and analysis by
the Council and NMFS. Beginning in
1987, the Council solicited the views of
the fishing industry and general public
on current problems in managing the
sablefish fishery including limited
access alternatives. In December 1988,
the Council decided that the open
access status quo was unacceptable for
the fixed gear sablefish fishery and
expressed a desire to explore the limited
access options of license limitation and
IFQs. During 1989, the Council
identified the 10 conservation and
management problems listed above and
developed a draft supplemental EIS that
analyzed four alternative management
regimes. including continued open
access (status quo), license limitation.
IFQs. and annual fishing allotments. At
its meeting in January 1990, the Council
decided to focus on IFQ options as an
alternative to the status quo. The
Council considered a series of analyses
of IFQ options throughout 1990 and
early 1991. In addition, in early 1991.
the Council found that management
problems in the fixed gear sablefish
fishery also afflicted the halibut fishery.
Therefore, the Council decided to
consider similar alternative IFQ systems
for the halibut fishery with the intent
that a single IFQ program would be
applied to both fisheries. A draft EIS
assessing the potential effects of
alternative halibut IFQ programs was
prepared and made available for public
comment on August 2, 1991 (56 FR
37094). .

At its meeting in September 1991, the
Council tentatively selected a preferred
IFQ alternative for both fisheries and
announced its intention to make a final
decision on the preferred alternative at
its meeting in December 1991.
Meanwhile. an agency/industry IFQ
implementation team, established by the
Council. reviewed the Council's
tentative recommendation for practical
difficulties. After receiving additional
public comment and recommendations
of the implementation team, the
Council, on December 8,1991. approved
the halibut and sablefish fixed gear
fishery IFQ program for Secretarial
review.

Council staff prepared a supplement
to the draft EIS after the Council, at its
meeting in January 1992, requested
additional analysis of the potential
effects of the preferred IFQ alternative.
This additional supplemental analysis
was made available to the public on
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March 27,1992. At its meeting in April
1992. the Council received additional
public comment on the proposed IFQ
program and the March 27, 1992,
analysis, and reconfirmed its original
decision to recommend the halibut and
sablefish IFQ program to the Secretary.
A 45-day public comment period on the
draft EIS was announced on May 15,
1992 (57 FR 20826).

The Director, Alaska Region, NMFS
(Regional Director), made a preliminary
evaluation of all documents relevant to
the Council's IFQ recommendation and
determined that they were sufficient in
scope and substance to warrant public
and "Secretarial review. The official
"receipt date" of the Council's IFQ
program recommendation is October 26,
1992. A notice of availability of the FMP
amendment was published on
November 3, 1992 (57 FR 49676), and
the proposed rule was published on
December 3,1992. A notice of
availability of the FEIS was published
on December 11,1992 (57 FR 58805).
Ninety-two letters of comment were
received on the proposed rule. After
careful consideration of the comments,
key issues raised during Council
development of the IFQ program, the
FEIS, and the public record, the
Secretary, on January 29, 1993,
approved the recommended IFQ
program in its entirety.

Consistency With Magnuson Act and
Halibut Act Provisions To Establish
Limited Access Management Regimes

The Secretary is authorized by
sections 304 and 305 of the Magnuson
Act to approve and implement an FMP
or FMP amendment recommended by
the Council if the FMP or amendment
is consistent with the national standards
at section 301, other provisions of the
Magnuson Act, and other applicable
laws. One key provision of the
Magnuson Act is section 303(b)(6),
which specifies factors that the Council
and the Secretary must consider in
developing a limited access system.
With respect to halibut, section 5(c) of
the Halibut Act authorizes the Secretary
to implement limited access regulations
for the U.S. halibut fishery. Such
regulations must be consistent with the
Halibut Act and section 303(b)(6) of the
Magnuson Act, and must not be in
conflict with IPHC regulations. The
following discussion reviews the
Secretary's findings of consistency with
these key statutory requirements.

National Standard 1 .

This national standard requires
conservation and· management measures
to prevent overfishing while achieving,
011 a continuing basis, the optimum

yield (OY) from the fishery. Although
separate issues, the prevention of
overfishing and the achievement of OY
are related. In effect, the most important
limitation on the specification of OY is
that management measures designed to
achieve it must also prevent overfishing.
"Overfishing" is defined in the NOAA
Guidelines for Fishery Management
Plans (Guidelines), 50 CFR part 602, as
a level or rate of fishing mortality that
jeopardizes the long-term capacity of a
stock or stock complex to produce
maximum sustainable yield on a
continuing basis (§ 602.11(c)).

The Council has developed an
objective and measurable definition of
overfishing groundfish as required by
the Guidelines. The Council annually
specifies the total allowable catch (TAC)
of sablefish to assure that harvesting up
to its TAC does not cause overfishing of
the sablefish stock. The IPHC follows a
similar process in establishing the
annual catch limits for halibut.

The IFQ program will not change the
process by which the Council and the
IPHC respectively establish the sablefish
TACs and halibut catch limits, but
rather will modify the distribution of
harvesting allocations among fishermen.
Therefore, the IFQ program sustains
existing management measures that
prevent overfishing. Further, the IFQ
program will improve the prevention of
overfishing by providing for reductions
in bycatch and deadloss that normally
increase with increased fishing effort in
open access fisheries. The slower paced
fishery that is anticipated under the IFQ
program will reduce fishing mortality
caused by lost fishing gear and bycatch
because gear conflicts will be reduced
with fewer fishermen operating over a
longer season, and because fishermen
will more carefully set and retrieve their
gear to minimize their operating costs.
The bycatch of halibut or sablefish in
fixed gear fisheries for other species is
reduced when fishermen who hold
halibut or sablefish IFQ can land those
species that would otherwise be
discarded. The slower paced fishery
also will enhance the ability of NMFS
to prevent exceeding the overall TAC or
catch limit because the individual
landings of fish will be more closely
monitored.

The achievement of OY is enhanced
as a result of improvements in the
prevention of overfishing. Reductions in
wastage of fish from bycatch and
deadloss are likely to produce increases
in future yields. Fishing mortality of
young, undersized fish results in a loss
of the growth of those fish. This lost
growth represents foregone future
biomass and potential harvest. The
reduction of such loss will increase the

benefits to the Nation in terms of
potential food production, recreational
opportunities, economic, social, and
ecological factors. The IFQ program
further optimizes the yield from these
fisheries byaddressing problems
associated with allocation conflicts, gear
conflicts, deadloss, bycatch 19ss, discard
mortality, excess harvesting capacitv.
product wholesomeness. safety,
economic stability, and rural coastal
development of a small-boat fleet.

National Standard 2
National standard 2 requires

conservation and management measures
to be based on the best scientific
information available. The analytical
work and data sources queried in
developing the IFQ program were
extensive. As explained in the preamble
to the proposed rule, a series of four
separate analyses comprise the FEIS and .
were made available for public review
over a period of two and a half years.
This analytical work relied on the most
current landings data, economic, social,
and biological information available at
the time of the analysis. Data sources are
given in reference chapters of the FEIS
and its component parts. In addition to
the FEIS and the Council's record of
debate and public comment, the
Secretary considered information
presented in comments on the FMP
amendments and proposed rule. The
Secretary is satisfied that a reasonably·
comprehensive record of data collection
and analysis has been assembled and
finds that the IFQ program is consistent
with national standard 2.

National Standard. 3
This standard requires an individual

stock of fish to be managed, to the
extent practicable, as a single unit
throughout its range, and interrelated
stocks of fish to be managed as a unit
or in close coordination. The range of
halibut and sablefish stocks extends
from the northern limits of the B$AI,
north and south of the Aleutian
peninsula and islands, and throughout
the GOA to the U.S.-Canada boundary at
Dixon Entrance. These species are found
also inside State (territorial sea and
internal) waters ane in the EEZ. They
are found also in Canadian waters and
in and off of the States of Washington
and Oregon, which are outside the
jurisdiction of the Council.

Although national standard 3 does not
apply to the halibut IFQ program
developed under the Halibut Act, this
IFQ program will govern all commercial
halibut fishing throughout the range of .
Pacific halibut in and off Alaska. This
fishery accounts for 79.6 percent of the
total commercial halibut fishery, based
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on 1993 catch limits. With respect to
sablefish, the IFQ program will apply to
all fishing with fixed gear in the EEZ
and, with limited exception, to fishing
with fixed gear in State waters by
fishermen with IFQ permits. The
sablefish fishery occurs predominately
in the EEZ. Several relatively small and
distinct sablefish fisheries (Le., Prince
William Sound, Chatham Strait, and
Clarence Strait) within State waters are
managed by the State. The IFQ program
will not apply to these fisheries. The
IFQ program also will not apply to other
sablefish fishing with fixed gear that is
entirely within State waters by persons
fishing without IFQ permits. Such
fishing is expected to produce
insignificant harvests of sablefish.

The Council included halibut and
sablefish in the same IFQ program
because these species are interrelated.
The IFQ program also requires other
species (Le., Pacific cod and rockfish) to
be retained, if caught in association with
the IFQ species, to the extent such
retention does not violate other State or
Federal catch limitations. This
management measure purposely
recognizes the interrelated nature of the
IFQ species with other stocks of fish.
Therefore, the Secretary finds the IFQ
program consistent with national
standard 3.

National Standard 4
Under national standard 4,

conservation and management measures
shall not discriminate between residents
of different states. Further, if it becomes
necessary to allocate or assign fishing
privileges among U.S. fishermen, such
allocation shall be: (1) ,Fair and
equitable to all such fishermen; (2)
reasonably calculated to promote
conservation; and (3) carried out in such
a manner that no particular individual,
corporation, or other entity acquires an
excessive share of such privileges. The
Halibut Act also requires any allocations
or assignment of halibut fishing
privileges among U.S. fishermen to be
consistent with the same standards.
This national standard raises two issues,
discrimination and allocation.

Discrimination. An FMP must not
differentiate among people or
corporations based on their state of
residency and must not rely on or
incorporate a discriminatory state
statute (§ 602.14(b)). All fishermen are
accorded the same treatment under the
IFQ program, regardless of their state of
residence, and there is no evidence of
discriminatory state statutes in the IFQ
implementing rules. The CDQ part of
the IFQ program provides special
benefits to residents of certain
communities on the Bering Sea coast.

However. management measures that
have different effects on persons in
various geographic locations are
permissible.

Allocation. An "allocation" or
"assignment" of fishing privileges is
defined in the Guidelines as 'direct and
deliberate distribution of the
opportunity to participate in a fishery
among identifiable~ discrete user groups
or individuals (§ 602.14(c)(1)).

To be consistent with the "fairness
and equity" criterion, an allocation
should be rationally connected with the
achievement of OY or with the
furtherance of a legitimate FMP
objective. Otherwise, the inherent
advantaging of one group to the
detriment of another would be without
cause. In addition, an allocation of
fishing privileges may impose hardships
on one group if they are outweighed by
the total benefits received by another
group (§ 602.14(c)(3)(i)).

The contribution of the IFQ program
to the achievement of the BSAI and
GOA groundfish OYs is discussed under
national standard 1, above, and under
the section 303(b)(6) factors below. In
addition, the IFQ program will
contribute to the achievement of OY by
reducing the likelihood of localized and
pulse overfishing by spreading fishing
effort over more time. Total fishing
mortality also should be reduced by
providing fishermen with incentive to
more carefully deploy and retrieve their
gear. This should reduce ghost fishing
by lost gear and reduce discard
mortality rates of juvenile undersized
fish.

The primary management objectives
of the FMP for BSAI groundfish are
essentially the same as national
standards 1, 2, 4, and 5. The furtherance
of these objectives are discussed under
these respective standards. The primary
management goal of the FMP for GOA
groundfish is to maximize positive
economic benefits to the United States
consistent with resource stewardship for
the continuing welfare of GOA living
marine resources. Specific objectives to
accomplish this goal that are relevant to
the IFQ program include minimizing
waste and developing fishing effort
controls when requested by the
industry. As indicated in the FEIS (sec.
6.1), economic benefits to the United
States are expected from the IFQ
program. although they are not
maximized in deference to social
concerns. Fishing mortality attributable
to deadloss and bycatch discards are
reduced as explained above. The IFQ
program, which will control fishing
effort by controlling access to the
resource. was developed at the request

of a large part of the fixed gear fishing
industry.

There is no question that the IFQ
program will restructure the current
fixed gear fishery for halibut and
sablefish. Some fishermen will be better
off and some will be worse off under the
IFQ program. Although the program will
not prevent most persons from entering
these fisheries. those persons who
receive an initial allocation of .
harvesting privileges will have a
competitive advantage over subsequent
participants by not having to pay for
those privileges. In brief, those persons
benefited by receiving an initial
allocation are vessel owners or lease
holders who owned or leased a vessel
that made fixed gear landings of halibut
and sablefish at any time during 1988,
1989, or 1990. The Council's rationale
for this particular allocation is that
vessel owners and lease holders are the
participants who supply the means to
harvest fish, suffer the financial and
liability risks to do so. and direct the
fishing operations. Processors typically
are not directly involved in harvesting
fish, and crew members are rewarded
for their labor and risks through a profit
sharing system. The FEIS indicates that
the Council made a reasonable effort to
estimate the benefits and costs imposed
by this allocation as compared with
alternative allocation schemes.
including the status quo.

An allocation of fishing privileges
may be considered consistent with the

. conservation criterion if it encourages a
rational. more easily managed use of the
resource. or if it optimized the yield in
terms of size. value. market mix. price.
or economic or social benefit of the
product (§ 602.14(c)(3)(ii)). The IFQ
program satisfies this criterion because
it allows fishermen to adjust their
fishing operations according to weather
conditions. market prices, and other
factors that currently are discounted in
a race for fish during relatively short
fishing seasons. This IFQ system will
decrease fishing mortality due to
discards and bycatch because fishermen
will have an incentive to minimize their
costs. Fishermen will have an
opportunity to land halibut and
sablefish that they caught in other fixed
gear fisheries that would be otherwise
discarded. In addition. the IFQ program
will provide an incentive for fishermen
to land a premium product that will
maximize market value. This will occur
as a result of a greater ability for
fishermen to coordinate their landings
with market variables, and more time
while fishing to clean and properly
preserve their catch. Hence, the overall
yield, in terms of volume and value.
from the halibut and sablefisb resourc~s
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will be optimized. However,
enforcement of IFQ rules is critical to
limit the extent to which highgrading
and underreporting of harvests subtract
from gains in yield.

Finauy, consistency with national
standard 4 requires avoidance of
excessive shares. An allocation must be
designed to avoid creating conditions
that foster any person or other entity
from acquiring an inordinate share of
fishing privileges or control by buyers
and sellers that would not otherwise
exist (§ 602.14(c)(3)(iii)). Although the
national standard guidelines do not
specifically define an "excessive share,"
they imply conditions of monopoly or
oligopoly. The Council was especially
concerned with the effects of
consolidation under the IFQ program on
current participants and coastal .
communities. Therefore, the Council
recommended a limit on ownership of
1 percent of the total quota share (QS}
of sablefish for the BSAI and GOA.
These limitations are area-specific for
sablefish east of 1400 W. longitude, and
similar limits for halibut are area
specific. These limits are'adopted by the
Secretary and appear at § 676.22 (e) and
(f) of the final rule. For reasons
explained in the preamble to the
proposed rule, these limits are imposed
on the use of QS rather than its
ownership. It is possible that these
limits could be concentrated in a single
area which could result in localized
oligopsony for harvesting or processing.
This would not, however, lead to overall
market control of the fishery. In
addition, a limit is imposed on the
amount of QS that can be used on any
single vessel (§ 676.22(h». Finally,
NOAA notes that the allocation scheme
can be changed by the Council and the
Secretary without permission of the QS
or IFQ holders. Such a change may
occur if the Council determines that the
IFQ program in operation allows for too
much or too little consolidation.
Therefore, the IFQ program is consistent·
with national standard 4 with regard to
excessive share.

National Standard 5
This standard requires conservation

and management measures to promote
efficiency in the use of fishery
resources, where practicable, except that
no such measure will have economic
allocation as its sole purpose. The
Guidelines recognize that, theoretically,
an efficient fishery would harvest the
OY with the minimum use of economic
inputs such as labor, capital, interest,
and fuel (§ 602.15(b)(2)). Hence, an
efficient management regime conserves
all resources. not just fish stocks.
Implementing more efficient

management will change the
distribution of benefits and burdens in
a fishery if it involves the allocation of
harvesting privileges. This standard
mandates that any such redistribution
should not occur without an increase in
efficiency unless less efficient measUres
contribute to other social and biological
objectives.

Although the requirements of national
standard 5 do not apply to the halibut
IFQ system developed pursuant to the
Halibut Act, the Secretary finds that the
entire IFQ program, including those
measures developed for halibut, is
consistent with this standard. This IFQ
program provides fishermen an
opportunity to reduce economic waste
associated with overcapitalization,
congested fishing grounds, and fishing
mortality due to bycatch discard.

. H8J.'Vesting costs will be lowered
because of reduced need for fishermen
to carry redundant gear and reduced
vessel operating costs (FEIS p. 2-6). The
quality and value of fishery products
will be increased (FEIS p'. 2-4), and
there will be increased permanent
employment opportunities for crew
members and processor workers in
coastal communities (FEIS p. 2-12).
Processing and marketing costs should
decrease as the need to hold large
amounts of processed fish in storage 
until sold is diminished (PElS p. 2-6)
Moreover, the replacement of short
intensive fishing seasons with longer,
predictable seasons will increase safety
at sea and reduce the cost of human
capital and equipment invested in the
production of halibut and sablefish
products. Greater efficiency may have
been achieved; however, the Council
minimized disruption to the current
social fabric through various re~trictions

on the use and transfer of QS. The IFQ
program also will provide biological
benefits in terms of reduced discard and
deadloss waste, and enhanced .
prevention of overfishing. These social
and biological considerations indicate
that economic allocation is -not the sole
purpose of the IFQ program.

National Standard 6
National standard 6 requires that

management measures allow for
variations among, and contingencies in,
fisheries, fishery resources, and catches.
Variations, uncertainties, and
unforeseen circumstances can be
experienced in the form of biological or
environmental changes, or social.
technological. and economic changes.
Flexibility of a management regime is
necessary to respond to such
contingencies (§ 602.16 (b) and (c)).

Again, although the requirements of
national standard 6 do not apply to the

halibut IFQ system developed pursuant
to the Halibut Act. the Secretary finds
the entire IFQ system, including
measures developed under the
Magnuson Act and the Halibut ALt, is
consistent with national standard 6. The
IFQ program will not change the way in
which the overall halibut and sablefish
catch limits are determined. These catcb
limits respond to changes in stock
conditions to the extent that they are
based on annual biological estimates.
However. the IFQ program provides for

. increased flexibility for fishermen to
adjust their fishing effort to changes in
biological or economic conditions. The
IFQ program allows fishermen to fish
when conditions are most favorable (t.,
the fishermen) and to reduce fishing
effort on halibut and sablefish when
conditions are less favorable. Under
current open access management, a
fisherman who wants to participate in
these fisheries to any extent is forced to
participate during the relatively short
fishing seasons, regardless of prevailing
economic conditions. The IFQ program
will enhance the ability of the fishery to
respond to variations and contingencies

:-lational Standard 7
This national standard requires

management measures to minimize
costs and avoid unnecessary
duplication. Management measures
should not impose unnecessary burdens
on the economy, individuals,
organizations, or governments
(§ 602.17(c)).

The requirements of national standard
7 do not apply to halibut regulations
developed pursuant to the Halibut Act
Nevertheless. the Secretary finds that
this IFQ system, including those
regulations developed under the Halibut
Act, is consistent with national standard
7. The PElS (p. 6-2) indicates that the
IFQ program will increase
administration and enforcement costs
by about $2.7 million per year, but that
annual benefits will be at least $30.1
million. In addition, a fisherman is
afforded greater flexibility under the
IFQ program by adjusting his QS
holdings and determining when he will
conduct fishing. Fishennen who choose
to exit the fishery may receive economic
benefit if they sell their QS harvest
privilege. The burdens on fishermen
who do not receive an initial allocation
of QS and on society as employment
patterns shift, and other transition costs,
are discussed throughout the FEIS' .

Magnuson Act Section 303(b)(6)
Section 303(b)(6) oftha Magnuson Act

provides for the establishment of
limited access management systems in
order to achieve OY if, in developing
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such a system, the Council and
Secretary take into account: (1) Present
participation in the fishery: (2)
historical fishing practices in, and
dependence on, the fishery: (3) the
economics of the fishery: (4) the
capability of fishing vessels used in the
fishery to engage in other fisheries; (5)
the cultural and social framework
relevant to the fishery: and (6) any other
relevant considerations. Section 5(c) of
the Halibut Act also requires any
limited access regulations for halibut to
be consistent with section 303(b)(6) of
the Magnuson Act.

The IFQ program will enhance the
achievement of OY by reducing the risk
of overfishing, decreasing rates of
fishing mortality due to deadloss and
discard waste, and increasing economic
benefits to fishermen and to the Nation.
The risk of overfishing is reduced
because consolidation of fishing effort
under the IFQ program will lead to a
more manageable fishery. The program
involves improved reporting systems to
determine harvested amounts of halibut
and sablefish more accurately. Fishing
mortality due to deadloss and discard
waste will be reduced as the pace of
fishing is slowed. Under the IFQ
program, fishermen will maximize the
value of their harvest while minimizing
fishing costs instead of trying to
maximize the amount of fish harvested
as in the current open access fisheries.
This focus on value and cost will
provide an incentive to increase the care
taken in setting and retrieving gear. The
incidence of lost fishing gear, and its
attendant deadloss due to ghost fishing,
will decrease. Gear conflict that results
in lost gear also will decline as fishing
grounds will be less crowded under a
longer fishing season. Catches of legal
sized halibut and sablefish that are
made incidental to fishing for other
species with fixed gear may be retained
if the vessel operator has unused IFQ.
This will reduce wasteful halibut and
sablefish mortality due to bycatch. The
bycatch of non-IFQ species also should
be reduced because fishermen will have
more time to release carefu.IIy these
species to maximize their survival.
Waste of Pacific cod and rockfish caught
in conjunction with IFQ species will be
reduced because of the requirement to
retain these species unless otherwise
directed by other State or Federal rules.
Economic benefits to fishermen will
result tram increased value of their
halibut and sablefish landings.
Fishermen will be given an increased
incentive under the IFQ program to
improve handling of their product to
reduce spoilage and increase market
value. Fishermen will be better able to

time their fishing activities with peaks
in the market value of halibut and
sablefish. Further, fishermen will have
an increased interest in the health of the

. resource as a result of their investment
in QS. Economic benefits to the Nation
have been estimated to be in the range
of $30.1 million to $67.6 million (FEIS
p.6-2).

Present participation in the fishery.
For purposes of the IFQ program,
"present participation" is defined by the
initial allocation qualifying criteria:
ownership or lease of a vessel that ~ade
fixed gear landings of halibut or
sablefish at any time during 1988, 1989,
or 1990. The Council developed these
criteria after consideration of earlier
years and ways of participating in the
fishery other than by.vessel ownership
or lease. The Council's rationale for the
specified qualifying years was that they
provided a reasonable time in which to
demonstrate dependence on the fishery.
Including earlier years would allow
more fishermen to qualify that have
since exited the fishery and are no
longer participating. Consideration of
later years was abbreviated because the
Council, which was formulating this
policy in 1991, did not want to
exacerbate overcapacity in the fishery
by allowing speculative fishing in that
year and subsequent years to qualify for
an initial allocation of QS. Distribution
of initial QS to persons participating in
any of the 3 qualifying years will
allocate QS to some persons who have
not participated in 1991, 1992, or 1993,
but fewer such persons will receive an
initial allocation than under other
options considered by the Council.

The Council's consideration of
"present participation" also included
the form of involvement in the fishery
le.g., as a vessel owner, crew member,
or processor). As explained under
national standard 4, above, the Council
perceived vessel owners and lease
holders as the most directly involved
persons in terms of capital investment.
The conservation and management
problems resolved by this program stem
largely from excess capital in the
fisheries. Therefore, it is reasonable to
define the group of persons who make
the capital investment decision to either
enter or exit a fishery as "present
participants" for initial allocation
purposes. The IFQ program does not
deny the opportunity for other
participants to continue participating as
they have done as crew members or in
some other capacity. The extent to
which employment opportunities are
likely to be affected is discussed in
sections 2 and 3 of the FEIS.

HiStorical fishing practices in, and
dependence on, the fishery. The COuncil

considered a person's record of landings
in a fishery as the most important
indicator of that person's dependence
on the fishery. Investment in, or size of,
a vessel was rejected as an important
indicator because small vessels may
sometimes harvest more fish than large
vessels. Equal allotments would benefit
participants with relatively low
landings at the cost of those with
relatively high landings (FEIS sec. 7.0).
The Council also considered the unique
characteristics of the halibut and
sablefish fisheries in formulating the
IFQ program. The fact that these
fisheries are prosecuted mostly by
small, owner-operatad vessels was
repeated often in public testimony. The
Council also was aware of the special
relationship between vessel owners and
fish processors, and vessel owners and
crew. Council consideration of these
current practices and dependencies
resulted in numerous limitations on
control, use and transferability of QS.
These li~tationsstem from a profound
concern that the IFQ program could
cause too much change in current
fishing practices. A general description
of the fishery is given in the FEIS.

Economics of the fishery. The
economics of the halibut and sablefish
fishery were a central concern to the
Council and a motivating influence to
develop the IFQ program. Six of the ten
conservation and management problems
identified by the Council are economic
problems (see "Background" above).
Moreover, as a resolution to these
problems, the IFQ program will have
economic effects on the fishery. The
Council's consideration of economic
factors and the potential effects of the
IFQ program and other alternatives is
the subject of most of the FEIS.

Capability offishing vessels used in
the fishery to engage in other fisheries.
The IFQ program does not require the
departure of any vessel from the halibut
and sablefish fisheries. However, a
reduction in fleet size is expected as
owners of less efficient vessels market
QS to owners of more efficient vessels
(within vessel category limitations).
Hence, vessel owners or lease holders
voluntarily leaving the IFQ fisheries
will be compensated to some extent.
This is in contrast to overcapitalized
open access fisheries in which exit
frequently results from bankruptcy. The
FEIS descri1:,}es the fixed gear fisheries as
multi-species. The IFQ program will
allow small amounts of QS to be used
for the landing of halibut or sablefish
that are taken incidental to the targeted
harvesting of other species. Fishermen
may choose not to acquire large
amounts of QS to conduct targeted
harvesting of halibut or sablefish. Fixed
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gear fishing vessel owners who choose
to hold no QS may use their fishing
vessels in other fisheries. The potential
effects on these other fisheries is
discussed in the FEIS (sec. 4.0).

Cultural and social framework.
Development of the IFQ program has
been controversial for the Council and
the Secretary primarily because of
changes this management policy can
bring ~o the current cultural and social
fabric of the fishery. A key concern of
the Council was a means of providing
for economic rationalization of the
fishery while preventing undue cultural
and social disruption. Frequent public
comment to the Council on cultural and
social aspects relevant to the fishery
maintained the importance of these
issues: The Council considered.
described. and assessed relevant
cultural and social issues in the FEIS.

Other relevant considerations. Vessel
and crew safety was an important
consideration in developing the IFQ
prograin. The short and infrequent
fishing seasons for halibut. especially in
the GOA, often compel fishermen to risk
their vessels and lives to fish in poor
weather instead of waiting for the
weather to clear and miss the fishery.
This was one of the 10 problems
identified by the Council and is .
characteristic of overcapitalized open 
access fisheries. The IFQ program will
resolve this problem by allowing
fishermen to choose when they will go
fishing within a 9-month period.
Fishing can be postponed due to poor
weather conditions. if necessary. or
when the crew is fatigued. Although the
IFQ program will not prevent casualties
at sea, it is designed in part to allow
fishermen to make sensible judgments
that will enhance their safety.

Changes From the Proposed Rule in the
Final Rule

The IFQ program implemented by this
rule is described at length in the
proposed rule notice published on
December 3, 1992. The principal parts
of the program remain as discussed in
that notice. These include initial
allocation of QS, annual allocation of
IFQ, transfer provisions. limitations on
IFQ harvests and QS use, monitoring
and enforcement provisions, and the
western Alaska CDQ program. However.
some changes from the proposed rule
are made in the final rule in response to
comments received. Changes made in
response to comments received are
addressed in "Response to Comments"
below. Other changes are made to
clarify the intent and effectiveness of
the regulations and improve their parity
with the language of the Council's
December 8,1991. motion approving the

IFQ program and the FMP amendment
text for Amendments 15 and 20.
Principal changes made for clarification
purposes are as follows:

1. In accordance with the
requirements of section 3507(0 of the
Paperwork Reduction Act, § 204.1(b) is
revised to include the display of the
Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) control numbers assigned for the
IFQ program.

2. Sections 672.2. 675.2. and
paragraph 675.24(c)(1) are removed
from the proposed rule. In addition, the
term "fixed gear" in § 675.20(a)(3) is
changed from the proposed rule to
"hook-and-line and pot gear" and the
definition of "fixed gear" in § 676.11 is
changed from the proposed rule. These
changes are necessary to clarify that the
sablefish TAC allocation scheme is not
changed by the IFQ program. Allocation
of sablefish TAC between fishing gears
began in the GOA in 1986 and in the
BSAl in 1990 pursuant to approved
amendments to the respective FMPs.
For the GOA. the FMP and its
implementing regulations at § 672.24(c)
specifically divides the sablefish TAC
between hook-and-line gear and trawl
gear. These two gear types are defined
at § 672.2. Pot gear and other types of
gear comprised of hooks and lines (e.g.,
hand lines, jig. or troll gear) are
specifically not allowed to retain
sablefish. In the BSAI. the FMP and its
implementing regulations at § 675.24(C)
divi<;les the sablefish TAC between
hook-and-line and pot gears and trawl
gear. Again. other gear types are not
allowed to retain sablefish. However,
the FMP amendment text for the IFQ
program indicl1tes that the program is
applicable to the "fixed gear" fishery
and defines "fixed gear" as including all
hook-and-line fishing gears, including
longline. jigs. handlines. troll gear. etc.•
and pot gear in the BSAI. For
consistency with the proposed FMP
amendment text. the proposed rule
defined "fixed gear" as all groundfish
pot gear and hook-and-line gear.
including longline. jigs. handlines. troll
gear. subject to other gear restrictions in
parts 672 and 675. This language would
have allowed for the exclusion of pot
gear in the GOA, for example. but it also
would have required changing the
sablefish TAC allocation regulations
from the specific "hook-and-line gear"
(and pot gear in the BSAl) to the more
general "fixed gear." NOAA has
determined that such a regulatory
change. as contemplated in the
proposed rule. would require FMP
amendments in ad~on to the
amendments implem-'ted by this final
rule; this is because thEiljlrovisions of
the current FMPs that aAocate the

sablefish TAC among gear types
explicitly do not include jigs. handlines,
and troll gear (and pot gear in the GOA)
and were not modified by these
amendments. Hence. the revised "fixed
gear" definition in the final rule more
clearly specifies which gear types are
affected by the IFQ program and is more
consistent with existing FMP
requirements on TAC allocation.

The fixed gear definition with respect
to halibut includes jigs, handlines. and
troll gear in addition to the common
setline or hook-and-line gear. This
difference between sablefish and halibut
fisheries results from the more general
"hook-and-line gear" specified at
§ 301.17 as required for the harvesting o{
halibut. This regulation allows any gear
that uses hooks and lines to harvest
halibut. Hence. jigs, handlines. and troll
gear that employ hooks and lines can be
used to land halibut under the IFQ
program. Another simplifying factor is
that the halibut catch limit is not
specifically allocated between trawl and
other gear types.

3. The definition of "catcher vessel"
is changed by making an exception for
a freezer vessel that acts as a catcher
vessel during a fishing trip. This change
clarifies § 676.22(i)(3) which allows the
use of catcher vessel IFQ on a freezer
vessel provided that no processed
products of any species are onboard the
vessel during a fishing trip on which
catcher vessel IFQ is being used. This
change also improves the distinction
between the two types of vessels based
on whether processing occurs during a
fishing trip or during a fishintuear.

4. The definition of "dockSIde sale" is
moved to the definitions section
(§676.11) from §676.14(d) because the
term is used also in other paragraphs.
The definition is revised to clarify that
dockside sales are transfers of IFQ fish
from the harvester to individuals for
personal consumption. and not for
resale. Such transfers to non-registered
buyers will require the harvester to hold
a registered buyer permit in addition to
an IFQ permit and card. Further. the
text of §§ 676.13(a)(2) and 676.14(d) is
revised to clarify the conditions under
which registered buyer permits will be
necessary. and indicate that landings of
IFQ fish outside of an IFQ regulatory
area or the State of Alaska must be
treated in the same manner as a
dockside sale. These changes are made
to clarify the requirements of dockside
sales and IFQ landings outside of an IFQ
regulatory area or the State of Alaska.
The changes also clarify the reporting
requirements of registered buyers.

5. The definition of the sablefish CDQ
reserve is changed to reflect the correct
proportion of the sablefish fixed gear
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TAC as 20 percent. The proposed rule
incorrectly specified 12 percent. Notice
of this mistake was published on
December 29, 1992 (57 FR 61870).

6. IFQ permits will not include the
metric tonnage of the initial allocation
for the permit holder. Instead, a
statement will accQmpany the permit
which will indicate the amount
allocated to the IFQ permit holder.
Sections 676.13(b)(I), 676.20(f)(3), and
676.21(e) were reworded to reflect this
change.

7. A new paragraph is added at
§ 676.16(b) to prohibit the intentional
submission of false information. In
combination with § 676.16(a), the new
paragraph emphasizes the need to
provide truthful, accurate information
on any reports, applications or
statements required by the IFQ program.
Former § 676.16(b) is redesignated
§ 676.16(c) and so on through this
section.

8. Also in § 676.16, the prohibition
against retaining IFQ fish without an
IFQ card in the name of "the
individual" is changed to "an
individual" to clarify that any
individual onboard a vessel, who holds
an IFQ card with valid IFQ for the IFQ
regulatory area and vessel category in
which the vessel is operating, may use
it to retain halibut or sablefish on the
vessel. As used in the proposed rule,
this paragraph may have been
misinterpreted to mean that only the
person responsible for the harvesting
activity, such as the vessel owner or
operator, had to have an IFQ card. This
interpretation-would be inconsistent
with provisions for IFQ crew members
to add their own IFQ to that of the
vessel's owner or operator to increase
the harvesting potential of the vessel.
One or more IFQ permit and card
holders. other than the vessel owner or
operator, may harvest IFQ fish from the
same vessel, up to the vessel limitations
specified at § 676.22(h).

9. Section 676.16 is also changed by
deleting former paragraphs (n) and (0),
and adding a new paragraph (0). The
deleted paragraphs were determined to
be redundant. The new paragraph
prohibits a person from operating a
vessel as a catcher vessel and freezer
vessel during the same fishing trip. This
change adds clarification to the revised
catcher vessel definition at § 676.11 (see
also change 3 above). .

10. To further clarify qualifications for
initial allocations, an addition is made
to § 676.20(a)(1) stating that sablefish
harvested within Prince William Sound,
or under a State of Alaska limited entry
program. will not be considered in the
determination. Additionally. evidence
of legal landings. for initial QS

calculation purposes. is specifically
limited to state and Federal catch
reports at § 676.20(a)(1)(v). Text is
added to this paragraph to clearly
specify that a state catch report is an
Alaska. Washington. Oregon. or
California fish ticket that has been
submitted in compliance with
regulations of the respective state that
were in effect at the time of landing. A
Federal catch report is described as a
weekly production report submitted in
compliance with 50 CFR 672.5(c) or
675.5(c) at the time of landing. Other
types of documents that report landings
of fish will not be considered evidence
of legal landings for purposes of initial
allocation of QS.

11. The adjective "initial" is added
before QS in § 676.20(b) to emphasize
that the modification of QS to
accommodate the CDQ program will
occur only once with the calculation of
the initial QS allocation. The COQ
adjustment will occur at the IFQ level
after determination of a preliminary QS.
If fishing under the IFQ program begins
in 1995, then the TACs used for this
purpose will be those specified for 1994.
The modified IFQ (after the COQ
adjustment) then will be the basis for
recalculating the initial QS. The reason
for this approach is that the TACs for
halibut and sablefish are not specified
until late January or early February. Use
of the previous year's TAC
specifications will allow calculation and
issuance of initial QS prior to February
of the first year of fishing under the
program. In addition. this will allow for
an ample period of time to effect
transfers of QS before the IFQ
calculation date specified in
§ 676.20(0(2).

12. The confidentiality of proprietary
catch data is protected under current
state and Federal law. Basically, these
regulations prohibit the release of any
catch or landings data to 8.Jlyone other
than the person who submitted the state
fish ticket or Federal catch report.
Exceptions to this rule allow for the
release of aggregated data (of 3 or more
persons) and the release of data to a
third party if the person to whom the
data are confidential signs a statement
waiving his or·her protection of
confidentiality. These rules will affect
the calculation of initial QS as described
at § 676.20(b). The Regional Director
will comply with state and Federal laws
regarding confidentiality. These
confidentiality laws could complicate
the initial distribution of QS. If a person
who qualifies for an initial allocation of
QS had a crew member report a landing
on a state fish ticket, the reported catch
on that fish ticket would be confidential
to that crew member. The Regional

Director would not be able to release
those landing data to the qualified
person unless the crew member signed
a waiver or the qualified person
obtained a court-ordered release. This
clarification is necessary to alert
qualified persons that the application
process for QS is subject to state and
Federal confidentiality laws and that it
is their responsibility to secure the
necessary waivers from other persons
who may have landed halibut or
sablefish on their behalf.

13. The IFQ calculation date in
§ 676.20(f)(2) of December 31 is changed
to January 31 to allow more time for QS
transfers to affect IFQ allocations prior
to the beginning of the fishing season on
March 1 of each fishing year. III
addition. this change will allow QS
transfers to occur through the annual
meeting of the IPHC. at which the
current year's catch limit of halibut is
established. Calculation of halibut IFQs
is partly based on the halibut catch
limits established by the IPHC.

14. A new paragraph is added at
§ 676.20(g) to clarify the interests of QS,
IFQ. and permit holders.

15. Two changes are made in
§ 676.22(e). The first changes the
sablefish QS use limit to 1 percent of the
combined total sablefish QS instead of
the total fixed gear TAC. This change
more accurately reflects the language of
the Council's motion and the approved
FMP amendment text, and makes this
limit consistent with that for halibut in
the following paragraph (see response to
comment 67). The second change
corrects a drafting oversight by changing
"1400 east" to "1400 west" longitude.

16. In § 676.22(i)(2), "sablefish IFQ" is
changed to "sablefish QS." This change
corrects a drafting oversight and

. clarifies that the exemption provided in
the preceding paragraph applies to
initial allocation of sablefish QS
consistent with its application to the
initial allocation of halibut QS.

17. Section 676.23 is deleted as
redundant to §§ 676.10 and 676.11.
Former §§ 676.24 and 676.25 in the
proposed rule are renumbered as
§§ 676.23 and 676.24, respectively.

18. Minor changes to § 676.24 include
additional language in paragraph (c) to
stress that materials in possession of the
State of Alaska pertinent to hearings
may be released only under State and
Federal confidentiality laws. In
paragraph (1)(2)(i), the coast of the
Chukchi Sea is added as a location
where a community would not be
eligible for the CDQ. Also. paragraph
(f)(5)(iv)(E) adds a factor that the
Governor must consider prior to
recommendation of a COP.
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19. Compensations of additional property to a limited class of fishermen.
halibut and sablefish QS for amounts and to use public tax dollars to fund the
foregone due to the CDQ program are administration of this program for the
clarified by making two changes in benefit of these special interests. The
§ 676.24(i) (formerly § 676.25(i)). First. Magnuson Act should be amended to
"IFQ" is changed to "QS." This change provide the public with a fair return on
improves consistency with the text of the public fishery resources to avoid
the Council's motion. Also. this change unnecessary windfall profits to a few at
should make calculation of the great cost to the public. All industries
compensation faster because the must pay for their raw materials in
calculation would be based on the QS producing any product for profit. The
pool as of January 31 instead of waiting fishing industry's raw materials are the
for final TAC specifications on which to . public's fish which currently are free.
base IFQ calculations. Second. a new The fishing industry should pay the
paragraph (i)(3) is added to clarify that public for the use of its resources and
the compensation will occur only once, their management.
in the first year of fishing under the IFQ Response: Neither the Magnuson Act
program, and it will be based on the QS nor the Halibut Act provides authority
pool in each IFQ regulatory area as of to charge resource user fees or rents. In
January 31 of the first year of fishing the coming months. NOAA will be
under the IFQ program. These are the participating in a broad review of user
same QS pool amounts that will be used fees or rents, which will include
for calculating IFQs that year pursuant evaluation of alternatives for applying
to § 676.20(tl(2). them in appropriate fisheries. This

20. Explanations for additional could result in charging fees for initial
changes to the final rule's regulatory and subsequent allocations of QS, IFQ.
text from the proposed rule may be or landings. or .any combination of
found throughout the Response to these, in the sablefish and halibut
Comments section. fisheries. NOAA will seek the views of
Response to Comments interested parties during this review.

While the IFQ program will benefit the
The IFQ program has been Nation, and is consistent with current

controversial in its development. law, public benefits can be increased
review, and approval primarily because from resource user fees or rents.
it will fundamentally change the current Comment 2: The IFQ program is the
method of.managing the halibut and only alternative that addresses all ten
sablefish fisheries and will limit access problems identified by the Council. The
to them. Hence. public testimony and ' IFQ program offers the best chance of
comment to the Council. NMFS. and the solving current industry problems
Secretary has been voluminous. including safety. marketing, and
Comments received on the draft SElSI overcapitalization. No other alternative
EIS are summarized and responded to in better solves the problems of resource
the FSEIS/EIS. The following summary waste. overcrowding. product quality.
includes only those comments on the safety. and bycatch. Problems of
proposed rule that were received by the discarding. and gear conflict should be
comment deadline of January 11. 1993. resolved by the IFQ program while
Of these. 49 letters from 62 individuals increasing economic benefits and
expressed support for the proposed improving biological conservation.
action while 30 letters from 32 Open access and traditional
individuals were opposed. Some letters management techniques are not
in each category also included working. The IFQ program is based on
attachments of other letters. petitions. free-market principles commonly used
and news articles. Points raised in the in the private sector; it is a pro-business
attachments generally reiterated or plan. Current management results in
reinforced the points made in the letters extremely short fishing seasons which
to which they were attached. Another are dangerous and wasteful. The IFQ
13 letters expressed neither support nor program would reduce waste of bycatch,
opposition but made technical fuel. fishing gear, ice, cold storage. and
comments or recommended certain loss of life at sea. The program has been
changes in the regulations. This group thoroughly analyzed and benefits from
of letters includes several that ample public review and participation
responded to an expressed interest by in its design over the past 5 years. The
the Secretary in comments on efficiency unsafe fishing conditions that fishermen
constraints proposed by the Council. are forced to endure as a result ·of
Letters of support and opposition also extremely short openings is a criticaI
made specific recommendations for flaw of current management. Fisheries
change. . management should take responsibility

Comment 1: The IFQ proposal intends for the safety and welfare of fishermen
to allocate publicly-owned co~on affected by regulations in addition to

conservation and management of the
fishery. The program will increase
economic benefits from the fisheries and
improve biological conservation by
making the fisheries easier to manage.
Consumers will benefit by having a
steady supply of fresh fish to the
market. The program is rational; initial
allocations reward participation in the
fisheries proportionately. Fishermen
will have a personal stake in the fishery
under the IFQ program which will, foster
a stewardship attitude toward the
resources and their environment.
Similar IFQ-type programs have proven
successful in oth,er fisheries, The IFQ
program should be approved in its
entirety. There should be no partial
disapproval of transfer restrictions as
these are necessary to mitigate socio
economic impacts that will occur if
historic delivery patterns are disrupted
or the traditionally diverse fleet is
displaced. Further prevention of
excessive fleet consolidation may be
needed..

Response: Comment noted. NOAA
agrees with most of these .points and
supports the IFQ program. However,
limited access regimes are not
appropriate for all problems affecting
the fisl!ing industry. Some traditional
management measures will continue to
be used and others may be necessary to
prevent overfishing or other
conservation problems if the IFQ
program is not adequately addressing
such problems.

Comment 3: Adoption of the IFQ plan
will result in lost jobs for up to 12.000
fishermen in the halibut fleet and 2.600
fishermen in the sablefish fleet. It is
unlikely that all of these fishermen will
be able to move to other fisheries. The
impact of such job loss on communities
and fishing-related industries is not.
fully addressed.

Response: The Council and the
Secretary carefully assessed the
potential social and economic effects of
this IFQ system. Although the number
of employment opportunities fishing for
and processing halibut and sablefish are
likely to decrease with the intended
consolidation of the fleet. the fishing
and processing positions that remain
should be more secure and better paid.
The fishing seasons in the halibut and
sablefish fisheries currently are so short
that most fishermen cannot depend on
them for full-time employment. There is
little employment security in the halibut·
and sablefish fisheries currently under
open access management. Extremely
short fishing seasons under open access
force vessel owners and processing
plant operators to rely more on part
time transient labor instead of full-time
resident labor. Stability in the
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participation of fishing vessel owners
also is not high currently. Of the
approximately 8,000 vessel owners who
participated in the halibut fishery
between 1984 and 1990, only 9 percent
participated in all 7 years (FEIS 2.2.18).
The IFQ program could provide greater
employment security by increasing the
use of a coastal community's resident
labor force and decreasing the use of
transient labor (FEIS 2.2.16). The
fishermen likely to leave the fisheries
under the IFQ program will be
occasional or part·time fishermen.
Career or full time-fishermen are more
likely to increase their stake in the IFQ
fisheries and enjoy greater economic
stability and security in their
employment than they currently
experience.

Comment 4: The IFQ plan is unfair
because it would take a public resource
worth millions of dollars that everyone
has access to and give it to a privileged
few. This would unfairly force
traditional small-boat fishermen out of
the fishery and replace them with large
corporations or, like other limited entry
programs, will result in rich doctors and
lawyers having the permits. This would
prevent many small·boat fishermen
from being able to improve their boats
and gear. Since most of the benefits of
the program would be captured by
relatively few individuals. a large
number of individuals currently
working in the fisheries would be ,
unemployed and increase the burden on
social services. Management should
spread out access to the resources to
keep more people working and protect
against the concentration of harvesting
by a privileged minority.

Response:" Seeking maximum
participation in a fishery is a
management policy that may be

" appropriate for some fisheries. The
Council did not consider it an
appropriate policy to achieve OY from
the halibut and sablefish fisheries,
however, because it exacerbated
numerous conservation and
management problems and resulted in
wasted value from an important
national resource. The addition of more
harvesters or more fishing effort to a
fishery with a finite production
capability at some point will not yield
more product. The halibut and sablefish
fisheries have surpassed that point, but
more fishing effort was continually
added in recent years resulting in
decreased fishing seasons (FEIS 1.3.2,
July 19,1991, and Fig. 1.1, Nov. 16,
1989) and the 10 conservation and
management problems identified above
(see Background). The Council's IFQ
management policy is carefully crafted.
however. to prevent the opposite

extreme of minimizing participation in
the fisheries. To the extent practicable,
it is designed to retain the social and
cultural framework relevant to the
fisheries. For example, it includes
constraints on the transfer of QS among
vessel categories and requires catcher
vessel QS holders to be onboard during
fishing operations. The traditional
small·boat fisherman will not
necessarily be forced out of the fishery.
However, if he decides to leave the
fishery, a small-boat fisherman will
likely transfer his QS to another small
boat fisherman. Policies like this reflect
the concern expressed by the Council,
the fishing industry, and the affected
public about excessive consolidation of
fishing privileges and disruption of the
trawtional fixed gear fishing fleet.

Comment 5: Tlie cultural and social
framework of the fishery was not taken
into account in formulating the IFQ
plan. The culture of Alaska contains the
philosophy of "common use" and an
abhorrence of "exclusive right or special
privilege fishery," concepts embodied
in the State's Constitution.

Response: The Council and the
Secretary adequately took into
consideration the cultural and social
framework relevant to the fisheries in
developing the IFQ program as required
by the Magnuson Act and the Halibut
Act. Evidence of this consideration is in
the FEIS which is comprised of several
analyses. These include the original
draft dated November 16, 1989, which
was supplemented by drafts dated: (1)
May 13, 1991; (2) July 19, 1991; and (3)
March 27. 1992. The most recent FEIS
document, dated September 15.1992,
summarizes and responds to comments
on the March 27. 1992 draft. The
November 1989 draft contains 8
description of the economic and social
environment (Chapter 3). This section
describes Gommercial fishing activities,
their relationship to the processing and
marketing sectors, social and cultural
characteristics of the fisheries, and
coastal communities. Detailed
descriptions of fleet structure.
population. employment. history.
demographics, and culture also are "
contained in this document or
referenced. This analysis examines the
likely effects of alternative management
strategies and evaluates the efficacy of
each alternative. The July 1991, analysis
contains a detailed description of the
economic and social environment of the
halibut fisheries. Chapter 4 of the
document compares IFQ management
with open access in regard to 28
parameters including economic stability
in affected coastal communities,
employment. and anticipated effects on
fishing opeJ'l'tions. Chapter 5 of the July

1991 document contains a detailed
description of the social environment of
the halibut fishery. Specific
demographic profiles of affected coastal
communities are provided that address
the relative importance of the halibut
fishery to each community and the size.
composition. and stability of the
resident work force as it relates to
fisheries. The March 1992 analysis
contained another assessment of
potential coastal community impacts
(Chapter 3) that includes the potential
for QS/IFQ to move away from coastal
communities as has occurred in the
State's salmon limited entry program.
Consideration of the social and cultural
framework of the fishery resulted in
numerous constraints imposed on the
transfer and use of QS and IFQ
(§§ 676.21 and 676.22). These
constraints will be costly in terms of
foregone economic efficiency of the fleet
but are nevertheless necessary to
prevent undue disruption in the social
and cultural framework of the halibut
and sablefish fisheries.

Comment 6: The program
expropriates existing private property
rights in the common property fishery
and reassigns property rights to a new
group of persons using arbitrary criteria.
Those from whom property rights are
taken should be compensated.

Response: There are no private
property rights in wild fish before they
have been reduced to one's possession.
Therefore. no private property has been
taken, no property rights have been
reassigned, and no compensation is due.
The assignment of transferable
harvesting privileges to persons who
owned or leased a fixed gear fishing
vessel that made landings of halibut or
sablefish in 1988,1989, or 1990 is
reasonably based on information.
available to the Council at the time that
it made its decision. on present

"participation in. and current
dependence on, the fisheries.

Comment 7: The IFQ program
amounts to a takeover of our natural
resources by the Federal Government.
Fishermen should not have to pay for a
harvesting privilege that is already their
Constitutional right.

Response: There is no provision of the
U.S. Constitution that guarantees
anyone a right to fish. The IFQ program
does not amount to a "takeover" of the
halibut and sablefish resources by the
Federal Government. The Federal
Government is responsible under the
Magnuson Act and the Halibut Act to
conserve and manage these and other
fishery resources for the benefit of the
Nation. Limited access management
programs are authorized by these laws
as necessary to achieve OY.
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Comment 8: The IFQ program does
not privatize ownership rights to
individual fish stocks but only to the
right to harvest certain species.
Therefore, the "race-for-fish" problem is
not solved but limited only to a
privileged and protected group.

Response: Under open access and
license limitation programs, all
fishermen harvest fish from the overall
catch quota. Therefore, fishermen who
harvest faster harvest more fish than
slower fishermen by the time the
common quota is reached and
authorities close the fishery. Under the
IFQ program, fishermen, limited by
their individual quotas, rieed not race
for a share of the total quota. Instead,
they can direct their efforts at reducing
the cost of their operations and
improving product quality.

Comment 9: The claim that ownership
of harvesting rights will promote
stewardship of the resource is not true.
The long-term detrimental effects of
abusive behavior are shared by all
industry participants, not just the
abusive individual, thereby reducing
incentive for an individual to take
responsibility for his own behavior.

Response: Fishermen who hold QS
have an individual interest in the
halibut or sablefish resource. Individual
behavior that degrades that interest,
such as underreporting or discarding
dead fish that should be counted against
an IFQ, could adversely affect the
harvesting potential of QS or the future
value of QS when the QS holder decides
to leave the fishery. As abusive behavior
is more likely to be noticed by other
fishermen than by the Government, the
IFQ program is expected to foster a
cooperative effort in enforcing the IFQ
rules. Fishermen who invest in the
fishery by buying QS will more likely
hold a long-term view of their industry
and seek to recapture their investment
costs and make a reasonable profit year
after year. An open access fishery, on
the other hand, inspires a short-term
perspective because investment or entry
costs are relatively low and the costs of
resource abuse are spread over a large
number of fishermen. Consolidation of
the fleet under the IFQ program will
increase the cost of resource abuse to
individuals remaining in the fishery.
The IFQ program will likely inspire
more individual responsibility for
resource stewardship, not less.
Furthermore, it is conceivable that the
underreporting by one IFQ holder that
potentially causes the TAC to be
exceeded in one fishing year could
result in a decre8$ed TAC and
correspondingly lower IFQs the
following year.

Comment 10: Initial allocation of
fishing privileges to "present
participants" is only indirectly related
to present participation. Fishers' catch
history is only the outcome of their
participation (Le., the score of the
game). Investment in the fisheries, for
example, is more indicative of ,
participation.

Response: The Magnuson Act and the
Halibut Act require the Council and the
Secretary to take present participation
in, and dependence on, the fishery into
account in developing limited access
systems. The Council chose to use catch
history over a specified period oftime .
as an indicator of present participation
in, and dependence on, the fishery.
NOAA agrees that a person's catch
history prOVides a reasonable indication
of that person's participation in, and
dependence on, the fishery. Investment
also may be an indication of these
factors, but investment data would be
more cumbersome to use and 'Verify
because of difficulties in acquiring and
interpreting such data.

Comment 11: The initial allocation to
those who invest (in fishing vessels)
would unfairly allocate a valuable asset
to relatively few fishermen and
businessmen who own vessels to the
exclusion of the vast majority of
fishermen who crew and operate the
vessels. This would make vessel owners
and lease holders "fishermen"
regardless of their participation in the
fishing activity of their vessel. Crew
members and captains who actually
fished would be excluded from receipt
of QS regardless of the years of personal
investment they have as real fishermen.
By discriminating between fishermen
who are vessel owners and fishermen
who are crew members, the IFQ
program would violate the Halibut Act
which strictly prohibits discrimination
between any fishermen, not just
fishermen from different states.
Moreover, it would effectively redefine
"fishermen" as "investors" and would
violate national standard 4 of the
Magnuson Act and the Halibut Act,
which require allocations to be fair and
equitable to all fishermen. Financial
investment in the fishery should not be
the only criterion for getting QS.

Response: The Council chose vessel
ownership or lease as a criterion for
initial allocation of QS because of the
financial risk that such persons assume
in undertaking a commercial fishing
enterprise. Persons who bear this
financial risk are the persons who make
the decision of whether to enter or exit
a fishery and affect the amount of
capital in a fishery (see response to
comment 13). However, financial
investment in a fishing vessel is not the

only criterion for receiving an initial
allocation of QS. Vessel owners or lease
holders also must demonstrate that
halibut or sablefish were landed by their
vessels during certain years. No
investment in a fishing vessel is
required to receive transferred QS.
Neither term "fishermen" nor
"investor" is defined in the Magnuson
Act or the Halibut Act. For allocation
purposes, a vessel owner or lease holder
is a "fisherman" as much as a person
who physically handles fishing gear and
fish. The Magnuson Act and the Halibut
Act authorize such allocations, but
stipulate that they be fair and equitable,
reasonably calculated to promote
conservation, and carried out in a
manner such that no particular
individual, corporation, or other entity
acquires an excessive share. The
Guidelines at 50 CFR 602.14(c) help
interpret these criteria. An "allocation"
or "assignment" of fishing privileges is
defined as a direct and deliberate
distribution of the opportunity to
participate in a fishery among
identifiable, discrete user groups or
individuals (§ 602.14(c)(1)). The
advantaging of one group to the
detriment of another is inherent in an
allocation. Allocations do not have to
preserve the status quo in a fishery to
qualify as "fair and equitable." This
criterion can be satisfied if the
allocation is rationally connected with
the achievement of OY or with the
furtherance of FMP objectives, and if the
hardship imposed on one group is
outweighed by the total net benefits to
all. The Council's decision to allocate
QS initially to vessel owners and lease
holders who made landings of halibtt
and sablefish during certain years and
not to any other U.S. fishermen satisfies
this criterion as discussed above under
national standards 1 and 4. This
allocation promotes conservation and
the achievement of OY by encouraging
a more rational use of the resource and
optimizing the market value of the
yield. Net benefits to the Nation are
evident from the FEIS (see summary of
costs and benefits in FEIS sec. 6.0).
Finally, the IFQ rules developed by the

. Council sufficiently prevent the
acquisition of an excessive share either
in the initial allocation or subsequent
transfer of QS. Therefore, the initial
allocation of QS to vessel owners and
lease holders and not to crew members
is consistent with the anti
discrimination provisions of the
Magnuson Act and Halibut Act.

Comment 12: The proposed
requirement for an initial allocation of
QS does not take into account present
participation. It would exclude vessel
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owners with long-term history of
participation in the halibut fishery prior
to 1988 and subsequent to 1990. The
qualifying period for halibut QS should
be expanded to include years earlier
than 1988. The effect of the 3-year
qualifying period on the halibut fishery
is to exclude about 2,500 participants
from receiving an initial allocation.

. Most of these participants are small
vessel fishermen. Their exclusion from
an initial allocation serves to benefit the
large-vessel fishermen. The IFQ program
unfairly favors newcomers into the
fishery. There should be a "grandfather"
provision to award shares to those who
pioneered the fishery.

Response: NOAA finds no inherent
bias in favor·of large vessels in the
initial allocation of QS because the
distribution of vessel size during the 3
year qualifying period is roughly the
same as that immediately before and
after the period. When the Council
discussed the qualifying period. it
reasoned that a qualifying date earlier
than 1988 would include fishermen
who have since retired or otherwise left
the fisheries. and consequently have not
demonstrated sufficient present
participation in, and current
dependencQ on. these fisheries to merit
an initial allocation of QS. The Council
wanted, to the extent pOSSible, to grant
initial allocations of QS to currently
active participants in the.fisheries.
However, the Council chose to exclude
landings after 1990 because the Council
had only incomplete data on 1991
participants when it made its final
decision to approve the IFQ program in
Decwnber 1991. Moreover, the Council
chose not to base initial allocations on
prospective participation in 1992 and
1993 because this would stimulate entry
into the fisheries in those years by
persons who have not been historical
participants, thereby exacerbating the
conservation and management problems
that the Council is attempting to resolve.

Comment 13: Crew members do not
get paid a wage; everyone shares equally
in the risk of a fishing operation.
Fishing is a share-basis enterprise. Hired
skippers and crew members are self
employed, they own their share of the
catch, and are responsible for their
social security and unemployment
taxes. As such, they are independent
contractors, not employees. for purposes
of taxes and benefits. The vessel owner
is often absent during fishing
operations. Therefore. it is unfair to give
vessel owners a valuable harvesting
right based on the crew's share of the
catch. A proposal to give crew members
an initial allocation of QS based on their
average share of the catch over the
qualifying years was discounted by the

Council as too complex. but without it
the plan would concentrate 100 percent
of the ownership of the resource in the
hands of 20 percent of the work force
that harvests it. Crew members would
be prevented by the IFQ program from
moving up in the profession, and may
be prevented from finding any fishing
job as the size of the fleet decreases. It
would narr~w the options for those who
have participated as deckhands and boat
operators. The IFQ plan would take
away the livelihood of crew members,
without compensation. so that others
can have a more lucrative and
convenient work environment, and hold
an exclusive fishing right in perpetuity.
This would violate the Magnuson Act.

Response: NOAA finds no violation of
the Magnuson Act or the Halibut Act by
implementing the allocation of fishing
privileges as prescribed by those laws.
The advantaging of one group to the
detriment of another is inherent in-an
allocation and is consistent with the
Magnuson Act and Halibut Act if certain
criteria are satisfied (see discussion of
national standard 4 and section
303(b)(6) above, and response to
comment 11). The Council considered
allocating QS to crew members but
decided against it because of the
practical difficulties of documenting
crew shares. Instead, the Council
decided to give eligibility for initial
allocations only to vessel owners and
lease holders because they have a
capitol investment in the vessel and gear
that continues as a cost after crew and
vessel shares are paid from a fishing
trip. However, the IFQ system does not
ignore crew members or prevent them
from "moving up" in the fishing
profession or continuing to find crewing
positions. Skilled crew members should
be more in demand under the IFQ
program if they can contribute to the
value of the fish products and lower
costs of fishing. Crew members who
purchase QS also will be in demand for
the added harvesting potential they will
bring to a vessel. The IFQ program
provides for enhanced safety for crew
members who work in one of the most
hazardous work environments. For
these reasons, professional fishing
vessel crews in the halibut and sablefish
fisheries are expected to be better off
under the IFQ program than under open
access management. Finally, the IFQ
program does not grant anyone an
exclusive fishing right "in perpetuity,"
Although the IFQ program is expected
to continue indefinitely, it is subject to
refinement. amendment. or even repeal
as a result of subsequent decisions by
the Council. the Secretary. and the U.S.
Congress.

Comment 14: The definition of "IFQ
crew member" precludes individuals
who do not receive an initial allocation
of QS from acquiring catcher vessel QS
in the future. This is because the word
"and" would require both conditions.
experience and an initial allocation, to
be met before receiving a transfer of QS.
In addition. the definition creates a
special class of U.S. citizens that has
exclusive access to the halibut
resources. This definition is not fair and
equitable to all U.S. fishermen and
consequently violates national standard
4.

Response: NOAA agrees that the word
"and" in the proposed definition of
"IFQ crew member" at § 676.11 is too
restrictive because it would prevent
entry of new fishermen into the halibut
and sablefish fisheries. In this action
"and" is replaced by "or." This change
clarifies that both conditions,
experience and receipt of an initial
allocation. are not necessary to qualify
as an IFQ crew member, but either
condition will suffice. Although the
definition does create a "special class."
·it is not a closed class since any person
with at least 150 days experience
working as part of the harvesting crew
in any U.S. fishery could qualify for
catcher vessel QS. even though that
person did not receive an initial
allocation. The Council determined that
only IFQ crew members should be able
to acquire and use catcher vessel QS as
a means of fostering professionalism in
the catcher vessel fleet. Professionalism
developed from commercial fishing
experience also is likely to enhance
vessel safety. Therefore. NOAA finds no
violation of national standard 4 (see
discussion of "fair and equitable" in
response to comments 11 and 13).

. Comment 15: The proposed
regulations would violate Federal tax
law because vessel owners are assumed
to be "employers" and deckhands
·'employees.'·

Response: No such assumption is
made. Vessel owners and lease holders
are eligible for an initial allocation of
QS and crew members are not eligible
primarily because vessel owners and
lease holders generally have a greater
investment in the fisheries than do the
crew members. The commenter does not
specify how this allocation violates tax
laws. NOAA finds no violation of U.S.
tax laws on this point.

Comment 16: The IFQ system would
be extremely detrimental to Alaskans
residing in coastal communities. The
halibut fishery is characterized by a
large diversified fleet of relatively small
vessels that are based in, and deliver
their catch to, numerous ports within
Alaska. Alaskan coastal communities
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are economically dependent on this
large fleet of small family-owned fishing
vessels. The IFQ program would destroy
the small-scale family fishing business
in Alaska the same way big agribusiness
is forcing the small family farms out of
business. It would undermine the
economic base of most of Alaskan
coastal communities, deny access to '
citizens who live closest to the fishery
resources, and put thousands of
fishermen and shore plant workers
along the Alaskan (Gulf) coast out of
work. Seldovia will be 'finished as a
fishing port if halibut and sablefish can't
be landed there. Many years ago, the
fleet was smaller and comprised of
larger vessels based predominantly in
the State of Washington. The IFQ plan
is an attempt to tear the social fabric of
Alaskan coastal communities and make
the present cult~e fit the memories of
the former fleet owners. Potential
impacts of the IFQ plan on Alaska
coastal communities involved in these
fisheries dictate a need to do additional
detailed studies before the plan goes
into effect.

Response: The IFQ program is
intended to achieve OY by resolving 10
conservation and management problems
identified by the Council in 1989.
Although the program will limit access
to these fisheries, the Council
incorporated measures to prevent undue
disruption of the economic and social
structure of Alaskan coastal
communities. Landings of halibut and
sablefish under the IFQ program can be
made at any port. There is no
requirement (except in §676.14(e)
pertaining to transshipment of
processed IFQ fish) that prevents
landing these species at Seldovia or any
other port in or outside of Alaska. The .
potential effects of the IFQ program and
alternatives were studied and taken into
consideration by the Council and the
Secretary. Social and cultural aspects of
the halibut and sablefish fixed gear
fisheries are considered and described ~

in several sections of the FEIS. Most
notably, the analysis ofJuly 19, 1991,
focused on the halibut fishery. Section
5.0 of that document was prepared by a
social anthropologist and contained a
detailed description of the social
environment of the halibut fishery
including present participation from
coastal areas, historical fishing practices
and dependence on the fishery by
coastal communities, and details of
native and subsistence fisheries.
Specific demographic profiles of
affected coastal communities are
provided which address the relative
economic importance of the halibut
fishery to each community and the size,

composition, and stability of the
resident work force relative to the
fishery. The section «::oncludes with an
assessment that social and cultural
benefits could be maximized under an
IFQ program. Another one of the
component analyses of the FEIS, dated
March 27, 1992, also contains a section
(3.0) devoted to assessment of potential
coastal' community impacts. This
section describes the distribution of
historical landings of halibut and
sablefish relative to the distribution of
harvesting privileges resulting from the
IFQ program and the importance of
these landings to each community
relative to other species. This section
also assesses the potential for QS to be
transferred away from coastal
communities. The assessment concludes
that some net transfer of QS is likely to
occur, but that overall, the IFQ program
is expected to provide net benefits to
rural coastal communities, Alaska, and
the Nation (FEIS sec. 3.4). At the request
of the Governor of Alaska, the Alaska
Commercial Fisheries Entry
Commission conducted an independent
review of the IFQ program. That review
concluded that fears of social disruption
under the IFQ program are unfounded,
and that rural coastal communities in
Alaska are likely to realize benefits from
the program. Additional social and
economic analysis are not likely to
substantially add to the understanding
of the effects of this IFQ program on
Alaska coastal communities. However,·
NOAA favors continued monitoring and
analysis of the effects of the IFQ
program during its implementation.
Unanticipated injurious effects may be
addressed by amending the IFQ program
if necessary.

Comment 17: The IFQ program would
give a disproportionate share of the
resource to "non-Alaskan" fishermen
precluding participation by the growing
Alaska longline fleet. This will deny
residents of Alaska communities the
opportunity to fully diversify and
develop their fisheries, creating
financial hardship and adverse
ecoDomic impacts.

Response: The IFQ program will
distribute harvesting privileges among
fishermen (vessel owners/lease holders)
in proportion to their history of landings
during the base period (1984-1990 for
halibut and 1985-1990 for sablefish). In
some areas, the amount of QS initially
allocated to residents of Alaska will be
larger than those to residents of other
states, and in other areas the reverse
will be true. Tables 1-4 in Appendix D
to the FEIS dated September 15, 1992,
quantitatively indicate the amounts of
these proportions. For example, about
42 percent of the QS allocations for .

sablefish in the Aleutian Islands subarea
will go to residents of Alaska while 58
percent will go to residents of other
states (Table 2). On the other hand,
about 88 percent of the QS allocations
for halibut in area 2C will go to Alaska
residents, and only 12 percent will go to
residents of other states (Table 1). This
allocation reflects present participation
in, and dependence on, the halibut and
sablefish fisheries by species and area.
Under this allocation scheme, residents
from all states have an equal
opportunity to diversify and develop
their fisheries for halibut and sablefish.

Comment 18: The IFQ program could
provide for more development of
offshore processors which will reduce
the raw fish tax revenues to Alaskan
communities.

Response: Significant growth in
offshore processing of halibut and
sablefish is unlikely because catcher
vessel QS cannot be transferred to
freezer vessels. Ifany catcher vessel QS
are used on a freezer vessel during a
fishing trip, then all fish onboard during
that trip must be unprocessed
(§ 676.22(i)(3)). Conversely, Alaska raw
fish tax revenue may increase under the
IFQ program if the landed value of
halibut and sablefish increases as
expected.

Comment 19: Alaskan native people'
have not been able to fully develop their
fisheries. Therefore, the Seldovia Village
Tribe should be able to participate in
the COQ program. There is no reason for
the COQ program to be limited to
western Alaska and prohibit natives
along the central gulf coast from
participating.

Response: The COQ program is
limited to western Alaska communities
because the Council concluded that
commercial marine fisheries could be
developed in this area to the economic
benefit of the participating communities
and that commercial fisheries in these
communities were undeveloped relative
to other coastal communities in the
State. A native organization in other
parts of the State could acquire QS for
use by its members. Catcher vessel QS
used in this manner would have to be
transferred to individuals. Current QS
use limitations at § 676.22 (e) and (f),
and the QS holder-on-board
requirement at § 676.22 (c) and (i)
would limit the manner in which QS
held by native organizations is used.
Nevertheless, the IFQ program could be
used to facilitate development of Alaska
native fisheries outside of the COQ
program.

Comment 20: The IFQ plan would
deny the Huna Tlingit people of
southeast Alaska the right to make a
living by fishing as they have done for
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many generations and will force more of
them on welfare. These native Alaskans
will not be able to compete with better
financed fishermen for the purchase of
QS.

Response: The IFQ program will not
deny any native group participation and
could be used to help develop native
fisheries (see response to comment 19).

Comment 21: The IFQ proposal .
effectively locks out women and
minorities from participation in the IFQ
fisheries and locks in the white male
club of vessel owners by effectively
giving them ownership of the resource.
The price of buying IFQs will be
prohibitive for minority deckhands who
have recently entered these fisheries
although they are granted free to vessel
owners. Therefore, the IFQ plan would
violate the Alaska State Constitution,
the U.S. Constitution, and the
Magnuson Act.

Response: NOAA finds no violation of
the Magnuson Act, the Halibut Act, or
other applicable law, including any
state constitution or the U.S.
Constitution. There is no evidence in
the record of discrimination against
women or minorities. Although the cost
of entering the IFQ fisheries by buying
QS will be higher under the program
than under open access management,
the analysis demonstrates that
implementation of the IFQ program will
result in a net benefit to the United
States. However, crew members may
continue to work as crew members
under the IFQ program with no
obligation to purchase any QS.

Comment 22: The Council did not
consider alternative management
methods or alternative limited access
methods other than IFQ variations after
the 1989 draft SEIS for sablefish.
Changed conditions in the fishery and
socio-culturalenvironment require a
new EIS before such a major Federal
action could take place.

Response:·The November 1989
. analysis considered four alternatives for

the fixed gear sablefish fishery: (1)
Continued open access; (2) license
limitation; (3) IFQ; and (4) annual
fishing allotments. Based on this
analysis, the Council determined that·
license limitation and annual fishing
allotments were not reasonable
alternatives for addressing the 10
problems identified by the Council. The
Council then proceeded with a more in
depth analysis of various IFQ options as
compared with the open access or status
quo alternative. The same conservation
and management problems identified in .
the sablefish fishery also are
experienced in the halibut fishery. The
Council decided to consider only IFQ
alternatives as compared with the status

quo for the halibut fishery because it
already had determined that license
limitation and annual fishing allotments
would not be feasible. In addition to the
November 1989 analysis, FEIS
component analyses in July 1991 and
March 1992 included detailed
descriptions of the social, cultural, and
economic conditions of the fisheries.
These conditions have not changed
substantially since 1992.

Comment 23: Traditional management
proposals have not been sufficiently
considered as alternatives to the IFQ
plan. There are simpler solutions to
management problems in the halibut
fishery (e.g., area registration, gear
restrictions, quotas based on boat size,
trip limits) that will allow everyone to
participate in the fisheries. Other
options for spreading out the fleet, such
as trip limits, gear restrictions, and fleet
platooning, should be considered first.

Response: The Council considered
such traditional open-access
management measures as alternatives to
the IFQ program, but concluded that
these measures did not offer long-term
solutions to the conservation and
management problems confronting these
fisheries. For example, none of the
measures cited by the commenter would
resolve the fundamental problem of
excessive fishing capacity in the halibut
and sablefish fisheries.

Comment 24: Fishermen need to
diversify their fishing practices to
survive the current depressed market
prices for salmon. The IFQ program will
prevent diversification.

Response: NOAA understands that
recent low market prices for salmon
have been hurting the salmon fishery in
Alaska. The solution to this problem
may be in creating more market
alternatives for salmon products rather
than providing opportunity for salmon
fishermen to enter already
overcapitalized fisheries. Nevertheless,
diversification into several different
fisheries likely will remain as a common
practice. The IFQ program does not
prevent diversification. Fixed gear
fishermen who have IFQ will be able to
realize benefits from being able to land
their incidental catches of halibut or
sablefish instead of discarding these
species. However, those fixed gear
fishermen who do not have IFQ will not
be allowed to harvest halibut and
sablefish.

Comment 25: In its analysis, the
Council makes few positive assertions
in support of anticipated benefits;
numerous caveats lead one to question
whether there will be any real net
benefits.

Response: No analysis is able to
forecast future events with absolute

certainty. The FEIS does not attempt to
make such a forecast, but instead
documents that certain potential effects
may occur if the assumptions used in
the analysis are correct.

Analysts typically caution the reader
about the results and conclusions
because the assumptions eventually
may not be correct. This inability to
have perfect knowledge of the future
does not make the analysis invalid.

Comment 26: The IFQ program
violates the Magnuson Act because it
fails to achieve OY.

Response: As discussed above, the OY
from the fixed gear fisheries for
sablefish and halibut is achieved
through the reduction of bycatch and
discard waste of fish, increased
prevention of overfishing, and enhanced
economic and social benefits to the
Nation (FEIS sec. 6.0). Despite the fact
that the IFQ program does not change
the specified amount of fish that may be
harvested each year, benefits to the
Nation from harvesting that amount of
fish are increased.

Comment 27: Procedural errors were
made that confused and shortened the
public comment period. Notice of
availability of the supplemental EIS for
comment at the Council level
incorrectly advised the public that the
time for addressing comments to the
Council had expired before the
documents were officially released.
Further, Magnuson Act procedure was
violated by not providing a full 45 days
for public comment from the date of
publication of the proposed rule notice.
The Secretary did not make the plan
amendments available to the public on
the receipt date; Council staff did not
release them until November 18, 1992.
Allowing 60 days for public comment
should have resulted in a comment
deadline ofJanuary 18, 1993, not
January 11, 1993. Generally, notices and
deadlines for public comment and
public testimony opportunities occurred
during openings for the sablefish and
halibut fisheries which prevented many
people who would be affected by the
proposal from fully participating in the
policy-making process.

Response: Tliree different documents
were available for public comments at
different times during the development
and Secretarial review of the IFQ
program. These include the draft and
final EIS, the FMP amenclIDent text, and
the proposed implementing rules.
NOAA finds no errors with respect to
providing sufficient opportunity for
public comment on any of these
documents (see response to comment
43).

Comment 28: National standard 4 of
the Magnuson Act and the substantially
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similar provisions of the Halibut Act are
violated because the IFQ program is not
reasonably calculated to promote
conservation. As a biological .
conservation measure, quota share
programs have proven ineffective and,
in some cases, counterproductive. There
will be increased pressure on managers
to keep total catch limits high so that
persons vested with harvesting rights
will be able to payoff the debt of
acquiring QS. Less efficient fishermen
who retire from the halibut and
sablefish fisheries will increase pressure
on other fish stocks still under open
access management. The potential
biological harm from temporarily
susp.ending halibut prohibited species
catch (PSC) limits, under reporting, .
discards, and highgrading are not fully
assessed and could negate any
conservation benefits.

Response: The promotion of
biological conservation under the IFQ
program should be considered in
comparison with biological
conservation under current open access
management. Under the current regime,
fishermen are inspired to maximize
their harvest ,of halibut or sablefish as
fast as possible before fishery managers
close the open fishing season. Large
amounts of fish may be killed but not
harvested in this race due to lost or
excessive amounts of fishing gear that is
set but not retrieved. More halibut and
sablefish are wasted when they are
caught incidental to the harvest of other
species but must be discarded because
the season for halibut and sablefish is
closed. In addition, harvested halibut
must occasionally be returned to the sea
because they have been mishandled and
are rejected by processors as inferior
product. These sources of fishing
mortality are often not quantified or
counted toward the overall catch quota
but may have a negative effect on stocks.

The IFQ program will significantly
reduce these sources of fishing mortality
because fishing will be conducted over.
a longer period with less waste.
Fishermen will have no incentive to set
more gear than they can retrieve, and
fewer gear conflicts will result in less
lost fishing gear. Halibut and sablefish
caught incidental to the harvest of other
species may be landed on unused IFQ.
Discarded bycatch of IFQ species caught
with fixed gear will be minimized
because of the economic incentive to
acquire IFQ at least sufficient to cover
its retention and landing. Fishermen
seeking the highest value for their
product will take more time to properly
clean and store fish on ice or process it
immediately.

The potential for underreporting of
IFQ harvests and highgrading are often

cited as biologically detrimental aspects
of IFQ-style management pregrams.
Underreporting and highgrading are
discussed in detail in the FEIS at
Appendix E (pp. 2-7). NOAA recognizes
that underreporting will not be
completely prevented, but a planned
increased enforcement and monitoring
effort coupled with severe penalties for
gross underreporting is likely to
minimize this potential source of
biological damage to the stocks.
Highgrading, the substitution of large
high-valued fish for harvested small
low-valued fish, is not expected to be a
major threat because of increased
enforcement and because a relatively
small market price difference between
small and large fish will reduce the
profitability of highgrading and,
therefore, the incentive to discard
harvested fish. Generally, NOAA
expects substantially less unreported
fishing mortality under the IFQ program
than under open acce,ss management.

Comment 29: The vast majority of
technical comments and public
opinions expressed to the Council were
ignored by the Council. Something is
wrong (with the IFQ program) when 75
to 85 percent of all responses are
opposed to it. The IFQ program will not
result in a better managed fishery and
safer fishing conditions. It is advocated
by a group of greedy individuals so that
they can control a fishery that belongs
to all the people. There have always
been too many fishermen chasing too
few fish. Sometimes this results in
hurting the resource, but this is not the
case with halibut which has been well
managed.

Response: Over the 3 years that the
Council had the IFQ program under
consideration, it received thousands of
oral and written comments that
expressed support or opposition. The
Secretary also received many pro anll
con comments on the IFQ issue before
and during the Secretarial review
period. The Council also received
reports and advice from its industry
advisory panel and scientific and
statistical committee, and reviewed
analyses and staffreports on the
potential effects of the IFQ program as
compared with the open access and
other alternatives. After considering all
of these comments, reports,
recommendations, and analyses, the
Council concluded that the IFQ program
would result in better ml1I\agement of
the fisheries and benefits to the Nation.
The Secretary, after reviewing the
record of comments, reports and
analyses, agreed with the Council and
approved the Council's IFQ
recommendation.

Comment 30: Reducing the number of
vessels in the fishery will not
necessarily increase the length of fishing
seasons since 20 percent of the vessels
take 85 percent of the fish. If the bottom
80 percent of the fleet leaves the fishery
there would be only a minimal increase
in the length of openings.

Response: The IFQ program allows an
IFQ permit holder to harvest halibut and
sablefish at any time during the season
prescribed at § 676.23. This is true
regardless of the number of vessels in
the fleet. No specific fleet size or
reduction goal is established by the IFQ
program. Instead, fishermen who have
QS will harvest IFQ fish with fixed gear
at various times of the year based on
their assessment of the market for those
species and other factors.

Comment 31: Four different sets of
. public comments (3 to the Council and

1 to the Governor of Alaska) indicate
strong opposition to the IFQ plan from
Alaskan residents and support from
non-Alaska residents. Opposition
comments from Alaskan addresses
ranged between 59 percent and 98
percent of all comments received while
supportive comments from non-Alaskan
addresses ranged between 70 percent
and 96 percent. This suggests that the
plan discriminates between residents of
different states in violation of national
standard 4.

Response: These statistics do not
indicate discrimination prohibited by
national standard 4. StatE! of residence is
not a factor for the allocation of QS.
Similarly situated residents of all states
~e treated equally under the IFQ
program.

Comment 32: The proposed rule
would exceed the permitting authority
allowed by the Magnuson Act. The
proposed rule provides for IFQ permits
to be issued to persons, but the
Magnuson Act allows permitting only of
vessels or the operators of vessels.
"Persons" are not vessels and they are
not required to be operators of vessels.

Response: The Magnuson Act, at
section 303(b)(lO), provides authority to
prescribe such other measures,
requirements, or con,ditions and
restrictions as are determined to be
necessary and appropriate for the
conservation and management of the
fishery. NOAA has determined that IFQ
permits may be iss~ed to owners of
vessels as opposed to operators of
vessels.

Comment 33: The proposed rule
would violate the U.S. Constitution at
Article I, section 9, paragraph 6 because
it would require vessels bound for
another state to enter and clear at one
of several ports in Alaska.
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Response: This cla~se of the U.S.
Constitution is as follows:

No preference shall be given by any
Regulation of Commerce or Revenue to the
Ports of one State over those of another: nor
shall Vessels bound to, or from, one State, be
obliged to enter, clear, or pay Duties in
another.

NOAA has modified the regulation by
including the port of Bellingham,
Washington, as a designated port. Thus,
vessels bound for Washington are not
"obliged to enter, clear, or pay duties in
another state." Vessels bound for states
other than Alaska or Washington should
contact the NOAA Office of
Enforcement to make other
arrangements (see response to comment
49).

Comment 34: Transfers of QS by
inheritance are of limited use if the
person who inherits it does not also
receive IFQ based on the QS, according
to §§ 676.21 and 676.22. This is
tantamount to inheriting a home and
being prevented from using it to live in,
to rent, or for other purpose except to
sell it to a restricted class of persons.
This would be an unfair restriction on
the use of personal property.

Response: All transfers of QS must be
approved by the Regional Director
according to the procedure prescribed at
§ 676.21(e) before they can be used to
harvest IFQ fish. This proyision is
necessary to assure that QS use
limitations and other requirements of
the Council's IFQ policy are not
violated. The regulations do not prevent
the transfer of QS by operation of law,
but the use of such QS through the
annual allocation of IFQ must be
consistent with the regulatory
requirements to achieve the
conservation and management
objectives of the IFQ program. The·
personal property nature of QS and IFQ
is addressed in the response to comment
91.

Comment 35: The IFQ plan will add
costs to the halibut fishery that will hurt
the international competitiveness of
American-caught fish.

Response: The IFQ program will
likely add value to halibut products
because catching and processing will
proceed at a more deliberate pace than
under the current I-day seasons. In
addition, a longer season for halibut
under the IFQ program will enable the
marketing of higher valued fresh fish
over a longer, more predictable period
of the year. These features should
enhance the competitiveness of halibut
harvested in and off of Alaska in
domestic and international markets
(PElS sec. 2.2.2).

Comment 36: The conflict of interest
by several Council members who voted

on the IFQ issue questions the legal
authority of the Council. The
composition of the Council is not fair
and balanced as required by the
Magnuson Act.

Response: The Council is legally
constituted under the Magnuson Act.
Section 302(b) of the Magnuson Act
authorizes the appointment of voting
members who are knowledgeable of the
fisheries of concern to the Council by
virtue of their occupation, training, or
expertise.

Comment 37: NMFS does not have
adequate funding to enforce the IFQ
plan. The cost of providing minimum
enforcement of the program will be
significantly more than the present cost
of enforcing traditional management
measures for the halibut and sablefish
fisheries. The Council did not make an
informed decision regarding the
enforcement costs of the IFQ program
because neither the Council nor the
public had an adequate analysis of
enforcement costs.

Response: NOAA estimates that
administrative and enforcement costs
will be increased by about $2.7 million
annually, and there will be an
additionall-time implementation cost
of about $1.9 million (PElS sec. 6.1).
The Council was aware of these
approximate costs when it decided to
recommend the IFQ program to the
Secretary. An implementation plan was
prepared by NMFS, in consultation with
an interagency and industry work
group, for presentation to the Council at
its December 1991 meeting prior to the
Council decision on IFQ management.
The implementation plan is section 5.0
of the FEIS. Monitoring and
enforcement issues are discussed in that
planrand costs are estimated. This was
the best information available to NMFS
and the Council on implementation
costs at that time. In approving the IFQ
program, the Secretary accepted the
responsibility to carry it out.

Comment 38: Analysis of the overall
administration of the IFQ program was
inadequate. NOAA did not develop an
adequate explanation of the appeals
process, application and initial
allocation process, or the general
complexity and cost of the bureaucracy
needed to administer the IFQ program.
The Council did not have an adequate
analysis of the administrative and
enforcement costs or of comparable
implementation costs of alternatives to
the IFQ program.

Response: A group of state and
Federal fishery managers, enforcement
personnel, and representatives of the
fixed gear fishing industry met several
times during the period September
November 1991, to discuss the details of

IFQ implementation, if it were approved
by the Council and Secretary. An
implementation plan, drafted by NMFS,
was the product of that group. The
implementation plan was presented to
the Council at its December 1991
meeting prior to the Council's decision
to recommend the IFQ program to the
Secretary. The group also made
recommendations to the Council on
ways to make the IFQ program more
practicable. The implementation plan is
contained in section 5.0 of the PElS.
Such plans are not required under the
Magnuson Act or any other law, and are
not usually submitted with FMP
amendment documents for Secretarial
review. However, the implementation
plan was helpful to the Council and the
Secretary in indicating the potential
administrative complexity and cost of
the IFQ program before they took final
action. To this extent, NOAA finds that
the implementation plan is an adequate
description of the overall administrative
process. The appeals process is .
discussed in the plan (FEIS sec. 5.2.5).
Regulations implementing the appeals
procedure will be the subject of a future
rulemaking notice. However, paragraph
(e) of § 676.20 provides guidance for
appeal of initial allocations and is
changed from the proposed rule in that
there will be no resubmitted
applications.

Comment 39: NOAA did not provide
the Council or the public with relevant
information regarding the effectiveness
of administration and enforcement of
the surf clam/ocean quahog ITQ
program. A memorandum on this
subject was produced in February 1992
which would have been useful to the
Council staff in the preparation of its
analysis dated March 27, 1992, and to
the public in commenting to the Council
prior to its reconsideration of the IFQ
program in April 1992.

Response: The surf clam/ocean
quahog ITQ program review performed
by the Northeast Region, NMFS, early in
1992 was of little relevance to the
halibut and sablefish IFQ program. The
two programs are significantly different
in design and administration. These
differences stem from major differences
between the respective fisheries. A
comparative analysis is outside the
scope of this response; however,
interested persons are referred to
proposed and final rule notices
published respectively on February 1,
1990; 45 FR 53342, and June 14, 1990,
at 55 FR 24184.

Comment 40: The Council is not clear
about its goals for the IFQ program.
Apparently, the Council is not totally
satisfied with the potential socio
economic impacts of the program
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because it began work on amending the combined would not amount to $100
program before the program completed million or more annually. The RIR
Secretarial review. estimates that quantifiable annual

Response: The Council's objectives benefits would be in the range of $30.1
are cl::;~ specified in the November million to $67.6 million. Annual
1989 ysis. In that document. and in administrative and enforcement costs
subsequent documents (most recently at are estimated to be about $2.7 million
FEIS sec. 2.1), the Council identifies 10 with an additional one-time
conservation and management problems impleJ;Ilentation cost of about $1.9
in the fixed gear fisheries for halibut million. Therefore, NOAA deten:tlined
and sablefish. NOAA expects any that this is not a "major rule. If

complex fishery management program Comment 43: The public comment
to undergo periodic review and change period should be extended to allow for
as experience with the IFQ program adequate'public review.
suggests refinements. The fact that such Response: As described in the
refinements were not known at the preamble to the proposed rule, the
beginning of the planning process does Council has discussed limited entry
not indicate confusion regarding goals options for various fisheries since the
and objectives. late 1970s and, for the sablefish fishery

Cpmment 41: The Council failed to. in particular, since 1985. Through April
provide the public with an adequate and ] 992, the issue of limited entry for the
complete analysis of the benefits and sablefish or halibut fisheries has been
costs of the IFQ program and of its on the Council agenda for 27 meetings,
potential social impacts. A social impact and every meeting of 1988 through
assessment would have demonstra~ed April 1992. All Council and committee
significant negative social impacts on meetings at which this subject was
Alaskan coastal communities from the discussed were publicized, open to the
IFQ program. public, and most provided opportunity

Response: The FEIS analyses prepared for public comment. In addition. the
b}T the Council fully assess the potential Council chose to follow a full EIS-
benefits and costs of the IFQ program procedure under the National
and its potential social impacts. A Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) for
summary of the potential benefits and this issue, in part to enhance
costs is in FEIS section 6.0, which opportunity for public participation.
estimates quantified annual benefits to This procedure provided for public
be in the range of $30.1 million to $67.6 scoping meetings and comment periods
million. Quantified annual costs for on several draft analyses and the FEIS.
administration are estimated to be about , After receipt of the proposed IFQ
$2.7 million. This results in a program by the Secretary, a notice of
conservative benefit-cost ratio of about availability was published on November
10 to 1. Non-quantified benefits and 3,1992 (57 FR 49676), and the proposed
costs also are discussed. NOAA finds implementing rule was published on
that the analysis of benefits and costs in December 3, 1992 (57 FR57130;
the FEIS is adequate. Significant corracted at 57 FR 61870, December 29,
negative social impacts on Alaskan 1992). The comment period ended on
coastal communities are doubtful (see January 11, 1993, which provided
responses to comments 5,16, and 17). sufficient time for public review and

Comment 42: The Assistant comment. NOAA concludes that the
Administrator for Fisheries, NOAA, is opportunity for public review and
incorrect in his initial determination participation in theIFQdecision-
that the IFQproposal is not a major rule making process was adequate in light of
under Executive Order 12291. The total extensive public discussion of this issue
estimated annual benefits (sic) are in at Council meetings and compliance
excess of $100 million, and a regulatory with requirements of the Magnuson Act
impact analysis should be prepared. ' and other applicable laws (see reSponse

Response: Executive Order 12291 _ to comment 27).
requires the preparation of a regulatory ,Comment 44: The proposed IFQ plan
impact analysis for "major rules. Of is not consistent with several sections of
Among the criteria for determining the Magnuson Act. Specifically, the
whether a rule is a "major rule" is its plan violates several national standards
likelihood of resulting in an arinual (section 301), it does not include an
effect on the economy of $100 millon or adequate fishery impact statement in
more. An RIR was done as part of the violation of section 303{a}(9}, and it
FEIS and it is summarized in section 6.0 does not properly address the
of the FEIS. The RIR concludes that the proviSions of section 303(b){6).
IFQ program would have an effect on Response: Section 7.0 of the PElS
costs, prices, competition, employment, provides a sUIIlIDJIryof consistency with
investment. and productivity, but that it the Magnuson Act and other applicable
is anticipated that these effects laws. Consistency with each national

standard is addressed in this section
and above in this rule. Magnuson Act
section 303{b)(6) requirements are
addressed in section 7.1.2 of the FEIS
and above in this rule. The primary
focus of the analysis in the PElS is the
potential effect of the IFQ program (and
alternatives) on participants in the
halibut and sablefish fisheries in
compliance with the fishery.impact
statement requirement of the Magnuson
Act at section 303(a)(9). Section 4.0 of
the FEIS assesses the possible tTffects on
non-IFQ fisheries, recreational fisheries,
and fisheries in areas managed by
adjacent Regional Councils. After
reviewing these documents, NO.r..A
determined that the IFQ program
complies with the Magnuson Act and
other applicable laws.

Comment 45: The proposed rule at
§ 676.16(h) (formerly § 676.16(g)) would
prohibit the discard of Pacific cod and
rockfish taken by vessels in the IFQ
program. This requirement could cause _
a biological conservation problem
because the bycatch allowances for
rockfish are not high enough to prevent
area quotas for some species of rockfish
to be exceeded. The regulations should
be changed to require the retention of
only the natural or background bycatch
of rockfish. Also, an overage provision
for rockfish, similar to that for IFQ
halibut, may be needed to avoid
mandated waste.

Response: The prohibition on
discarding Pacific cod or rockfish that
are taken incidental to the harvest of
IFQ halibut or sablefish applies only if
Pacific cod or rockfish are not otherwise
required to be discarded by other State
and Federal regulations or inseason
orders (see response to comment 78{a»).

Comment 46: The proposed rule at
§ 676.17(b) would establish a system
that makes IFQ holders accountable for
small overages of!PQ. It is not clear,
however, who would be accountable for
o~rages of leased IFQ. Woulq. the
holder of QS on which the IFQ is based
be penalized or the person who leased
theIFQ1

Response: The Regional Director
would deduct an amount equal to the
overage from IFQ allocated in the year
following determination of the overage. '
This overage adjustment will apply to
any person to whom the affected IFQ is
allocated in the year the adjustment is
made. For example, fisherman A
transfers sablefish IFQ to fishermen B in
1995 through an approved lease of QS.
Fisherman B lands sablefish that year
that ~xceeds the leased amount by 3
percent. If this fact is detennined by the
Regional Director in 1996, then the IFQ
allocated to fisherman A in 1997 will be
reduced by 3 percent, assuming he
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made no other transfers of QS. If
fisherman A sold all of his QS to
fisherman C in 1996, then fisherman C
would realize the reduced IFQ in 1997.

Comment 47: The halibut QS use
limit and vessel limit in regulatory area
2C should be the same one-half percent
of the total halibut QS for that area. The
proposed rule (at § 676.22(f}(1)) would
establish the personal use limit at one
percent and the vessel limit at one-half
percent (§ 676.22 (h)(t)).

Response: NOAA agrees that the
halibut QS use limit in area 2C by a
person and the vessel harvest limit
should be consistent. A 1 percent
harvest limit per vessel in area 2C also
is consistent with the text of the
Council's IFQ motion, which indicates
that the one-half percent limit expressed
in the proposed rule was in error.
Therefore, in § 676.22(h)(1), the harvest
limit of IFQ halibut applicable to vessels
in area 2C is changed from 0.5 to 1
percent of the total halibut catch limit
for that area.

In addition, to further clarify the
restrictions under paragraph (h),
language has been added to paragraph
(lJl(3) stating that two or more persons
may not catch and retain their IFQs with
O)le vessel in excess of these limitations.

Comment 48: An exception to the
rpquirement for catcher vessel QS
holders to be onboard the vessel during
fishing operations is provided at
§ 576.22{i)(1) to individuals who receive
en initial allocation of catcher vessel
(~S. This contradicts the Council's
stated goal of maintaining the current
owner-operator character of the halibut
and sablefish fleets. Although this
exception does not apply to the eastern
GOA, in other areas it would allow
initial QS recipients to hire skippers
and function as absentee-owners. This is
not consistent with the Council's policy.

Response: The Council's basic policy
is to require catcher vessel QS holders
to be onboard during fishing operations
and sign required landing reports. The.
Council provided for an exception to
this policy in its motion language and
FMP amendment text for persons who
receive initial catcher vessel QS for use
outside the two areas described in the
responses to comments 60 and 68. As
defined, "persons" includes
individuals, corporations, partnerships,
and other entities. Therefore, the
exception, as it applies to individuals, is
at § 676.22(i)(1), and at § 676.22(j)(1) as
it arplies to corporations and
part lerships. This policy responds to
pub ic concern about substantial change
in tl e current owner-operator character
of tl e fixed gear fishery and the fear that
larg I firms that uSe hired skippers may
acqt.ire catcher vesse' QS. However,

many individual fishermen operate their
vessels as corporations or partnerships
for financial, liability, and taxation
reasons. The exception is intended to
prevent severe disruption of current
fishing practices. The Council was
aware that such an exception deviated
from its basic policy by allowing hired
masters to operate vessels that use
catcher vessel QS. It is not expected to
allow for unintended changes in the
character of the fleet because the
exception is not transferrable, and it
expires when corporations or
partnerships undergo a "change." The
term "change" is defined at
§ 676.22(j)(2). Eventually, as the
individuals and firms that received
initial allocations are replaced by new
ones, all catcher vessel QS will be
transferred to individuals in keeping
with the Council's basic policy.

Comment 49: The list of primary ports
in § 676.17(a)(4) should be expanded to
include the Washington ports of
BellinRham and Seattle. A large segment
of the halibut fleet is based in the State
of Washington and has along history of
delivering products to these ports.

Response: NOAA agrees. Hellingham,
Washington, has been designated a
primary port. Vessels bound for
Washington or other States must submit
a check-out report to NMFS before
departing waters in or adjacent to the
State of Alaska. The check-out report
must include the estimated weight of
IFQ sablefish and IFQ halibut onboard,
and the expected date and time that the
vessel will be presented to NMFS
enforcement officers or enforcement
aides in Bellingham for clearance.
Bellingham is selected because of its
high volume of halibut landings and its
proximity to the U.S.lCanada border.

Comment 50: Would a catcher
processor be allowed to process at sea
halibut or sablefish that are harvested
under the vessel's IFQ or purchased
from other catcher vessels?

Response: A vessel that is used to
process some or all ofits catch during
any fishing trip is defined as a "freezer
vessel" in §676.11. A catcher-processor
would be allowed to process at sea IFQ
halibut or IFQ sablefish providing the
vessel harvested these fish against QS
assigned to vessel category "A" (the
freezer vessel category). Although IFQ
halibut could be processed by freezing
and removing the head, it could not be
otherwise disfigured in a manner that
prevents determination of the minimum
size (see § 301.12).

The transfer of any IFQ species from
the vessel that harvested such fish is
defined as an "IFQ landing." A landing
of IFQ species to any vessel would
require that the receiving vessel have a

permitted registered buyer onboard and
be capable of transmitting the IFQ
landing report required at § 676.14(b). A
minimum of 6 hours prior notice must
be given by the operator of the vessel
making an IFQlanding (see §676.14(a)).
In addition, the vessel making the
landing may be required to obtain a
clearance at a primary port listed in
§ 676.17(a) prior to landing, depending
on the location of the vessel to which
IFQ species will be lande~.Hence, if a
catcher vessel making an IFQ landing
and a catcher-processor which received
the landing comply with these and other
applicable laws, then the catcher
processor would be allowed to process
the landed IFQ species.

Comment 51: The application for an
initial allocation of QS should be
announced in industry publications in
addition to the Federal Register.
Federal Register publications are the
most cumbersome and confusing forms
of communication on earth. In addition,
a lBO-day application period may not be
long enough if it coincides with the
primary fishing period of April through
September.

Response: Although official notice of
the QS application period will be given
in the Federal Register, NOAA will alert
the fishing industry through more
widely read publications and news
announcements. In addition, NOAA
will schedule the application period, '1t
least in part, during fall or winter
months when most of the fixed gear
fishing fleet is not active.

Comment 52: Restrictions on leasing
QS at § 676.21(d) are necessary to
prevent absentee QS holders, to keep QS
in the hands of active fishermen, and to

. prevent a stagnant market for QS that
could result in prohibitively high costs
for entry. For these reasons, there
should be no provision (§ 676.21(f}) to
allow leasing 10 percent of a QS.

Response: The Council heard the
arguments for and against leasing QS.
The Council decided to recommend no
restriction on leasing freezer vessel QS
but to prohibit leasing of catcher vessel
QS except during a 3-year trial period
when up to 10 percent of a person's
catcher vessel QS may be leased. The
limited leasing of catcher vessel QS was
intended by the Council to· allow
fishermen more flexibility in planning
their fishing operations and was not
expected to result in abandonment of
the fishery to absentee QS holders. In its
review of the Council recommendations
on leasing QS, NOAA found no
inconsistency with the Magnuson Act,
HalibutAct, or other aJ?plicable laws.

Comment 53: Requinng catcher vessel
QS holders to be onboard is an
important provision necessary to ensure
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that QS stay in the hands of active
fishennen. TempolW}' exceptions to this
rule for extreme personal injury ihould
be stringent to prevent QS holders using
this provision to get around the leasing
prohibition.

Response: Emergency waiver of
requirements for an individual IFQ card
holder to be onboard during fishing
operations and sign the IFQ landing
report is provided at § 675.22(d). These
requirements may be waived only for
the LFQ halibut and lFQ sablefish
retained on the fishing trip during
which an ~xtreme personal emergency
occurred that prevented the IFQ card
holder from complying with §676.22{c).
Use of lFQ held by an #njured or
deceased lFQpermitlcard holder on
subsequent fishing trips would require
transfer approval as prescribed at
§ 676.21(e).

Comment 54: What happens to a
person's QS when they die? Can it be
leased while their estate is being
resolved or temporarily used by an heir?
At what age maya person take on the
responsibility of owning QS?

Response: When a QS holder dies.
that person's QS would be transferred
by the laws of succession. Notification
of such transfers by operation onaw
would have to be sent to the Regional
Director as prescribed at § 676.21. After
determining that a person is the lawful
holder of QS received by operation of
law, that person may subsequently seek
approval to use, lease. sell. or otherwise
transfer QS within the litD.it.ations of the
regulations. There is no provision for
temporarily usi..n8 QS before use.lease,
or other subsequent transfer of the QS
that was transferred by operation of law
has been formally approved by the
Regional Director. No age criteria are
prescribed fur receiving or using QS.
Anyone capable of satisfying the QS
holder-on·board requirements for
catcher vessel QS at §676.22 (cl and (i)
could use such QS.

Comment 55: The cost of the CDQ
program to QS holders would be
substantial because they would receive
less QS than they otherwise would
without the CDQ program. Any
additional costs incurred to implement
and administer the COQprogram should
be borne only by the mQ recipients.

Response: The Magnuson Act does
not authorize charging CDQ program
implementation costs to CDQ recipients.

Comment 56: The wording at
§ 676.20(a)(1)(iii) is vague regarding
evidence of a verbal vessel lease which
is common practice in the catcher vessel
fleet. One recommended form of
documenting such vessel leases is to
determine who paid the crew members
and. therefore, was .responsible for

issuing tham their Federal income tax
form 1099.

Respoose: NOAA agrees that language
in the proposed paragraph regarding
Federal income tax docum9Dts is vague.
but limiting acceptable documentation
to a specific tax form. such as Form
1099, does not improve the paragraph.
Therefore, Federal income tax
documents are deleted from
§ 676.20(a)(1)(ilij as acceptable evidence
of a vessel lease, for purposes of initial
allocation to vessel lease holders. This
language was included in the proposed
rule in response to fishing industry
concerns about documenting the
existence ofa vessel lease. Some
fishermen argued that vessel lease
holders would be responsible for
mailing IRS Form 1099 to the crew and
that this would demonstrate the fact that
persons issuing such forms were lease
holders. This is a vague 'standard
because persons hired by a vessel owner
may submit this form to the IRS on
behalfof the vessel owner. The final
rule deletes this evidence of a vessel
lease. The option of an after-the-fact
statement from the vessel owner and
lease holder attesting to the existence of
a lease remains for persons who did not
have a written vessel lease egreement
Agreement should be reached between
former vessel owners and laase holders
to draft and sign such statements when
there was no prevlous written lease.

Comment 57: The definition of
"freezer vessel" should be based on the
performance of a vessel during any
fishing trip. This would allow freezer
vessels to use catcher vessel QS for
sablefish when they are not operating as
freezer vessels. .

Response: In § 676.11. "freezer
vessel" is defined as any vessel that is
used to process some or all of its catch
during any fishing trip. Fishing "trip"
also is defined in §£7S.11. Hence"
operating as a freezer vessel depends on
how the vessel handles its catch during
a fishing trip. Note, howeve~, that a
freezer vessel that operates a:s a catcher
vessel during a trip fur purposes of
using sablefish wcher vessel QS, is still
a "processor vessel" undec §§ 672.2 and
675.2 because this definition depends
on the capability of a vessel to process
groundfish regardless of whether it
actually processes fish on any fishing
trip (see also change 2 under "Changes
from the Proposed. Rule in the Final
Rule" above),

Comment 58: The Council did not
intend to allow catcher vessellFQ for
halibut to be used on freezer vessels.
The provision at § 676.22(1)(3) 10 allow
catcher vessel IFQ to be used on freezer
vessels was intended to apply only to
sablefish. A new prohibition should be

added at § 676.16 to say it is unlawful
to U58 halibut catcher vessel $hares on
a vessel which has. or will, during the
current year of participation. operate as
a freezer vessel.

Response: NOAA agrees that the IFQ
motion approved by the Council
specifically states that sablefish catcher
vessel QS may be used on a freezer
vessel providing no frozen product of
any other species is onboard at the same
time. The regulation at § 676.22(i){3)
more broadly allows for halibut catcher
vessel QS to be used on a freezer vessel
in the same manner. This allows for a
bycatch ofhalibut on such vessels to be
retained lUld landed in compliance with
the requirement to land all fish .
unprocessed. The broader application of
this regulation could reduce discard
waste of halibut. This interpretation of
the Council's motion does not require
vessels operating as freezer vessels to
land halibut lIthey have catcher vessel
halibut IFQ onboard. NOAA
understands that the Council did not
want to require vessels operating as
freezer vessels to have IFQ for all of
their halibut bycatch because this would
create an economic incentive for freezer
vessel owners to acquire catcher vessel
QS. This is why the discard prohibition
at § 676.16(1) is specific to catmer
vessels. Finally, another part of the
Council's motion states that "fish"
harvested with catcher vessel QS may
not be frozen onboard the vessel using
those QS. The non-specific "fish" in
this case indicated to NOAA that a
broader interpretation of the provision
to use catcher vessellFQon freezer
vessels operating as catcher vessels
would be consistent with Council intent
while allowing for less discard waste of
halibut.

Comment 59: Exactly what is "QS?"
The preamble to the proposed rule
suggests that QS is related to a person's
catch history expressed in pounds. but
the regulatory text implies that QS is a
percentage.

Response:~ § 676.11, ~'QS" is
defined as a permit. the face amount of
which is used as a basis for the annual
calculation of a person's IFQ. This is a
change from the definition of QS in the
proposed rule that stated it was an
amount of sablefish or halibut. This
change is made because the proposed
rule incorrectly implies that QS is
expressed in volumetric terms.
However, the units of a QS permit are
simply "QS." A QS is converted into
pounds of lFQ in the annual IFQ
calculation. A QS is based on qualifying
poundage of halibut or sablefish plus or
minus any transferred amounts.
Qualliying poundage is calculated for

. each qualified person who harvested
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either IFQ species with fixed gear while
the person owned or leased the vessel
that made the landings during the base
period (1984-1990 for halibut and
1985-1990 for sablefish). This
calculation is done separately for each
regulatory area. For example, if a·

.qualified person'shighest total landings
of halibut in area 2C during the halibut
base period is 20,500 pounds, then that
person would receive an initial
allocation of 20,500 QS. If that person
subsequently sells 3,250 QS and later
purchases 5,000 QS, then that person
would hold 22,250 QS of halibut in area
2C. The amount of IFQ that will stem
from this QS in any year will depend on
two other variables for this area, the QS
pool and the catch limit for halibut
prescribed by the IPHC. Although it is
true that dividing any person's QS by
the QS pool for an area would result in
a ratio, QS is not expressed as a
percentage because the QS pool may
vary from year to year. This is
particularly likely as disputes over
initial allocations of QS are resolved,
but could continue thereafter as a result
of enforcement actions that sanction QS.
It would be difficult for fishermen to
trade portions of a percentage that is
annually changing. Expressing QS as a
whole number should facilitate the
transfer of QS as envisioned by the
Council. The QS pool will be fixed each
year on January 31 for purposes of
calculating each IFQ for that year.
Activity in transfers of QS and IFQ is
expected to be heightened in January
and February as fishermen plan their
operations for the coming IFQ fishing
season.

Comment 60: The definition of "IFQ
crew member" at § 676.11 is limited to
"individuals" and catcher vessel QS
may be transferred only to IFQ crew
members according to § 676.21(b). This
would prevent corporate "persons" that
receive an initial allocation of catcher
vessel QS from acquiring more QS. This
limitation was not intended by the·
Council. Also, the crew member
definition should be more specific about
experience in the harvesting of fish.
Five months of experience as a marine
engineer, cook, or processing crew
member was not supposed to qualify
someone for "IFQ crew member" status.

Response: NOAA agrees that the
proposed rule at § 676.21(b) was
inconsistent with Council intent to
allow "persons" that are not
"individuals" to acquire catcher vessel
QS if they received an initial allocation
of catcher vessel QS. However, this
intent does not apply in IFQ regulatory
area 2C for halibut, nor does it apply
east of 1400 west longitude for sablefish
(see response to comment 68).

Therefore, this paragraph is changed to
add the provision that catcher vessel QS
for use outside the regulatory areas
specified above may be transferred to a
person that received an initial allocation
of catcher vessel QS. This change makes
this paragraph more consistent with
§ 676.22(j) which provides for corporate
"persons" that received an initial
allocation of catcher vessel QS to
acquire more QS for use outside the
regulatory areas specified above in the
name of the corporation or partnership
instead of an individual. This change
also clarifies the Council's intent to
provide an exception to the basic
requirement that such QS must be
transferred to individuals as a
protection against corporate buyout of
catcher vessel QS. The definition of
"IFQ crew member" at § 676.11
specifically states that experience must
be as part of the harvesting crew (see
response to comment 79).

Comment 61: The proposed rule
preamble text regarding the calculation
of initial QS could be misinterpreted to
mean that fishermen simply total the
highest catches over 5 years and all
areas. The Council intended that these
calculations be area-specific.

Response: The proposed rule
preamble states that "each initial QS
calculation would be specific to a
regulatory area for which a catch limit
of halibut or fixed gear sablefish is
specified" (57 FR 57134, column 2,line.
23). Moreover. the regulatory text at
§ 676.20(b) clearly states that initial QS
is calculated "in each regulatory area."

Comment 62: The proposed rule
preamble and proposed regulations do
not fully explain the vessel category
assignments of QS. It should be made
clear that the assignment scheme is
based on the number of vessels on
which landings of fixed gear groundfish
and halibut were made during a
person's most recent year of
participation. Also, the rule should
clarify vessel category assignments if
landings were made in more than one
vessel category during the most recent
year of participation or if no sablefish or
halibut were landed that )'ear.

Response: The proposed rule
preamble refers the reader to Figures 2a
and 2b in section 5.0 of the FEIS. These
figures graphically describe the decision
process effecting vessel category
assignments. This decision process is
described in regulatory text at
§ 676.20(c). However, the proposed rule
was not clear about the assignment of
QS to vessel categories when two or
more vessels in different categories
would be assigned QS. It also neglected
the possibility that none of a person's
vessels harvested halibut or sablefish

with fixed gear during the person's most
recent year of participation. Therefore.
this section is changed as follows: First,
the definition of "participation" that
was at paragraph (8) is moved to the
introductory text of paragraph (c) and
revised to define "the most recent year
of participation." Second. the text of
paragraphs (6). (7). and (8) is changed.
and a new paragraph (9) is added, to
clarify that vessel category is not a factor
in determining whether a person
qualifies for QS. Instead, the assignment
of QS is made to a vessel category after
qualification for QS is determined.
based on the vessel that person used in
that person's most recent year of
participation. Third. paragraphs (6) and
(7) are revi'sed to more clearly describe
vessel category assignments if, in the
most recent year of participation. a
qualified person used more than one
vessel in different categories, or that
person used one vessel in one category
for halibut and another vessel in a
different category for sablefish. Finally.
paragraph (8) was changed, and .
paragraph (9) added, to more clearly
explain the assignment of QS to vessel
categories in the event that no halibut or
sablefish were landed in the most recent
year of participation. These changes are
necessary to clarify the vessel category
decision process.

Comment 63: The proposed rule is
ambiguous about the disposition of
landings from a vessel made by
someone other than the QS applicant. If
the QS applicant is not able to get a
confidentiality waiver from that
individual, would the applicant be
credited with those landings even
though he could not personally claim
them on his initial QS application?

Response: Initial allocations of QS
will be made based on legal landings
recorded on Federal weekly production
reports required by §§ 672.5 arid 675.5,
or recorded on fish tickets required by
the laws of the States of Alaska.
Washington, Oregon. or California.
Different confidentiality protections
apply to each of these reports. For
example. section 303(d) of the
Magnuson Act prohibits NMFS from
releasing catch and production data
reported in weekly production reports
in a manner that directly or indirectly
discloses the identity or business of the
person who submitted the report. NMFS
may release these catch and production
data to the submitter of the weekly
production report (Le., the vessel
operator and the vessel owner). both of
whom are responsible for the
submission of these reports under
Federal fishery regulations.

State laws regarding the
. confidentiality of fishery data apply to
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the release of catch and landings data
recorded on state fish tickets. For
example, the confidentiality of data
recorded on State of Alaska fish tickets
must be maintained pursuant to Alaska
Statutes 16.05.815. The State's
Department of Law has concluded that
these data may not be released to a
vessel owner or lease holder unless (a)
the vessel owner or lease holder
recorded the landing on a State fish
ticket, or (b) the vessel owner or lease
holder obtains a waiver of
confidentiality from the individual who
recorded the landings on the fish ticket.

Due to the various confidentiality
protection afforded by state and Federal
law, it is possible that a QS applicant
will be eligible for an initial allocation
of QS based on legal landings recorded
or submitted to NMFS or to a state
agency by a person other than the
applicant. Under such circumstances,
confidentiality laws will prevent NMFS
from crediting those landings data to the
QS applicant without a written
confidentiality waiver signed by the
submitter.

Comment 64: The proposed rule
preamble and regulatory text at
§ 676.20(d)(2) indicate that initial
allocations of QS will be based on
uncontested catch and vessel ownership
or lease data. It is possible that iP-e
ultimate resolution of contested data
could affect the vessel category
assignment of the original uncontested
data. How would this be resolved?

Response: Each allocation of QS will
be assigned to a vessel category as
prescribed at § 676.20(c). The fotential
of a person receiving an initia
allocation of QS in more than one vessel
category is addressed in that paragraph.
This regulation makes no provision for
changing the vessel category assignment
of QS after it has been issued because
such an event was not contemplated by
the Council in its motion. Unique vessel
category assignment problems will be
considered on a case-by-case basis and
assignments may be appealed.

Comment 65: The IFQ program
approved by the Council contained a
provision for overages but none for
underages. Adding a harvest underage
(§ 676.17(b)) to the following year's IFQ
was discussed by the Council and
rejected due to biological concerns.

Response: NOAA agrees that large
amounts of underages in any year could
provide for a total IFQ harvest in excess
of the fixed gear TAC. At the extreme.
NOAA would have to limit the
reallocation of underages if overfishing
were threatened. Therefore, §§ 676.17(b)
and 676.20(f)(1) are changed to delete
authority to reallocate unharvested
amounts of IFQ less than 5 percent of

the amount specified under the IFQ
permit. As originally proposed, amounts
of IFQ less than 5 percent of the amount
specified under the IFQ permit could be
reallocated to the following year. This
was intended to complement the reverse
provision of subtracting up to 5 percent
of an IFQ overage from the allocation in
a succeeding year and to reduce
overages. Adding large amounts of
unharvested IFQ to a succeeding year's
total IFQ allocated could result in a
more serious biological problem than
subtracting overharvested IFQ.
Unharvested amounts of IFQ in any year
or area will be foregone in subsequent
years or other areas.

Comment 66: The proposed rule
would not allow a QS owner to sell all
QS in any year in which it was leased.

Response: No part of any QS can be
transferred at once to different persons.
A QS transfer would not be approved if
the person transferring it did not
currently hold it. Leased QS is held by
the lease holder, not the original QS
holder, until the lease expires. However,
a transfer of QS to one person could be
made effective immediately after the
expiration of a lease to a different
person.

Comment 67: The Council intended
the ownership caps to apply to QS and
IFQs, but the proposed rule would allow
a person to acquire QS up to the
ownership limit regardless of the
amount of IFQ it represents. The
Council understood that ownership of
QS up to the 1 percent limit (for
sablefish) could result in more than 1
percent of the IFQ for an area in
subsequent years. This could result from
variance in the QS pool or the area TAC
or both. The excess IFQ in such cases
should be usable providing that the QS
and IFQ limits were not exceeded in the
year they were acquired. However,
excess IFQ should not be issued if the
QS on which it is based is acquired
through inheritance or court order.
, Response: The rule differs from the
langUl~ge of the Council's motion with

.respect to personal limits on QS or IFQ.
This difference was explained in the
preamble to the proposed rule (under
"Limits on QS Use" at 57 FR 57137).
Briefly, it is neither expedient nor
practicalfor the Secretary to impose a
limit on the amount of QS that a person
"owns" or "holds" as contemplated by
the Council. This is because some
transfers will occur by operation of law
that are not approved by the Regional
Director. However, the Regional Director
will control the "use" of QS to harvest
IFQ fish through the issuance of an IFQ
permit. Therefore, the rule indirectly
implements the Council's limits 00

"owning" QS by imposing a limit on

"using" QS. In practice, the QS use
limitations prescribed at § 676.22 (e),
and (f) are governed by the amount of
approved QS relative to the QS pool for
an area or combined areas. To this
extent NOAA ootes that proposed
§ 676.22(e) incorrectly specifies the
sablefish QS use limit as 1 percent of
the combined sablefish TAC for the
GOA and BSA! areas. The limit should
be 1 percent of the combined total
sablefish QS for the GOA and BSAI
areas to be consistent with the Council's
motion and amendment text, with the
use limit for the area east of 1400 west
longitude, and the halibut QS use limits.
This mistake in the proposed rule is
corrected by adding text in the first
sentence of § 676.20(f) limiting the
assignment of IFQ to the QS use
limitations specified at § 676.22 (e) and
(f). This change clarifies that the QS use
limitations will be governed by the
issuance of IFQ on apprpved amounts of
QS that are within those limitations
unless exce'ss amounts were received by
the QS holder in the initial allocation.

Approved amounts of QS will be
issued all of the IFQ due from that QS
up to the prescribed limits. The only
exception is that an initial allocation of
QS that exceeds a use limit will be
issued additional IFQ based on that part
of the initially allocated QS that is over
the limit. Changes in the QS pool may
affect QS use, but changes in the TAC
will not. For example, sablefish QS (not
initially allocated) at the 1 percent limit
one year could be fully used by having
an IFQ permit issued based on the full
amount of QS. If the QS pool is
decreased in the following year, theo
the sablefish QS, unchanged from the
previous year, will exceed the 1 percent
limit. An IFQ permit would be issued
on 1 percent of the QS, and the excess
QS over 1 percent would not be
"funded" with IFQ that year. Changes in
the QS pool from year to year, however,
are likely to be less pronounced than
changes in the TAC. Sablefish QS
holdings at or near the use limits may
result in sablefish IFQ that is more or
less than 1 percent of the TAC (or of the
total IFQ) in any given year. Hence, if
a QS holding within use limits yields an
IFQ that is excess to 1 percent of the
TAC, that IFQ would still be available
to harvest by the holder of the QS on ,
which the IFQ is based. However, IFQ
would not be issued for transferred QS
that has not been approved by the
Regional Director or QS in excess of the
use limitations (unless received in the
initial allocation).

Comment 68: An exception to the
requirement for catcher vessel QS
holders to be onboard the vessel during
fishing operations is provided at
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§ 676.22(i)(1). This exception would
allow an individual who receives an
initial allocation of catcher vessel QS to
be represented onboard by a hired
skipper. The exception does not apply
to individuals who receive an initial
allocation of halibut in area 2C or
sablefish east of 1400 west longitude.
The rule should clarify that it also does
not apply to corporations or
partnerships that receive initial QS in
these areas. Also, the rule should clarify
that corporations and partnerships that
receive initial QS for these areas must
have any additional QS in an
individual's name and that individual
must be onboard the vessel during
harvesting and landing of IFQ species.

Response: The exception to ilie
catcher vessel QS-holder-onboard
requirement at § 676.22(i) is applied to
corporations and partnerships at
§ 676.22(j). NOAA agrees that
explanatory language in the Council's
IFQ motion and amendment text
indicate that the exception does not
apply to additional catcher vessel QS of
halibut in area 2C or sablefish east of
1400 west longitude. Therefore,
§ 676.22(j) is changed to require
corporations and partnerships to receive
transferred catcher vessel QS of halibut
in area 2C or sablefish east of t400 west
longitude only in the name ofan
individual. This change clarifies that the
provisions for catcher vessel QS use by
corporations and partnerships apply
only to initial allocations of halibut QS
in area 2C and to initial allocations of
sablefish QS in the area east of t400

west longitude. Transfers of additional
QS within these areas must be to an
individual as required by § 676.21(b)
and be used pursuant to § 676.22 (c) and
(i).

Comment 69: The provision to
eliminate the fixed gear sablefish
reserve was not addressed by the
Council in its plan amendment
language.

Response:'Although the Council's IFQ
motion and plan amendment text were
silent on using the reserve, the language
of both documents refers to determining
the IFQ by multiplying the QS/(QS
pool) ratio to the fixed gear TAC. In the
BSAI area, the TAC for any species or

. gear group subdivision of a species is
the TAC that is annually recommendQd
by the Council and specified by the
Secretary pursuant to § 675.20(a)(2).
Initially, 15 percent of each TAC is
placed in a reserve which is not
designated by species (§ 675.20(a)(3}) so
there is no "sablefish reserve" per se.
The reserve is used during the fishing
year to account for uncertainty in
biological estimates and fishing
operations. The amount available for

fishing after subtraction of the reserve is
the initial TAC and is specified
annually (e.g., 58 FR 8703, February t7,
1993). NOAA interpreted the Council
motion and plan amendment text to
mean the full TAC, without deduction
for the reserve, because the text used
"TAC" not "initial TACo" This
interpretation is reasonable because any
reapportionment of the reserve to fixed
gear sablefish during the fishing year
would requirti a mid-year allocation of
IFQ. Such mid-year allocations would
be disruptive to the fishing and business
plans of sablefish fishermen.

Comment 70: Regulations regarding
permits at § 676.13(a} should include a
requirement that the IFQ permit and
IFQ card correspond to the same
allocation to prevent someone from
using a permit and card issued to
different people. Also, a statement
should be added to § 676.13(b) stating
that permits will identify the initial
allocation status of the permit holder.
This would assure that IFQ
corresponding to initially allocated QS
for halibut in area 2C, for example, may
be harvested and landed by hired
skippers.

Response: IFQ permits and cards may
be issued to different persons. For
example, an IFQ permit holder may
want to use a hired skipper or crew to
catch and land IFQ fish on the permit
holder's allocation. In this case, the
permit holder would request NMFS to .
issue additional IFQ cards to those
specified individuals. Each additional .
card, however, would be coded so that
landings made with those cards would
be tied to one IFQ allocation. Additional
coding on an IFQ card would indicate
whether it was tied to an initial
allocation and therefore eligibfe for the
QS-holder-onboard exemption at
§ 676.22(i)(t).

Comment 71: In § 676. t4(d), does
"holding a valid IFQ permit and IFQ
card" mean that the same person's name
would be on each? The Council 'did not
want to prohibit hired skippers from
undertaking dockside sales.

Response: No. The same 'person's
name does not have to be on the IFQ
permit and the IFQ card. There is no
limit on the number of IFQ cards that
could be issued to separate individuals
to harvest halibut and sablefish against
the IFQ specified under a single IFQ
permit. Hence, hired vessel masters
would be issued an IFQ card based on
the IFQpermit of the vessel owner.
Halibut and sablefish landed with an
IFQ card would be credited to the
associated IFQ permit.

Comment 72: The prohibition at
§ 676. t6(h) (formerly § 676. t6(g)} should
be more explicit. It should say it is

unlawful to: "Discard Pacific cod and
rockfish when any IFQ card holder
onboard holds unused sablefish or
halibut IFQ for that vessel category and
the area in which the vessel is
operating."

Response: In the final rule, § 676.16(g)
is redesignated § 676.16(h) and revised
pursuant to comment 78. The suggested
change is not necessary because the
revised paragraph prohibits the discard
of Pacific cod or rockfish that are taken

.when IFQ halibut or IFQ sablefish are
onboard a vessel. Further, the harvest of
IFQ halibut or IFQ sablefish in an area
or vessel category other than that for
which an IFQ card holder has authority
to harvest would violate § 676.22(a}.
Hence, § 676.16(h} would not apply to
an IFQ card holder who is involved in
fixed gear fishing that results in the
catch of Pacific cod or rockfish from a
vessel and in an area other than that
specified under his IFQ permit. In this
case, he would be required to discard
any bycatch of halibut or sablefish.

Comment 73: At § 676.17(a}(1), a
requirement to have a valid IFQ card
with unused IFQ should be added.

Response: NOAA agrees and has
changed this paragraph to require a
person seeking a vessel clearance under
§ 676.17(a)(1) to have valid IFQ card or
cards. This additional requirement is
consistent with possession of a valid
IFQ permit. The requirement to have
"IFQ that is equal to or greater than all
IFQ sablefish and IFQ halibut onboard"
is the same as having unused IFQ
because IFQ is decreased by the amount
of halibut or sablefish landed.

Comment 74: A transfer of QS should
be disapproved, under § 676.21(e), if it
would result in an amount of IFQ that
exceeds the use limits based on the
current year TACs. Also, approving a
transfer and then disallowing the use of
the QS is illogical.

Response: The IFQ program
implementing rules make a necessary
distinction between QS and IFQ.
Basically, an annual allocation of IFQ to
any person is based on the QS held by
that person on January 3t of that year
(§ 676.20(1)(2)), to the extent that the QS
held is within QS limits; use limits to
a QS holder are not based on the current
year TACs (see response to comment
67). A person can increase his or her
IFQ within a year by receiving an
approved transfer of IFQ. This can also
be done by transferring QS on which the
transferred IFQ is based or by leasing
IFQ within the limits prescribed at
§ 676.21. However, QS could be
transferred without transfer of its
associated IFQ. For example. a
fisherman may have completely used
his IFQ by June of.one year and then
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transferred his QS to another fisherman
later the same year. The fisherman
re-ceiving such QS would not be
allocated IFQ associated with the
transferred QS until the following year.
A decIsion to approve or disapprove a
QS transfer in this case could not be
based on the resulting amount of IFQ
because the IFQ does not exist in the
current year; it would not be realized by
the QS holder until the year following
approval of the QS transfer. In a
different scenario, QS could be
transferred by operation of law. Issuance
of IFQ associated with that QS (if any)
would not occur until the Regional
Director approves the transfer for
purposes of harvesting halibut or
sablefish pursuant to § 676.21(e). This
independent handling of QS and IFQ
provides an effective means of
implementing the QS ownership and
holding limitations prescribed at
§ 676.22. Paragraph (c) of § 676.21
prevents QS from being used for fishing
prior to the Regional Director's approval
if the transfer occurs by operation of
law, and has been rewritten to clarify
this restriction in reference to paragraph
(e) of this section. For administrative
efficiency. all transferred QS will be
controlled in the same manner (Le.,
through the issuance of IFQ) because the
only way for QS to be used to harvest
halibut or sablefish is to have the
associated IFQ (see response to
comment 67).

Comment 75: An additional criterion
for transfer approval should be added to
§ 676.21(e)(l) to prevent resale/buyback
arrangements designed to circumvent
anti-leasing provisions. The criterion
would stipulate that the person
applying to receive catcher vessel QS
had not previously transferred QS to the
same person applying to relinquish it.

Response: No change is made based
on this comment. The suggested
requirement would unnecessarily
constrain the market for QS and add
complexity that could slow transfer
approval. The prevention of leasing can
be accomplished more simply by careful
monitoring of QS transfers over time. If
additional information about QS
transfers is needed to prevent leasing, it
can be requested without changing the
regulations under § 676.21(e)(l)(vii).

Comment 76: At § 676.24(j)(5)
(formerly § 676.25(j)(5)), landings of
CDQ halibut or sablefish should be
made by a person with a valid CDQ card
and only to a registered buyer.

Response: NOAA agrees and this
paragraph (which was changed to
§ 676.24(j)(5); see change 16 above) is
changed to clarify that CDQ halibut or
sablefish must be landed by a person
with a valid CDQ card and to a person

with a valid registered buyer permit. limits set by either ADF&G or NMFS
This change corrects an editorial cannot be exceeded.
oversight in the proposed rule. In (b) The sablefish bycatch allowance of
addition, the same exceptions for 4 percent may have to be adjusted
dockside sales and outside landings as upward to prevent waste.
are provided at § 676.14(d) are provided (c) The proposed sablefish season of -
for CDQ halibut or sablefish in March 1 through November 30 would
§ 676.24(j)(5). not provide adequate protection for

Comment 77: The proposed spawning sablefish stocks. Also,
regulations regarding sablefish would sablefish from internal waters could be
not apply in State waters. This should still on the outside grounds early in the
be made more expliGit. In particular, year. This suggests that early-year
they should state that sablefish fishing harvests could reduce later harvests of
in Prince William Sound and waters of sablefish in State waters. ADF&G
Southeast Alaska would be exempt from - recommends a sablefish season of May
the Federal IFQ program and that the 15 through November 30. This was the
State is not relinquishing management season for offshore sablefish prior to
authority over fisheries that may implementation of the Magnuson Act. It
develop in other State waters. In would avoid overlap with sablefish and
addition, State regulations allow the halibut spawning periods, reduce the
retention of sablefish incidentally potential of double-harvesting sablefish
harvested by drift gillnet gear in Cook populations from internal waters, and
Inlet and other places. The proposed reduce the likely high bycatch of halibut
rules would require such sablefish to be durinfJ an early-season sablefish fishery.
treated as prohibited species. Although (d) f establishing the halibut season.
the incidental catch of sablefish while on an annual basis is left to the IPHC,
salmon fishing is not likely, existing there is a potential for different seasons
State regulations allow for retention for both species. This seems contrary to
while the proposed rules would not. the intent of minimizing bycatch

problems.
There are other potential Response: (a) NOAA agrees that
inconsistencies relating to the retention of Pacific cod or rockfish
possession of sablefish with an IFQ card while fishing in State waters should not
in inside versus outside waters. be required in contravention of State

Response: NOAA agrees that regulations. Section 676.16 is changed
regulations implementing the IFQ to expand the exceptions to the
program with regard to sablefish do not prohibition on discarding fish to
apply in State internal waters and the include State requirements in
adjacent territorial sea (State waters) to redesignated paragraphs (h) and (I).
persons who do not have an IFQ permit Paragraph (h) prohibits the discard of
described at § 676.13. However, the Pacific cod or rockfish taken incidental
regulations in part 676 apply to all to the harvest of IFQ fish to prevent
persons with current IFQ permits even wasting these species. Paragraph (1) .
when they operate within State waters. prohibits the discard of halibut or .
This clarification is made by revising sablefish caught with fixed gear from
the definitions of "IFQ sablefish" and any catcher vessel when any IFQ card
"IFQ regulatory area" at § 676.11 and by holder onboard has unused IFQ for
adding text to §§ 676.12(c) and 676.13(a) these species in the area and vessel
relative to fishing within State waters. category in which the catcher vessel is
Drift gillnet gear is not included in the operating. Both of these paragraphs
definition of "fixed gear" at § 676.11, so provide exceptions to these discard
sablefish harvested in State waters by a rules in the event that other Federal
person with this gear would not be regulations require discarding of these
subject to IFQ program rules regardless species for biological conservation
of whether that person held an IFQ purposes.
permit. . (bJ Directed fishing stamlards for

Comment 78: Alaska Department of sablefish caught with fixed gear are
Fish &Game (ADF&G) is concerned specified at §§ 672.20(g)(4) and
about how the proposed bycatch 675.20(h)(4). When directed fishing is
allowances and season structure will prohibited, amounts of sablefish on a
affect other fisheries managed by either vessel in excess of prescribed amounts
ADF&G or NMFS. These concerns are as would constitute a violation of the
follows: prohibition. This management tool is

(a) Prohibiting the discard of Pacific commonly used in-season to close an
cod or rockfish may preempt existing open access fishery when the TAC for
State regulations regarding harvest sablefish is nearly exhausted. Under the
allowances for these species. It should IFQ program, however, the directed
be mo~e clear that the bycatch, directed fishing season for sablefish would
fishing allowances, or annual harvest remain open during the dates prescribed
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at § 676.23(b). Sablefish caught with conf1i~ with the fishing seasons
fixed gear at other times during the year prescribed by the IPHC as required by
could be retained by IFQ holders within the section 5(c) of the Halibut Act.
the "bycatch allowances" specified in Comment 79: Regarding the definition
§§ 672.20(g)(4) and 675.20(h)(4). Other of an "IFQ crew member," it may not be
catches of sablefish with fixed gear possible to determtne the months of
would have to be discarded. NOAA actual experience a person has
perceives no need at this time to adjust accumulated from State records. In
these bycatch limits for sablefish as they addition. the time requirement should
are unlikely to allow for any more waste be consistent throughout the rules (5
than is occurring already under open months at § 676.11 and 150 days at
access management. To clarify this § 676.21(e)(2)(i)). Delete the words "at
point, however. § 676.23(b) references sea" from § 676.21 (e)(2)(i) as this may
§§ 672.20(g) and 675.20(h) and is prevent some participation in some
changed to provide specifically for fisheries that do not occur at sea. The
retention of sablefish up to prescribed rules should clarify what experience. in
limits during periods when directed addition to actual harvesting. will
fishing is prohibited. qualify as crewing experience. For

Paragraph (a), in regards to halibut. example, would preparing the vessel or
references §§ 672.20(e) and 675.20(c) gear. traveling to and from fishing
and states that catches of halibut by grounds, tendering, working as a spotter
fixed gear taken at times other than pilot. piloting a vessel, acting as a
those specified at 50 CFR part 301 must skipper, or operating fishing gear qualify
be treated as prohibited species. as harvesting crew experience?

(c) Harvesting sablefish during their Response: NOAA agrees and has
spawning period is not necessarily clarified the definition of "IFQ crew
harmful to the stock providing that such member" by changing the minimum
harvesting does not result in experience period from 5 months to 150
recruitment overfishing. Another days. Although the Council's motion
argument against harvesting during or states the period in months, the same
immediately after winter spawning is period in days is preferred because it is
that the fish are in poor physical more specific, and makes the definition
condition and product yield and value consistent with § 676.21(e)(2)(i). In
is less than if harvesting were delayed addition, the kind of activities that
until summer and fall months. The IFQ would be done by "harvesting crew" are
program will allow fishermen to time clarified. Examples of activities not
their harvesting according to market considered work of a harvesting crew
demand. If sablefish harvesting in the are added to the definition. The phrase
first 2 months of the season produces a "at sea" is deleted from § 676.21(e)(2)(i)
low-valued product, then it is likely that to clarify that harvesting crew
few fishermen will participate in the experience in a U.S. commercial fishery
fishery at that time. Although some fish that does not occur "at sea," for
tag recovery studies indicate migration example, in lakes or internal waters,
of sablefish between EEZ and State would qualify for purposes of the IFQ
waters in southeast Alaska. it is not crew member definition.
clear that allowing fishing in the EEZ Comment 80: Regarding the proposed
before May 15 will cause significant recordkeeping and reporting
harm to sablefish fisheries in State requirements. several inconsistencies
waters later in the year. The inclusion with existing State regulations are
of halibut in the development of the noted. Reporting the landing of IFQ fish
sablefish IFQ program was specifically would be required within 6 hours, but
intended to resolve a potential bycatch the State requirement is within 7 days.
problem. Fishermen with IFQ for both The State does not require shipment
species will be able to retain and land reports as proposed by the IFQ
both species regardless of their target regulations. Oockside sales of IFQ fish
species. Hence, the IFQ program should would require a buyers permit. but State
minimize halibut bycatch wasta~e. regulations allow any permitted

(d) Although it is true that halibut fisherman to sell unprocessed fish at the
bycatch will. be minimized only if the dock.
IPHC prescribes a compatible season for' Response: NOAA perceives no
halibut fishing in and off of Alaska, conflict between these more restrictive
NOAA is hopeful thil.t the lPHC will Federal regulations on the reporting of
take this action. The lPHC extended the IFQ fish and the existing State reporting
season for the halibut fishery in area 2B requirements. The recordkeeping and
in and off of British Columbia in reporting requirements of the IFQ
response to a similar individual quota program are not intended to preempt
program implemented by Canada. State reporting requirements. and are
NOAA is not changing the fishing designed to adequately monitor IFQ
season for halibut in this rule to prevent landings and assure the integrity'ofthe

program. NOAA is hopeful that the
State and NMFS will develop
procedures to minimize duplication in
satisfying required reports. As such. the
State may realize 8 benefit in better
quality landings data submitted more
quickly than under current procedures.

Comment 81: It is not clear whether
the vessel check-out requirement at
§ 676.17(a) is in addition to. or
substitute for. State requirements at 5
AAC 39.130 to report exports of
unprocessed fishery resources.

Response: The vessel check-out
requirement at § 676.17(a) is in addition
to other reports and requirements that
constitutionally may be imposed by
State law.

Comment 82: The IFQ regulations
should clarify that requirements to have
an IFQ permit and a registered buyer
permit are in addition to State
requirements concerning permits for
fishermen, buyers. and processors of
fish.

Response: The permit requirements at
§ 676.13(a) are in addition to other
requirements that constitutionally may
be imposed by State law.

Comment 83: Language in
§ 676.24(a)(l) (formerly § 676.25(a)(l))
limits the eligibility of communities for
the COQ program to those that are
"proximate to" an IPHC area. The State
understands that this is in reference to
the boundary of a particular
management area and not a requirement
that communities be proximate to the
Bering Sea coast. As such, the
communities listed in Table 1 of the
proposed regulations are qualified to
participate in the program. The lPHC
management area that each eligible
community qualifies for is that area in
which the community either: (a) Lies
between the points where the
management area boundary intersects
the coastline; or (b) is within 10 miles
from the point where the management
area boundary intersects the coastline. if
the community lies outside the
management area.

Response: The State's understanding
is correct.

Comment 84: There appears to be no
reason to require implementation of tile
CDQ program for halibut and sablefish
to coincide with full implementation of
the IFQ program. Development of the
COQ program could be constrained if it
were to wait for completion of all IFQ
administrative procedures. Could the
COQ program begin in 1993?

Response: Implementation of the COQ
program in 1993 would be
administratively difficult for several

. reasons. First. the sablefish CDQ
program requires (§ 676.24(b) (formerly
§ 676.25(b))) notice and comment on the
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specific amounts of the sablefish CDQ
reserve in the proposed and final
harvest specifications published
pursuant to § 675.20(a). These .
specifications for 1993 already have •
been published (57 FR 57718, December
7,1992, and 58 FR 8703, February 17,
1993). Second, the halibut fishing
periods prescribed at 50 CFR 301.1 are
based on an open access management
regime that is not relevant to a CDQ
management regime. Changing these

. fishing periods for 1993 would require
an extraordinary meeting of the IPHC
and another Federal Register
publication. Third, control of the
halibut and sablefish CDQ programs
would be exercised through the
issuance of CDQ permits and CDQ cards
(§ 676.24(j) (formerly § 616.25(j))). This
control mechanism is designed to work
with the IFQ permit and card system.
NOAA has not yet fully developed
either of these systems. Finally, the
Council clearly intended that the CDQ
program be implemented
simultaneously with the IFQ program.
Therefore, the CDQ program will be
implemented concurrently with overall
implementation of the IFQ program.

Comment 85: The proposed iule at
§ 676.24(b) (formerly § 676.25(b» limits
a sablefish CDQ allocation to anyone
applicant to a maximum of 12 percent
of the total CDQ for all subareas. The
Council's motion applied this restriction
to any eligible community. It would be
desirable to maintain the existing CDQ
groupings that evolved under the
pollock CDQ program first implemented
in 1992. With no more than five or six
CDQ group applications, the most that
could be allocated under the proposed
12 percent limit would be 12 percent of
the sablefish CDQ. The State
recommends changing the rule to allow
one applicant group to receive up to 33
percent of the total sablefish CDQ
allocation, and that this provision be
combined with the original Council
proposal to limit anyone community to
no more than 12 percent of the total
sablefish CDQ.

Response: After implementing the
pollock CDQ program (57 FR 54936,
November 23, 1992), NOAA agrees that
limiting a CDQ allocation to any
applicant to 33 percent of the total
sablefish CDQ for all subareas would be
more consistent with the pollock CDQ
program (see § 675.27(c)(1». However, it
would be practically impossible to
assure that no one community received
more than 12 percent of the total
sablefish CDQ when that community
was grouped with other communities in
receiving a CDQ allocation of up to 33
percent of the total. The approved FMP
amendment text would limit any

western Alaska community to no more
than 12 percent of the total sablefish
CDQ. Under a literal interpretation of
this text, it is conceivable that eight
communities that may form a single
group under the pollock CDQ program
could receive virtually all of the .
sablefish CDQ. NOAA deviated slightly
from this interpretation in the proposed
rule by suggesting a 12-percent limit for
anyone applicant to simplify the
accounting of sablefish landed against a
CDQ allocation. For the reasons
explained in the comment, this
approach may not be ideal.
Nevertheless, NOAA is not authorized
to deviate substantially from the
approved FMP amendment text. The
Council could recommend another FMP
amendment to the Secretary if this issue
becomes a significant management
problem in the future.

Comment 86: The proposed IFQ
program will place increased demands
on the State Commercial Fisheries Entry
Commission (CFEC) for individual catch
data and vessel ownership records. The
CFEC's ability to respond to these .
requests has weakened in recent years
due to budget reductions.

Response: NOAA intends to establish
a unified database that includes all
relevant catch and vessel ownership
records on which the initial allocation
of QS will be based. Cooperation with
the CFEC and other state and Federal
agencies will be necessary to establish
this data set. After it is established, all
queries should be directed to the IFQ
program manager, Alaska Region,
NMFS. Corroborating data from the
State's fish ticket archives may be
requested by fishermen. The State will
be expected to respond to such requests
as possible within its personnel and
budget resources.

Comment 87: The State has a strong
interest in collecting certain types of
data on fish landings through its fish
ticket system. These data are important
for social and economic analyses. It is
important that the IFQ program not
interfere with the collection of these
data. Further, monitoring the regional
distribution of QS holdings is important
because of concerns about social and
economic impacts. The CFEC monitors
permit transfers under the Alaska
limited entry program because of these
concerns and regularly reviews transfers
to track changes in the residence status
of permit holders. NMFS should
monitor transfers of QS in similar ways.

Response: Implementation of the IFQ
program should not interfere with the
collection of fish ticket data by the
State. NOAA is aware of the need to
monitor the transfer·of QS between rural
and urban areas, and intends to develop

a QS transfer approval system that will
provide useful data in response to social
and economic impact concerns.

... Comment 88: The major concern of
the State is that the proposed IFQ
program could lead to excessive
consolidation of fisherY access
privileges and speculative investment
in, and absentee-ownership of, QS by
non-fishermen. These outcomes could
cause substantial harm to Alaskan
fishermen, shore-based processing
industry, and coastal communities. For.
these reasons, the State considers the
restrictions on transferability and use of
QS to be essential to the success of the
program.

Response: The limitations on QS use,
QS and IFQ transfer, and the
requirement for catcher vessel QS
holders to be onboard during fishing
operations are expressly intended to
prevent the outcomes of concern to the
State.

Comment 89: The North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) appears
to override the Council's intent to limit
participants in the proposed halibut and
sablefish IFQ program to U.S. citizens.
Will Canadian or Mexican corporations
be allowed to purchase halibut and
sablefish QS under NAFTA? The
Canadian IQ program allows foreign
ownership of Canadian fishing rights
because investment by Canadian
corporations is not limited by a
citizenship restriction. Will the United
States reciprocate by relaxing the
proposed citizenship requirements in
the IFQ program?

Response: The U.S. citizepship
requireplents of the IFQ program will
not be affected by NAFTA. The
agreement includes an exception for the
United States regarding fishing in U.S.
waters.

Comment 90: The IFQ regulations
should not discourage individuals from
owning their vessels as solely-owned
corporations for business reasons. As
proposed, an individual who qualifies
for an initial allocation of catcher vessel
QS as an individual, but who later
incorporates as a solely-owned
corporation, would not be able to take
advantage of the IFQ holder-on-board
exception at § 676.22(i)(1) because the
corporation now owns the vessel and
not the individual. In addition, the same
individual would not be able to transfer
his QS to his solely-owned corporation
because of the transfer restrictions at
§ 676.21. The role should be modified to
allow a solely-owned corporation to act

. as an individual for purposes of these
sections.

Response: NOAA agrees that initial
allocations of catcher vessel QS, as
proposed, were too constraining and has
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changed § 676.21(b) to allow individuals east of 1400 west longitude. Eventually,
who receive an initial allocation of however, all such corporate entities that
catcher vessel QS to transfer that QS to have catcher vessel QS must transfer it
their solely-owned corporation. This .. to an individual as required by
will provide an individual who qualifies § 676.22(;) as they acquire additional QS
for an initial allocation of catcher vessel in area 2C or east of 1400 longitude, and
QS and subsequently forms a solely- as they change through the addition of
owned corporation to enjoy the same new corporate shareholders or partners.
benefits of being incorporated as the This requirement implements the policy
Council intended for corporations or of all catcher vessel QS ultimately being
partnerships that receive an initial in the hands of individuals instead of
allocation of catcher vessel QS. This corporations, and having those
change is-consistent with the Council's individuals onboard vessel at all times
intent and does not substantively when fishing for and landing IFQ
change the effect of the rule because species.
solely-owned corporationS will be Comment 91: What type of ownership
subject to the limitations of § 676.22(j) interest is created by the IFQ plan. and
in the same manner as any other what is the estimated value of that
corporation or partnership that receives interest?
an initial allocation of catcher vessel Response: The IFQ regulations
QS. Note that § 676.22(j) also is changed allocate transferrable harvest privileges
by this action to prevent corporations in the form of QS and IFQ in the halibut
from acquiring additional catcher vessel and sablefish fixed gear fisheries. The
QS for halibut in area 2C or sablefish QS and IFQ may be held, used.
east of 140 west longitude (see response purchased, sold. or otherwise
to comment 68). Hence. any corporation transferred in accordance with the
or partnership may receive transferred implementing regulations. However,
QS for these srecies in these areas only these regulations do not convey
in the name 0 an individual, regardless property rights in the fishery resources,
of whether the corporation or and cannot legally because no property
partnership received an initial ri~ts can accrue until halibut or
allocation as provided in § 676.21(b). sablefish are reduced to one's

The basic policy regarding initial possession by capture. Furthermore, the
allocations of catcher vessel QS IFQ program is not irreversible. The
recognized the fact that many Council and the Secretary have the
individuals who own and operate statutory responsibility to conserve and
fishing vessels in the halibut and manage these fisheries, and may modify
sablefish fisheries are incorporated for or even terminate this program as
legitimate business reasons. Initial necessary to meet that responsibility.
allocation to such persons as corporate Thus, the QS and IFQ allocated in
entities was considered to be consistent accordance with these regulations is not
with current practice in the fishery, necessarily permanent, and is subject to
providing that subsequent transfers of future regulatory changes that could
catcher vessel QS to a person who did result in diminution or even negation of
not receive an initial allocation of QS and IFQ market value. As such, the
catcher vessel QS, or to any person in QS and IFQ are temporary revokable
IFQ regulatory areas 2C and east of 1400 permits that authorize the holder to
west longitude, were to individuals and participate in the fixed-gear fisheries for
also that a change in a corporate entity halibut and sablefish so long as the IFQ
resulted in a transfer of its catcher program remains in effect.
vessel QS to an individual. This was to Consequently, the IFQprogram does not
protect against a corporate buyout of a establish an entitlement to QS and IFQ,
fishery that is characterized by small, which; if "taken" by the Government,
family owned-and-operated fishing requires just compensation under the
businesses. NOAA sees little distinction Fifth Amendment to the U.S.
between such small family-owned Constitution.· .
businesses and solely-owned The market value of QS is difficult to
corporations. predict because of unknown variables

NOAA does not agree, however, that that will affect that value. For example,
§ 676.22(i)(1) should be changed to the market value could be affected by
accommodate solely-owned annual fluctuations in halibut and
corporations. The exception provided to sablefish quotas. changes in market
individuals'by this paragraph is also prices for halibut and sablefish, and
provided to corporations by § 676.22(j). future regulatory actions that could
This paragraph accommodates, not diminish or even negate the value of the
discourages, solely-owned corporations QS and IFQ, lUld the public's perception
or any other corporate entity or of the duration of the program. In
partnership in those areas of the fishery economic terms. the price that a
other than IFQ regulatory areas 2C and fisherman is Willing to pay for QS will

be no more than the net present value
of its expected future earnings (minus
fishing costs).

Comment 92: In describing various
cOl!straints of the proposed rule, public
comment was specifically requested on
7 different types of restrictions. These
restrictions would generally limit the
economic efficiency of the fishing fleet
operating under the IFQ program. lind
the Secretary expressed particu,lar
interest in the need or efficacy of the
proposed restrictions. Such restrictions
include QS use limitations (§ 676.22 (e)
and (m, vessel harvest limits
(§ 676.22(h)), the catcher vessel QS
holder-on-board requirement
(§ 676.22(i)). and vessel category
limitations (§ 676.16(0)). The Secretary
also requested comment on whether the
proposed 180-day QS application period
was a reasonable length of time. Several
letters of comment responded to these
specific points. All of the comments
supported the measures as proposed.
Generally. they claimed that the
restrictions were needed to mitigate the
economic and social disruption that
could occur under an untested or
unrestricted IFQ program. Comments
expressed the desire to maintain the
basic character of the fixed gear fleet as
being comprised mostly of small.
owner-operator vessels, and prevent
excessive consolidation. Comments also
cited the need to maintain traditional
relationships between vessel owner.
crew, and processor, and to provide
opportunity for crew members to move
up to be a vessel owner. The restrictions
would satisfy these needs, and losses in
economic efficiency are outweighed by
gains in social stability.

Response: NOAA notes these
comments. No changes are made with
respect to the proposed restrictions.

Classification
NOAA determined that Amendments

15 and 20 to the FMP and the
companion regulatory amendment to
effect the IFQ program for the Pacific
halibut fishery in and off of Alaska are
necessary for the conservatien and
management of the fixed gear sablefish
and halibut fisheries in and off of
Alaska. This final rule implementing
Amendments 15 and 20 is published
under section.305(a)(1) of the Magnuson
Act that requires the Secretary to
publish regulations that are necessary to
carry out a plan or plan amendment.
The Secretary has determined that
Amendments 15 and 20 are consistent
with the national standards, other
provisions of the Magnuson Act. and
other applicable laws. The Secretary has
detennined also that the companion
regulatory amendment to implement the
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Dated: November 1. 1993.
Nancy Foster.
Deputy Assistant Administrator for Fisheries,
National Marine Fisheries Service.

For the reasons set out in the
preamble. 50 CFR parts 204,672, and
675 are amended and 50 CFR part 676
is added as follows:

PART2~MBCONTROLNUMBERS

FOR NOAA INFORMATION
COLLECTION REQUIREMENTS

1 .. The authority citation for part i04
continues to read as follows:

Authority: Paperwork Reduction Act of
1980.44 U.S.C. 3501-3520 (1982).

2. In § 204.1(b). the table is amended
by adding the following entries. in
numerical order. to read as follows:

§ 204.1 OMS control numbers asssigned
pursuant to the Paperwork Reduction Act.

PART 672-GROUNDFISH OF THE
GULF OF ALASKA

3. The authority citation for part 672
.continues to read as follows:

Authority: 16 U.S.C. 1801 et seq.

4. Section 672.3 is revised to read as
follows:

§ 672.3 Relation to other laws.
(a) Foreign fishing. Regulations

governing foreign fishing for groundfish
in the Gulf of Alaska are set forth at 50
CFR 611.92. Regulations governing
foreign fishing for groundfish in the
Bering Sea and Aleutian Isla,nds area are
set forth at 50 CFR 611.93. .

(b) Halibut fishing. Regulations
governing the conservation and
management of Pacific halibut are set
forth at 50 CFR parts 301 and 676.

(c) Domestic fishing for groundfish.
Regulations governing the conservation
and management of groundfish in the

50 CFR part or section where
the Information collection re

quirement Is located

-{)272 .
-{)272
-{)272
-{)272
-{)272'
-{)272
-{)272
-{)269
-{)269

Current
OMS control
number (atl

numbers
begin with

0648-)

****
(b) * * *

*

676.13 ..
676.14 ..
676.17 .
676.20(d) : .
676.20(e) ; .
676.2·1 (e) ..
676.21(f) .
676.24(d) .
676.24(g) .

the collection of information. Send
comments regarding these burden
estimates or allY other aspect of the data
requirements. including suggestions for
reducing the burden, to NMFS,
Fisheries Management Division, Alaska
Region. P.O. Box 21668, Juneau. AK
99802. and to OMB. Paperwork
Reduction Project 10MB control
numbers 0648-0272 (IFQs for Pacific
Halibut and Sablefish in the Alaska
Fisheries) and 0648-0269 (Western
Alaska COQ Program». Washington. DC
20503.

NMFS determined that this rule will
be implemented in a manner that is
consistent to the maximum extent
practicable with the approved coastal
management program of the State. This
determination was submitted for review
by the responsible State agencies under
section 307 of the Coastal Zone
Management Act. The State agencies
agreed with this determination.

The final rule does not contain
policies with federalism implications
sufficient to warrant preparation of a
federalism assessment under Executive
Order 12612. .

The Regional Director determined that
fishing activities cond~cted under this
rule will have no adverse impact on
marine mammals.

The Regional Director has determined
that fishing activities conducted under
this final rule will not affect any
endangered or threatened species listed
under the Endangered Species Act
(ESA) in any manner not already
considered in the formal consultations
conducted on the BSAI FMP and fishery
(April 19. 1991), the 1992 BSAI TAC
specifications Oanuary 21. 1992). and
Amendment 18 to the BSAI FMP (March
4. 1992) and the informal consultations
conducted regarding the impacts of the
1993 BSAI TAC specifications on Steller
sea lions Oanuary 20,1993) and the
impacts of the 1993 BSAI and GOA
groundfish fisheries on listed species of
salmon (April 21. 1993) and listed
species of seabirds (U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service. February 1.1993;
clarified February 12, 1993). Therefore.
NMFS has determined that no further
consultation. pursuant to section 7 of
the ESA, is required for adoption of this
final rule.

List of Subjects

50 em Part 204

Reporting and recordkeepin'g
requirements.

50 CFR Parts 672, 675, and 676

Fisheries. Reporting and
recordkeeping requirements.

IFQ program for the Pacific halibut
fishery in and off of Alaska is consist~nt

with the Halibut Act and other
applicable laws.

An FEIS for the amendments was
filed with the Environmental Protection
Agency; a notice of its availability was
plJblished on December 11,1992 (57 FR
58805). The FEIS includes a regulatory
impact review cost-benefit analysis. A
copy of the FEIS and cost-benefit
analysis may be obtained from the
Council (see ADDRESSES).

A regulatory flexibility analysis was
prepared that describes the effects this
rule will have on small entities. This
analysis is contained in the FEIS. Based
on this analysis. the Secretary
concluded that ~is rule will have a
significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities. A
summary of this determination is
contained in the proposed rule (57 FR
57130. December 3.1992).

This rule involves collection-of
information requirements subject to the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (44
U.S.C. 3501. et seq.) that have been
approved by OMB. The estimated
response time for each collection-of
inf~rmation required during the 2-yeai
implementation period is expected to be
5.5 hours for the QS application, 4
hours to file an appeal on a QS
application, and 2 hours for an IFQ crew
member eligibility application.

The estimated response time for each
collection of information during each
year after the implementatioIl: period is
1 hour for notification of inheritance of
QS, 2 hours for the application for
transfer or lease of QS/IFQ, 2 hours for
the corporate/partnership or other entity
transfer application. 0.5 hours for the
registered buyer application, 0.1 hour
for the dockside sale receipt, 0.1 hour
for prior notice of landing, 0.1 hour
permission to land IFQs at any time
other than 06:00-18:00. 0.1 hour for the
vessel clearance application. 0.2 hour
for the IFQ landing report. 0.1 hour for
a transshipment notice. and 0.2 hour for
the shipment or transfer report.

Additional costs to the public totaling
$150.000 for the implementation period
and $225,000 for each subsequent year
are proposed for the IFQ program.

The estimated response time for each
information requirement of the COQ
portion of the IFQ program will be
approximately 160 hours per COP. 40
hours for each annual report. 40 hours
for each final report, and 10 hours for
each amendment to a COP.

These reporting burdens include the
time for reviewing the instructions.
searching existing data sources.
gathering and maintaining the data
needed, and completing and reviewing
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EEZ of the Bering Sea and Aleutian
Islands area are set forth at 50 CFR parts
620,675, and 676.

(d) Limited access. Regulations
governing access to commercial fishery
resources are set forth at 50 CPR part
676.

(e) Marine mammals. Regulations
governing exemption pennits and the
recordkeeping and reporting of the
incidental take of marine mammals are
set forth at 50 CPR 216.24 part 229.

PART 675-GROUNDFISH OF THE
BERING SEA AND ALEUTIAN ISLANDS
AREA

5. The authority citation for part 675
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 16 U.S.C. 1601 et seq.

6. Section 675.3 is revised to read as
follows:

§.675.3 Relation to other laws.
(a) Foreign fishing. Regulations

governing foreign fishing for groundfish
in the Gulf of Alaska are set forth at 50
CPR 611.92. Regulations governing
foreign fishing for groundfish in the
Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands area are
set forth at 50 CFR 611.93.

(b) Halibut fishing. Regulations
governing the conservation and
management of Pacific halibut are set
forth at 50 CFR parts 301 and 676.

(c) Domestic fishing for groundfish.
Regulations governing the conservation
and management of groundfish in the
EEZ of the Gulf of Alaska are set forth
at 50 CFR parts 620, 672, and 676.

(d} Limited access. Regulations
governing access to commercial fishery
resources are set forth at 50 CPR part

,676.
(e) Marine mammals; Regulations

governing exemption permits and the
recordkeeping and reporting of the
incidental take of marine mammals are
set forth at 50 CFR 216.24 part 229.

7. In § 675.20, the introductory text of
paragraph (a)(3) is revised to read as
follows:

§675.20 General limitations.
(a) * * *
(3) Reserve. Fifteen percent of the

TAC for each target species and the
"other species" category, except the
hook-and-line and pot gear allocation
for sablefish, is automatically placed in
a reserve. and the remaining 85 percent
of the TAC for each target species and
the "other species" category. except the
hook-and-line and pot gear allocation
for sablefish. is apportioned between
DAH and TALFF. The reserve is not
designated by species or species group.
and any amount of the reserve may be
apportioned to a target species, except

ilie hook-and-line gear and pot gear
allocation for sablefish. or the "other
species" category. provided that such
apportionments are consistent with
paragraph (a)(2)(i) of this section and do
not result in overfishing of a target
species or the "other species" category.
* * * * *

8. A new part 676 is added to chapter
VI of 50 CFR to read as follows:

PART 676-l1MlTED ACCESS
MANAGEMENT OF FEDERAL
RSHERtES IN AND OFF OF ALASKA

Subpart A-Moratortum on Entry
[Reaerved]

Sec.
676.1~76.9 (Reserved)

Subpart B-Indlvldual Rahlng Quota
Genera' Provisions
676.10 Purpose and scope.
676.11 Definitions.
676.12 Relation to other laws.
676.13 Permits.
676.14 Recordkeeping and reporting.
676.15 Vessel and gear identification.
676.16 General prohibitions.
676.17 Facilitation of enforcement and

monitoring.
676.18 Penalties.

Subpart ~ndlvldu.1 Fishing Quota
Management Measures
676.20 Individual allocations.
676.21 Transfer of QS and IFQ.
676.22 Limitations on use of QS and IFQ.
676.23 IFQ fishing season.
676.24 Western AlaSka Community

Development Quota Program.
676.25 Determinations and appeals.

(Reserved}
Aothorlty: 16 U.s.c. 773 et seq. and 1801

et seq.

SUbpart A-Moratorlum on Entry
[Reserved]
§§676.1~76.9 [Reserved)

Subpart B-Indlvldual Fishing Quota
General Provision.

§676.10 Purpose and scope.
(a) Subparts Band C of this part

implement the individual fishing quota
management plan for the commercial
fisheries that use fixed gear to harvest
sablefish (Anoplopoma fimbria) and
Pacific halibut (HippogJossus
sienolepis}.

(b} Regulations in subparts B and C of
this part govern the commercial fishing
for sablefish by vessels of the United
States using fixed gear within that
portion of the Gulf of Alaska and the
Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands 8l'88
over which the United States exercises
exclusive fishery management authority.
Regulations in subparts B and C of this
part also govern the commercial fishing
for sablefish with fixed gear in waters of
the State of Alaska adjacent to the

Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands
management area and the Gulf of Alaska
provided that such fishing is conducted
by persons who have been issued
permits under § 676.13 of this part. The
regulations in this part do not govern
commercial fishing for sablefish in
Prince William Sound or under a State
of Alaska limited entry program.

(e) Regulations in subparts B and C of
this part govern the commercial fishing
for Pacific halibut by vessels of the
United States using fixed gear in
Convention waters described in 50 CFR
part 301 that are in and off of the State
of Alaska.

§ 676.11 Definitions.
In addition to the definitions in the

Magnuson Act and in 50 CPR 301.2.
620.2. 672.2, and 675.2, .except as
otherwise noted. the terms in this part
have the following meanings:

Catcher vessel. as used ill'this part.
means any vessel that is used to catch,
take. or harvest fish that are
subsequently iced. headed. gutted. bled.
or otherwise retained as fresh fish
product onboard during any fishing
year. except when the freezer vessel
definition applies during any fishing
trip.

Community Development Plan {CDPj
means an economic and social
development plan for a specific Western
Alaska community or group of
communities that is approved by the
Governor of the State of Alaska and
recommended to the Secretary under
§ 676.24 of this part.

.Community Development Quota
{CDQ} means a western Alaska CDQ for
Pacific halibut or sablefish that is
assigned to an approved CDP.

Community Development Quota
Program (CDQ program) means the
Western Alaska CDQ Program
implemented under § 676.24 of this
part.

Dockside sale means the transfer of
IFQ halibut or IFQ sablefish from the
person who harvested it to individuals
for personal consumption. and not for
resale.

Fixed gear means:
(1) With respect to sablefish harvested

from any reporting area of the Gulf of
Alaska, all hook-and-line gear as that

.term is defined at § 672.2 of this chapter
and, for purposes of determining initial
allocation, alI pot gear used to make a
legal landing as that term is defined at
§ 676.20(a)(1)(v) of this part;

(2) With respect to saolefish harvested
from any reporting area of the Bering
Sea and Aleutian Islands management
area, all hook-and-line gear as that term
is defined at § 675.2 of this chapter and
all pot gear; and
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(3) With respect to Pacific halibut
harvested from any IFQ regulatory area.
all fishing gear comprised of lines with
hooks attached. including setline gear as
that term is defined at 50 CFR part 301.

Freezer vessel means any vessel that
is used to process some or all of its
catch during any fishing trip.

Governor means the Governor of the
State of Alaska.

Halibut CDQ Reserve means the
amount of the halibut catch limit for
IPHC regulatory areas 4B. 4C. 4D. and
4E that is reserved for the halibut COQ
program.

Harvesting or to harvest. as used in
this part. means the catching and .
retaining of any fish.

IFQ crew member means any
individual who has at least 150 days
experience working as part of the
harvesting crew in any United States
commercial fishery. or any individual
who receives an initial allocation of QS.
For purposes of this definition.
"harvesting" means work that is directly
related to the catching and retaining of
fish. Work in support of harvesting but
not directly involved with harvesting is
not considered harvesting crew work.
For example, searching for fish. work on
a fishing vessel only as an engineer, or
cook. or work preparing a vessel for a
fishing trip would not be considered
work of a harvesting crew.

IFQ halibut means any Pacific halibut
(Hippoglossus stenolepis) that is
harvested with fixed gear in any IFQ
regulatory area. .

IFQ landing. as used in this part,
means the unloading or transferring of
any IFQ halibut. IFQ sablefish. or
products thereof from the vessel that
harvested such fish.

IFQ regulatory area. as used in this
part. means:

(1) With respect to IFQ halibut. areas
2C,3A.3B.4A.4B.4C,4D,or4E
defined at 50 CFR part 301; and

(2) With respect to IFQ sablefish. any
of the three regulatory areas in the Gulf
of Alaska defined at § 672.2 of this
chaptet. and any subarea of the Bering
Sea and Aleutian Islands management
area defined at § 675.2 of this chapter,
and all waters of the State of Alaska
between the shore and the inshore
boundary of such regulatory areas and
subareas, except waters of Prince
William Sound and areas in which
sablefish fishing is managed under a
State of Alaska limited entry program.

IFQ sablefish means any sablefish
(Anoplopoma fimbria) that is harvested
with fixed gear either in the EEZ off
Alaska or in waters of the State of
Alaska by persons holding an IFQ
permit, but does not include sablefish
harvested in Prince William Sound or

under a State of Alaska limited entry
program.

Individual means a natural person
who is not a corporation. partnership,
association. or other such entity.

Individual fishing quota (IFO) means
the annual catch limit of sablefish or
halibut that may be harvested by a
person who is lawfully allocated a
harvest privilege for a specific portion of
the total allowable catch of sablefish or
halibut.

IPHC means the International Pacific
Halibut Commission.

Person, as used in this part. means
any individual who is a citizen of the
United States or any corporation.
partnership. association, or other entity
(or their successor in interest), whether
or not organized or existing under the
laws of any state. that is a United States
cWzen.

Quota share (QS) means a permit, the
face amount of which is used as a basis
for the annual calculation of a person's
IFQ. .

Sablefish CDQ Reserve means 20
percent of the sablefish fixed gear TAC
for each subarea in the Bering Sea and
Aleutian Islands management area for
which a sablefish TAC is specified.

Trip, as used in this part. means the
period of time from when a vessel
commences fishing until either the
vessel enters or leaves an IFQ regulatory
area. or the commencement of an IFQ
landing, whichever occurs first.

United States citizen. as used in this
part. means:

(1) Any individual who is a citizen of
the United States at the time of
application for QS; or

(2) Any corporation, partnership.
association. or other entity that wQuld
have qualified to document a fishing
vessel as a vessel of the United States
during the QS qualifying years of 1988,
1989. and 1990.

§ 676.12 Relation to other laws.
(a) Foreign fishing. Regulations

governing foreign fishing for groundfish
in the Gulf of Alaska are set forth at 50
CFR .611.92. Regulations governing
foreign fishing for groundfish in the
Bering Sea and Aleuti~ Islands area are
set forth at 50 CFR 611.93.

(b) Halibut fishing. Additional
regulations governing the conservation
and management of Pacific halibut are ,
set forth at 50 CFR'part 301.

(c) Domestic fishing for groundfish.
Additional regulations governing the
conservation and management of
groundfish in the EEZ of the Gulf of
Alaska and the Bering Sea and Aleutian
Islands area are set forth at 50 CFR parts
672 and 675. respectively, and at 50
CFR part 620. Persons fishing for

sablefish in the territorial sea and
internal waters of the State of Alaska
also should consult pertinent
regulations of the State.

§ 676.13 Permits.
(a) General. (1) In addition to the

permit and licensing requirements
prescribed at 50 CFR parts 301. 672,
675. all fishing vessels thatharvest IFQ
halibut or IFQ sablefish must have
onboard:

(i) A copy of an IFQ permit that
specifies the IFQ regulatory area and
vessel category in which IFQ halibut or
IFQ sablefish may be harvested by the
IFQ permit holder and a copy of the
most recent accompanying statement
specifying the amount of each species
that may be harvested during the
current IFQ fishing season; and .

(ii) An original IFQ card issued by the
Regional Director.

(2) Any person who receives IFQ
halibut or IFQ sablefish from the
person(s) that harvested the fish must
possess a registered buyer permit.
except under conditions of paragraphs
(a)(2)(i), (ii), or (iii) of this section. A
registered buyer permit also is required
of any person who harvests IFQ halibut
or IFQ sablefish and transfers such fish:

(i) In a dockside sale;
(ii) Outside of an IFQ regulatory area;

or
(iii) Outside the State of Alaska.
(b) Issuance. (1) IFQ permits and

cards will be renewed or issued
annually by the Regional Director to
each person with approved QS for IFQ
halibut or IFQ sablefish allocated in
accordance with § 676.20 of this part.
Each IFQ permit issued by the Regional
Director will identify the permitted
person and will be accompanied by a
statement that specifies the amount of
IFQ halibut or IFQ sablefish that person
may harvest from a specified IFQ
regulatory area using fixed gear and a
vessel of 8 specified vessel category.
Each IFQ card issued by the Regional
Director will display an IFQ permit
number and the individual authorized
by the IFQ permit holder to land IFQ
halibut or IFQ sablefish for debit against
the permit holder's IFQ.

(2) Registered buyer permits will be
renewed or issued annually by the
Regional Director to persons that have a
registered buyer application approved
by the Regional Director.

(c) Duration. (1) An IFQ permit
authorizes the person identified on the
permit to harvest IFQ halibut or IFQ
sablefish from a specified IFQ regulatory
area at any time during an open fishing
season during the fishing year for which
the IFQ permit is issued until the
amount harvested is equal to the
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amount specified under the permit, or
until it is revoked, suspended, or
modified under 15 CFR part 904 (Civil
Procedures). An IFQ card authorizes the
individual identified on the card to land
IFQ halibut or IFQ sablefish for debit
against the specified IFQ permit until
the card expires, or is revoked.
suspended, or modified under 15 CFR
part 904 (Civil Procedures), or cancelled
on request of the IFQ permit holder.

(2) A registered buyer permit
authorizes the person identified on the
permit to receive or make an IFQ
landing by an IFQ permit or card holder
at any time during the fishing year for
which it is issued until the registered
buyer permit expires, or is revoked.
suspended, or modified under 15 CFR
part 904 (Civil Procedures).

(d) Alterotion. No person may alter,
erase. or mutilate any IFQ permit or
card or registered buyer permit issued
under this section. Any such permit or
card that has been intentionally altered,
erased. or mutilated is invalid.

(e) Transfer. The IFQ permits issued
under this section are not transferable
except as provided under § 676.21 of
this part. The IFQ cards and registered
buyer permits issued under this section
are not transferable.

(f) Inspection. (1) A legible copy of
any IFQ permit issued under this
section must be carried onboard the

. vessel used by the permitted person to
harvest IFQ halibut or IFQ sablefish at
all times that such fish are retained
onboard. Except as specified in
§ 676.22(d) of this part, an individual
that is issued an IFQ card must remain
onboard the vessel used to harvest IFQ
halibut or IFQ sablefish with that card
until all such fish are landed, and must
present a copy of the IFQ permit and the
original IFQ card for inspection on
request of any authorized officer, NMFS
enforcement aide. or registered buyer.

(2) A legible copy of the registered
buyer permit must be present at the'
location of an IFQ landing. and must be
made available for inspection on request
of any authorized officer or NMFS
enforcement aide.
(~PenmUtsanctions.Procedures

governing permit sanctions and denials
are found at 15 CFR part 904, subpart
D.
§676.14 Recordkeeplng and reporting.

In addition to the recordkeeping and
reporting requirements specified in 50
CFR parts 301, 612, and 675, the
following reports are required.

(a) Prior notice ofIFQ lending. The
operator of any vessel making an IFQ
landing must notify the Alaska Region.
NMFS, no less than 6 hours before
landing IFQ halibut or IFQ sablefish.

unless permission to commence an IFQ
landing within 6 hours of notification is
granted by an authorized enforcement
officer. Such notification ofIFQ
landings must be made to the toll-free
telephone number specified on the IFQ
permit between the hours of 06:00 and
24:00 Alaska local time. The notification
must include the name and location of
the registered buyer(s) to whom the IFQ
halibut or IFQ sablefish will be landed
and the anticipated date and time of
landing.

(b) !FQ landing report. Registered
buyers must report their IFQ landings in
the manner prescribed on the registered
buyer permit within 6 hours after all
such fish are landed and prior to
shipment or departure of the delivery
vessel from the landing site. .

(1) IFQ landings may be made only
between the hours of 06:00 and 18:00
Alaska local time unless permission to
land at a different time is granted in
advance by a NMFS enforcement officer
or NMFS enforcement aide. An IFQ
landing may continue after this time
period if it was started during the
period.

(2) All IFQ landings and all fish
retained onboard the vesselmaking an
IFQ landing are subject t9 verification,
inspection, and sampling by authorized

. law enforcement officers, NMFS
enforcement aides, or observers.

(3) Information contained in a
complete IFQ landing report shall
include _the date, time. and location of
the IFQ landing; the names and permit
numbers of the IFQ card holder and
registered buyer; the product type
landed; and the fish product weight of
sablefish and halibut landed.

(c) Shipment report. All registered
buyers. other than those conducting
dockside sales. must report their
shipments or transfers of IFQ halibut
and IFQ sablefish. A Shipment Report
must be submitted for any shipment or
transfer of IFQ halibut or IFQ sablefish
to any location other than the location
of the IFQ landing. Such reports must be
submitted to the NMFS. Alaska Region,
prior to shipment or transfer, in a
manner prescribed on the registered
buyer permit. Shipment Reports must
specify the species and product type
being shipped, the number of shipping
units, fish product weight, the name of
the shipper and receiver, the name and
address of the consignee and consignor.
the mode of transportation, and the
intended route.

(1) A registered buyer must assure
that shipments of IFQ halibut or IFQ
sablefish from that registered buyer in
Alaska or in any IFQ reRUiatory area to
a destination outside Afaska or outside
an IFQ regulatory area do not commence

until the Shipment Report is received by
the Alaska Region, NMFS.

(2) A registered buyer must assure
that a copy of the Shipment Report or
8 bill of lading that contains the same
information accompanies the shipment
to all points of sale in Alaska and to the
first point of sale outside of Alaska.

(d) Dockside sales and outside
landings. (1) A person holding a valid
IFQ permit. IFQ card. and registered
buyer permit may conduct dockside
sales of IFQ halibut or IFQ sablefish to
persons who have not been issued
registered buyer permits. The person
making such an IFQ landing must
submit an IFQ landing report in the
manner prescribed in paragraph (b) of
this section before any fish are sold,
transferred, or removed from the
i~mediatevicinity of the vessel with
which they were harvested. A receipt
that includes the date of sale or transfer,
the registered buyer permit number, and
the fish product weight of the sablefish
or halibut transferred must be issued to
all individuals receiving IFQ halibut or
IFQ sablefish through a dockside sale.

(2) A person holding a valid IFQ
permit. IFQ card, and registered buyer
penult may conduct IFQ landings.
outside of an IFQ regulatory area or the
State of Alaska to a person who does not
hold a registered buyer permit. The
person making such an IFQ landing
must submit an IFQ landing report in
the manner prescribed in paragraph (b)
of this section.

(e) Transshipment. No person may
transship processed IFQ halibut or IFQ
sablefish between vessels before
providing at least 24-hours advance
notification to a NMFS enforcement
officer that such transshipment will
occur. No person may transship
processed IFQ halibut or IFQ sablefish
between vessels at any location outside
the boundaries of a primary port listed
in § 676.17 of this part.

(f) A copy of all reports and receipts
required by this section must be
retained by registered buyers and be
made available for inspection by an
authorized officer or NMFS enforcement
aide for a period of 3 years.

§676.15 Vessel and gearldentiflcation.
Regulations pertaining to vessel and .

gear markings and limitations are set
forth in 50 CFR part 301, 672.24, and
675.24.

§ 676.16 General prohlblttons.
In addition to the prohibitions

specified in §§620.7, 672.7, and 675.7
of this chapter, it is unlawful for any
person to do any of the following:

(a) Fail to submit. or submit
inaccurate information on. any report,
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application. or statement required under
this part;

(b) Intentionally submit false
information on any report. application.
or statement required under this part;

(c) Retain halibut or sablefish caught
with fixed gear without a valid IFQ
permit and without an IFQ card in the
name of an individual onboard;

(d) Except as provided at § 676.17 of
this part. retain IFQ halibut or IFQ
sablefish on a vessel in excess of the
total amount of unharvested IFQ.
applicable to the vessel category and
IFQ regulatory area in which the vessel
is operating. and that is currently held
by alllFQ card holders onboard the
vessel;

le) Possess. buy. sell. or transport IFQ
halibut or'IFQ sablefish harvested or
landed in violation of any provision of
this part;

(0 Make an IFQ landing without an
IFQ card in the name of the individual
making the landing;

(g) Possess on a vessel or land IFQ
sablefish concurrently with non-IFQ
sablefish. except that CDQ sablefish may
be possessed on a vessel and landed
concurrently with IFQ sablefish;

(h) Discard Pacific cod or rockfish that
are taken when IFQ halibut or IFQ
sablefish are onboard unless Pacific cod
or rockfish are required to be discarded
under §§ 672.20 or 675.20 of this
chapter or unless. in waters within the
State of Alaska. Pacific cod or rockfish
are required to be discarded by laws of
the State of Alaska;

(i) Transfer QS or IFQ (other than by
operation of law) without the prior
written approval of the Regional
Director;

0) Harvest on any vessel more IFQ
halibut or IFQ sablefish than are
authorized under § 676.22 of this part;

(k) Make an IFQ landing other than
directly to (or by) a registered buyer;

(n Discard halibut or sablefish caught
with fixed gear from any catcher vessel
when any IFQ card holder onboard
holds unused halibut or sablefish IFQ
for that vessel category and the IFQ
regulatory area in which the vessel is
operating unless discard:

(1) Of halibut is required under 50
CFR part 301;

(2) Of sablefish is required under 50
CFR 672.20 or 675.20 or. in waters
within the State of Alaska, discard of
sablefish is required under laws of the
State of Alaska; or

(3) Of halibut or sablefish is required
under other provisions of this part;

(m) Make an IFQ landing without
prior notice of landing and before 6
hour!! after such notice. except as
provided at § 676.14(a) of this part;

(n) Sell or otherwise transfer catcher
vessellFQ except as provided at
§ 676.21 of this part;

(0) Operate a vessel as catcher vessel
and a freezer vessel during the same
fishing trip:

(p) Participate in a Western Alaska
Community Development Quota
program in violation of § 676.24 of this
part. submit information that is false or
inaccurate with a COP applicapon or
request for an amendment, or exceed a
CDQ as defined at § 676.11 of this part;
and

(q) Violate any other provision of this
part.

§676,17 Facilitation of enforcement and
monitoring,

In addition to the requirements of
§§ 620.8 and 676.14 of this chapter, an
IFQ l~ding must comply with the
provisions described in this section.

(a) Vessel clearance. Any person that
makes an IFQ landing at any location
other than in an IFQ regulatory area or
in the State of Alaska must be a
registered buyer. obtain pre-landing
written clearance of the vessel on which '
the IFQ halibut or IFQ sablefish are
transported to the IFQ landing location.
and providEian estimated weight of IFQ
halibut and IFQ sablefish onboard to the
clearing officer. For vessels obtaining
clearance at a port in Alaska. clearance
must be obtained prior to departing
waters in or adjacent to the State of
Alaska. For vessels obtaining clearance
at a port in Washington or another state.
the vessel must report to NMFS. Alaska
Region, the estimated weight of the IFQ
halibut and IFQ sablefish onboard and
the intended date and time the vessel .
will obtain clearance at the port in
Washington or another state. Such
reports must be submitted to NMFS.
Alaska Region. prior to departing waters
in or adjacent to the State of Alaska. and
in the manner prescribed by the
registered buyer permit.

ll) Any person requesting a vessel
clearance must have valid IFQ and
registered buyer permits and one or
more valid IFQ cards onboard that
indicate that IFQ holdings are equal to
or greater than all IFQ halibut and IFQ
sablefish onboard, and must report the
intended date. time. and location of IFQ
landing. '

(2) Any person' granted a vessel
clearance must submi,t an IFQ landing
report, required under § 676.14 of this
part. for all IFQ halibnt. IFQ sablefish,
and products thereof that are onboard
the vessel at the'first landing of any fish
from the vessel. •

(3) A vessel seeking clearance is
subject to inspection of all fish. log
books. permits. and other documents

onboard the vessel, at the discretion of
the clearing officer.

(4) Unless specifically authorized on
a case-by-case basis. vessel clearances
will be issued only by NMFS
enforcement officers at any of the
following primary ports (geographic
location descrjptions reserved):
Akutan
Bellingham
Cordova
Craig
Dutch Harbor/Unalaska
Excursion Inlet
Homer
Ketchikan
King Cove
Kodiak
Pelican
Petersburg
S1. Paul
Sand Point
Seward
Sitka
Yakutat

. (b) Overages. Any person allocated
IFQ must not harvest halibut or
sablefish using fixed gear in any amount
greater,than the amount indicated under
that person's current IFQ permit. Any ,
person that harvests IFQ halibut or IFQ
sablefish must hold sufficient unused
IFQ for the harvest before beginning a
fishing trip. Any IFQ halibut or IFQ
sablefish that is harvested or landed in
excess of a specified IFQ will be
considered an "IFQ overage." In
addition to any penalties that may be
assessed for exceeding an IFQ. the
Regional Director will deduct an
amount equal to the overage from IFQ
allocated in the year following
determination of the overage. This
overage adjustment to the annual IFQ
allocation will be specific to each IFQ
regulatory area for which an IFQ is
calculated. and will apply to any person
to whom the affected IFQ is allocated in
the year following determination of an
overage. In addition, the landed value of
overages of the amount specified under
the IFQ permit of 5 percent or more
shall be subject to forfeiture.
Unharvested amounts Qf IFQ in any year
or IFQ regulatory area will not be
reallocated.

§676.18 Penalties,
Any person committing. or a fishing

vessel used in the commission of. a
violation of the Magnuson Act or
Halibut Act or any regulation issued
under the Magnuson Act or Halibut Act.
is subject to the civil and criminal
penalty provisions and civil forfeiture
provisions of the Magnuson Act or
Halibut Act. to part 621 of this chapter,
to 15 CFR part 904 (Civil Procedures),
and to other applicable law. Penalties
include but are not limited to
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permanent or temporary sanctions to QS
and associated IFQ.

Subpart e-IndlvlduaJ Rshlng Quota
Management Measures· .

§ 676.20 individual allocations.
The Regional Director shall annually

divide the total allowable catch of
halibut and sablefish that is apportioned
to the fixed gear fishery pursuant to 50
CFR part 301, 672.20 and 675.20, minus
the CDQ reserve, among qualified
halibut and sablefish quota
shareholders, respectively.

(a) Initial allocation ofquota share
(QS). The Regional Director shall
initially assign to qualified persons
halibut and sablefish fixed gear fishery
QS that are specific to IFQ regulatory
areas and vessel categories.

(1) Qualified person. As used in this
section, a "qualified person" means a
"person," as defined in §676.11 of this
part, that owned a vessel that made legal
landings of halibut or sablefish,
harvested with fixed gear, from any IFQ
regulatory area in any QS qualifying
year. A person is a qualified person also
if (s)he leased a vessel that made legal
landings of halibut or sablefish,
harvested with fixed gear, from any IFQ
regulatory area in any QS qualifying
year. A person who owns a vessel
cannot be a qualified person based on
the legal fixed gear landings of halibut
or sablefish made by a person who
leased the vessel for the duration of the
lease. Qualified persons, or their
successors-in-interest, must exist at the
time of their application for QS. A
former partner of a dissolved
partnership or a former shareholder of a
dissolved corporation who would
otherwise qualify as a person may apply
for QS in proportion to his interest in
the dissolved partnership or
corporation. Sablefish harvested within
Prince William Sound, or under a State
of Alaska limited entry program, will
not be considered in determining
whether a person is a qualified person.

(0 A QS qualifying year is 1988, 1989, .
or 1990.

(il) Evidence of vessel ownership
shall be limited to the following
documents, in order of priority:

(A) For vessels required to be
documented under the laws of the
United States. the U.S. Coast Guard
abstract of title issued in respect of that
vessel;

(B) A certificate of registration that is
determinative as to vessel ownership;
and

(C) A bill of sale.
(iii) Evidence of a vessel lease shall be

limited to a written vessel lease
agreement or a notarized statement from

the vessel owner and lease holder
attesting to the existence of a vessel
lease agreement at any time during the
QS qualifying years. Evidence of a
vessel lease must identify the leased
vessel and indicate the name of the
lease holder and the period of time
during which the lease was in effect.

(iv) Evidence of ownership interest in
a dissolved partnership or corporation
shall be limited to corporate documents
(e.g., articles of incorporation) or
notarized statements signed by each
former partner, shareholder or director,
and specifying their proportions of
interest.

(v) As used in this section, a "legal
landing of halibut or sablefish" means
halibut or sablefish harvested with fixed
gear and landed in compliance with
state and Federal regulations in effect at
the time of the landing. Evidence of
legal landings shall be limited to .
documentation of state or Federal catch
reports that indicate the amount of
halibut or sablefish harvested, the IPHC
regulatory area or groundfish reporting
area in which it was caught, the vessel
and gear type used to catch it, and the
date of harvesting, landing, or reporting.
State catch reports are Alaska,
Washlngton, Oregon, or California fish
tickets. Federal catch reports are weekly
production reports required under
§§ 672.S(c) and 67S.S(c) of this chapter.
Sablefish harvested within Prince
William Sound, or under a State of
Alaska limited entry program, will not
be considered in determining
qualification to receive QS, nor in
calculating initial QS.

(2) Vessel categories. Vessel categories
include:

(i) Category A-freezer vessels of any
lengtlJ.;

(il) Category B-catcher vessels
greater than 60 feet (18.3 meters) in
length overall;

(iii) Category e-catcher vessels less
than or equal to 60 feet (18.3 meters) in
length overall for sablefish, or catcher
vessels greater than 35 feet (10.7 meters)
but less than or equal to 60 feet (18.3
meters) in length overall for halibut; and

(iv) Category D--<:atcher vessels that
are less than or equal to 35 feet (10.7
meters) in len~ overall for halibut.

(b) CalculatIOn ofinitial QS. The
Regional Director shall calculate the
halibut QS for any qualified person in
each IFQ regulatory area based on that
person's highest total legal landings of
halibut in each IPHC regulatory area for
any 5 years of the 7-year halibut QS base
period 1984 through 1990. The Regional
Director shall calculate the sablefish QS
for any qualifiei:l person in each IFQ
regulatory area based on that person's
highest total legal landings of sablefish

in each groundfish reporting area for
any 5 years of the 6-year sablefish QS
base period 1985 through 1990. The
sum of all halibut QS for an IFQ
regulatory area will be the halibut QS
pool for that area. The sum of all
sablefish QS for an IFQ regulatory area
will be the sablefish QS pool for that
area. Each initial QS calculation will be
modified to accommodate the CDQ
program prescribed at § 676.24 of this
part.

(c) Assignment of QS to vessel
categories. Each qualified person's QS
will be assigned to a vessel category
based on the length overall of vessel(s)
from which that person made fixed gear
legal landings of groundfish or halibut
in the most recent year of participation
and the product type landed. As used in
this paragraph, "the most recent year of
participation" means the most recent of
four calendar }ears in which any
groundfish or halibut were harvested
using fixed gear, as follows: Calendar
year 1988, 1989, or 1990; or calendar
year 1991 prior to September 26,1991.

(1) A qualified person's QSwill be
assigned to vessel category "A" if, at
any time during his/her most recent
year of participation, that person's
vessel processed any groundfish or
halibut caught with fixed gear.

(2) A qualified person's QS will be
assigned to vessel category "B" if, at any
time during his/her most recent year of
participation, that person's vessel was
greater than 60 feet (18.3 meters) in
length overall and did not process any
groundfish or halibut caught with fixed
gear.

(3) A qualified person's sablefish QS
will be assigned to vessel category "C"
if, at any time during his/her most
recent year of participation, that
person's vessel was less than or equal to
60 feet (18.3 meters) in length overall
and did not process any groundfish or
halibut caught with fixed gear.

(4) A qualified person's halibut QS
will be assigned to vessel category "e"
if, at any time during hislher most
recent year of participation, that
person's vessel was less than or equal to
60 feet (18.3 meters), but greater than 35
feet (10.7 meters), in length overall and
did not process any groundfish or
halibut caught with fixed gear.

(5) A qualified person's halibut QS
will be assigned to vessel category "0"
if, at any time during his/her most
recent year of participation, that
person's vessel was less than or equal to
35 feet (10.7 meters) in length overall
and did not process any groundfish or
halibut caught with fixed gear.

(6) A qualified person's QS will be
assigned to each applicable vessel
category in proportion to the landings of
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halibut or sablefish made by that person
if, at any time during their most recent
year of participation, that person used
more than one vessel in different
categories. .

(7) A qualified person's QS for both
species will be assigned to the vessel
category in which ID'Oundfish were
landed in the most recent year of _
participation if, at any time during that
year, that person landed halibut in one
vessel category and sablefish in a
different vessel category.

(8) A qualified person's halibut QS
will be assigned to the vessel category
in which groundfish were landed, or
vessel categories in proportion to the
total fixed gear l~dings of groundfish,
if. at any time during the most recent
year of participation, that person's
vesse1(s) makes no landing(s) of halibut.

(9) A qualified person's sablefish QS
will be assigned to the vessel category
in which halibut and groundfish were
landed, or vessel categories in
proportion to the total fixed gear
landings of halibut and groundfish, if, at
any time during the most recent year of
participation, that person's vessel(s)
makes no landing(s) of sablefish.

(d) Application for initial QS. Upon
request, the Regional Director shall
make available to any person an
application form for an initial allocation
of QS. The application form sent to the
person requesting a QS allocation will
include all data on that person's vessel
ownership and catch history of halibut
and sablefish that can be released to the
applicant under current state and
Federal confidentiality rules, and that
are available to the Regional Director at
the time of the request. An application
period of no less than 180 days will be
specified by notice in the Federal
Register and other information sources
that the Regional Director deems
appropriate. Complete applications
received by the Regional Director will
be acknowledged. An incomplete
application will be returned to the
applicant with specific kinds of
information identified that are necessary
to make it complete.

(1) Halibut and sablefish catch
history, vessel ownership or lease data,
and other information supplied by an
applicant will be compared with data
compiled by the Regional Director. If
additional data presented in an
application are not consistent with the
data compiled by the Regional Director,
the applicant will be notified of
insufficient documentation. The
applicant will have 90 days to submit
corroborating documents (as specified at
paragraph (a)(1) of this section) in
support of hislher. application or to
resubmit a revised application. All

applicants will be limited to one
opportunity to provide corroborating
documentation or a revised application
in response to a notice of insufficient
documentation.

(2) Uncontested data in applications
will be approved by the Regional
Director. Based on these data, the

. Regional Director will calculate each
applicant's initial halibut and sablefish
QS, as provided at paragraph (b) of this
section, for each IFQ regulatory area,
respectively, and will add each
applicant's halibut and sablefish QS for
an IFQ regulatory area to the respective
QS pool for that area.

(3) Any applicant's catch history or
other data that are contested by the
Regional Director or another applicant
will prevent approval of QS amounts
tl'oat would result from the contested
data until discrepancies are resolved.
Amounts of QS will not be added to the
QS pool for any IFQ regulatory area
until they are approved by the Regional
Director.

(e) Appeal ofinitial aliocation. Initial
action on allocation of QS must be
appealed, pursuant to § 676.25 of this
part, within 90 days of the date any
allocation is issued or denied following
the process described in paragraph (d)
of this section.

(f) Annual allocation ofIF'Q. The
Regional Director shall assign halibut or
sablefish IFQs to each person holding
approved halibut or sablefish QS,
respectively, up to the limits prescribed
at § 676.22 (e) and (f) of this part. Each
assigned IFQ will be specific to an IFQ
regulatory area and vessel category, and
will represent the maximum amount of
halibut or sablefish that may be
harvested from the specified IFQ
regulatory area and by the person to
whom it is assigned during the specified
fishing year, unless the IFQassignment
is changed by the Regional Director
within the fishing year because of an
approved transfer or because all or part
of the IFQ is sanctioned for violating
rules of this part.

(1) The annual allocation ofIFQ to
any person (person p) in any IFQ
regulatory area (area a) will be equal' to
the product of the total allowable catch
of halibut or sablefish by fixed gear for
that area (after adjustment for purposes
of the Western Alaska Community
Development Quota Program) and that
person's QS divided by the QS pool for
that area. Overages will be subtracted
from a person's IFQ pursuant to § 676.17
of this part. Expressed algebraically, the
annual IFQ allocation formula is as
follows: .

IFQp. = [(fixed gear TACa-CDQ
reserveJ x (QSp./QS poolJl
overage of IFQp..

(2) For purposes of calculating IFQs
for any fishing year, the amount of a
person's QSand the amount of the QS
pool for any IFQ regulatory area will be
the amounts on record with the Alaska
Region, NMFS, as of noon, Alaska local
time, on January 31 of that year.

(3) The Regional Director shall issue
to each QS holder, pursuant to § 676.13
of this part, an IFQ permit accompanied
by a statement specifying the maximum
amount of halibut and sablefish that
may be harvested with fixed gear in a
specified IFQ regulatory area and vessel
category as of January 31 of that year.
Such IFQ permits will be sent by
certified mail to each QS holder at the
address on record for that person after
the beginning of each fishing year but
prior to the start of the annual IFQ
fishing season.

(g) (Nota shares allocated or permits
issued pursuant to this part do not
represent either an absolute right to the
resource or any interest that is subject
to the "takings" provision of the Fifth
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.
Rather, such quota shares or permits
represent only a harvesting privilege
that may be revoked or amended subject
to the requirements of the Magnuson
Fishery Conversation and Management
Act and other applicable law.

§ 676.21 Transfer of QS and IFQ.

Any person that is allocated QS or
IFQ, either initially or by subsequent
approved transfer, may sell, lease, or
otherwise transfer all or part of their QS
or IFQ to another person only in
accordance with the transfer restrictions
and procedures described in this
section.

(a) The QS and IFQ assigned to any
vessel category is not transferrable to
any other vessel category.

(b) The QS assigned to any catcher
vessel category may be transferred only
to individuals who are U.S. citizens and
IFQ crew members or to persons that
receive an initial allocation of catcher
vessel QS, except that only individuals
may receive transferred catcher vessel
QS for halibut in IFQ regulatory area 2C
or for sablefish in the IFQ regulatory
area east of 140° west longitude. An
initial allocation of catcher vessel QS to
an individual may be transferred to a
solely-owned corporation that is owned
by the same individual.

(c) The Regional Director must be
notified of any transfer of QS or IFQ by
inheritance, court order, security
agreement, or other operation of law.
Any person that receives QS in this
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manner may not use the IFQ resulting
from it to harvest halibut or sablefish
with fixed gear without first obtaining
the approval of the Regional Director
under paragraph (e) of this section. Any
person that receives QS in this manner
may apply to transfer QS to an eligible
applicant subject to the transfer
restrictions and procedures described in
this section.

(d) Transfers of catcher vessel QS
approved by the Regional Director
cannot be made subject to a lease or any
condition ofrepossession or resale by .
the person transferring QS except as
provided for leasing in paragraph (f) of
this section or by court order or as part
of a security agreement. The Regional
Director may request a copy of the sales
contract or other terms and conditions
of transfer between two persons as
supplementary information to the
transfer application.

(e) Transfer procedure. The transfer of
QS or IFQ shall not be effective for
purposes of harvesting halibut or
sablefish with fixed gear until a transfer
application is approved by the Regional
Director. The Regional Director shall
provide a transfer application form to
any person on request. Approved
transfers will change the affected
persons' QS or IFQaccounts on the date
of approval. and the persons applying
for transfer will be given notice of the
transfer approval. and IFQ permits if
necessary, by mail posted on the date of
approval unless another communication
mode is requested on the transfer
application. Applicants whose transfefs
were not approved will be similarly
informed of the reason for disapproval.

(1) Transfer approval criteria. A
transfer of QS or IFQ for purposes of
harvesting halibut or sablefish with
fixed gear will not be approved UJltil the
Regional Director has de,termined that:

(i) The person who is applying to
transfer QS or IFQ is the same person
who received the QS or IFQ either by
initial allocation or subsequent
approved transfer. or is a person who
legally acquired the QS through
inheritance. court order, security
agreement. or other operation of law;

(ii) The person applying to receive
transferred QS or IFQ has a transfer
eligibility application, containing
currently accurate information,
llpproved by the Regional Director;

(iii) The proposed transfer will not
cause the person who would receive QS
to exceed the use limits specified at
§ 676.22 of this part;

(iv) Both persons have their notarized
signatures on the transfer application
form. unless the transfer is by
inheritance. court order, security ,
agreement, or other opl.lration of law;

(v) There are no fu}es, civil penalties,
or other payments due and owing or
outstanding permit sanctions resulting
from Federal fishery violations
involving either person;

(vi) The person applying to receive
transferred QS or IFQ currently exists;
and

(vii) Other pertinent information
requested on the transfer application
form has been supplied to the
satisfaction of the Regional Director.

(2) Transfer eligibility application. All
persons who apply to receive QS or IFQ
by transfer must have a transfer
eligibility application, containing
currently accurate information. .'
approved by the Regional Director. The
Regional Director shall provide a
transfer eligibility application form to
any person on request. Applicants may
request either an Individual IFQ Crew
Member Eligibility Application or a
CorporatelPartnership or Other Entity
Eligibility Application. Persons who are
not individuals must resubmit a transfer
eligibility application if there is a
change in the corporation or partnership
as described in §676.22 of this part.
Approved transfer eligibility applicants
will be informed by certified mail of
their transfer eligibility. A disapproved
transfer eligibility application will be
returned to the applicant with an .
explanation of why the application was
disapproved. Reasons for disapproval of
a transfer eligibility application may
include, but are not limited to:

(i) Fewer than 150 days of experience
working as an IFQ crew member:

(ii) Lack of compliance with the U.S.
citizenship or corporate ownership
requirements specified by the definition
of "v.erson" at § 676.11 of this part;

(hi) An incomplete eligibility
application; or

[iv) Fines, civil penalties, or other
payments due and owing Of outstanding
permit sanctions resulting from Federal
fishery violations.

(f) Leasing QS (applicable until
January 2.1997). A. person may transfer
by lease no more than 10 percent of his/
her total catcher vessel QS for any IFQ
regulatory area to one or more other
persons for any fishing year. A QS lease
shall not have effect until approved by
the Regional Director. The Regional
Director shall change QS or IFQ
accounts affected by an approved QS
lease transfer and issue any necessary
IFQ permits. Approved QS leases must
comply with all transfer requirements
specified in this section. Applications to
transfer by lease QS that is under .
sanction will not be approved. All lease
transfers will cease to have effect on
December 31 of the year for which they
are approved.

1676.22 Umltationa on UN of QS and IFQ.
(a) The QS or IFQ specified for one

IFQ regulatory area and one vessel
category must not be used in a different
IFQ regulatory area or vessel category,
except as provided in paragraph W(3} of
this section.

(b) Halibut IFQ must be used only to
harvest halibut with fishing gear
authorized at 50 CPR part 301. Sablefish
fixed gear IFQ must not be used to
harvest sablefish with trawl gear in any
IFQ regulatory area, or with pot gear in
any IFQ regulatory area of the Gulf of
Alaska.

(c) Any individual who harvests
halibut or sablefish with fixed gear
must:

(1) Have a valid IFQ card;
(2) Be aboard the vessel at all times

during fishing operations; and
(3) Sign any required fish ticket or

IFQ landing report for the amount of
halibut or sablefish that will be debited
against the IFQ associated with their
IFQcard.

(d) The requirement of paragraph (e)
of this section for an individual IFQ
card holder to be onboard during fishing
operations and to sign the IFQ landing
report may be waived in the event of
extreme personal emergency involvin&.
the IFQ user during a fishing trip. The
waiving of these requirements shall
apply only to IFQ halibut or IFQ
sablefish retained on the fishing trip
during which such emergency occurred.

(e) Sablefish QS use. No person,
individually or collectively. may use an
amount of sablefish QS greater than 1
percent (0.01) of the combined total
sablefish QS for the Gulf of Alaska and
Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands IFQ
regulatory areas, unless the amount in
excess of 1 percent (0.01) was received
in the initial allocation of QS. In the IFQ
regulatory area east of 1400 west
longitude, no person. individually or
collectively, may use more thari 1
percent (0.01) of the total amount of QS
for this area, unless the amount in
excess of 1 percent (0.01) was ;received
in the initial allocation of QS..

(f) Halibut QS use. Unless the amount
in excess of the following limits was
received in the initial allocation of
halibut QS, no person, individually or
collectively, may use more than:

(1) One percent (0.01) of the total
amount of halibut QS for IFQ regulatory
area 2C:

(2) One-half percent (0.005) of the
total amount of halibut QS for IFQ
regulatory areas 2C, 3A, and 3B,
combined: and

(3) One-half percent (0.005) of the
total amount of halibut QS for IFQ
regulatory areas 4A, 4B, 4C, 40. and 4E,
combined.
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(g) If transferred QS would result in the same vessel that harvested those fish species as prescribed at §§ 672.20(e) and
an IFQ that is greater than the use limits using catcher vessel QS is prohibited. 675.20(c) of this chapter.
specified in paragraphs (e) and (0 of this (j) Use of catcher vessel IFQ by (h) Directed fishing for sablefish using
section. then any necessary adjustment corporations and partnerships. A fixed gear in any IFQ regulatory area
to the IFQ account based on such QS corporation or partnership that receives may be conducted at any time during
will be issued for only the maximum an initial allocation of catcher vessel QS the period from 00:01 Alaska Local
IFQ allowed under these limits. may use the IFQ resulting from that QS Time on March 1 through 24:00 Alaska

(h) Vessel limitations. (1) No vessel and any additional QS acquired within Local Time on November 30. Catches of
maybe used, during any fishing year, to the limitations of this section provided sablefish by fixed gear during other
harvest more than one-half percent the corporation or partnership owns the periods may be retained up to the
(0.005) of the combined total catch vessel on which its IFQ is used, and it directed fishing standards specified at
limits of halibut for IFQ regulatory areas is represented on the vessel by a master §§ 672.20(g) and 675.20(h) of this
2C, 3A, 3B. 4A. 4B, 4C, 4D, and 4E, employed by the corporation or chapter if an individual who holds a
except that, in IFQ regulatory area 2C, partnership that received the initial valid IFQ card and unused IFQ is
no vessel may be used to harvest more allocation of QS. This provision is not onboard when the catch is made.
than 1 percent (0.01) of the halibut catch transferable and does not apply to '.Catches of sablefishin excess of the
limit for this area; and catcher vessel QS for halibut in IFQ directed fi~ng standards and catches

(2) No vessel may be used. during any regulatory area 2C or for sablefish in the 'made without IFQ must be treated in the
fishing year, to harvest more than 1 IFQ regulatory area east of 1400 west same manner as prohibited species.
percent (0.01) of the combined fixed longitu~e thatis transferred to a
gear TAC of sablefish for the Gulf of corporation or partnership. Such §676.24 Western Alaska Community
Alaska and BeringSea and Aleutian transfers of additional QS within these Development Quota Program.
Islands IFQ regulatory areas, except areas must be to an individual pursuant (a) Halibut CDQ Program. The
that, in the IFQ regulatory area east of to § 676.21(h) of this part and be used Secretary will annually withhold from
1400 west longitude. no vessel may be pursuant to paragraphs (c) and (i) of this IFQ allocation the proportions of the
used to harvest more than 1 percent section. halibut catch limit that are specified in
(0.01) of the fixed gear TAC of sablefish (1) A corporation or partnership, this paragraph for use as a CDQ.
for this area. . _ except for a publicly-held corporation, Portions of the CDQ for each specified

(3) A person who receives an that receives an initial allocation of IPHC regulatory area may be allocated
approved IFQ allocation of halibut or catcher vessel QS loses the exemption for the exclusive use of an eligible
sablefish in excess of these limitations provided under paragraph (j) of this western Alaska community in
may nevertheless catch and retain all of section on the effective date of a change accordance with a CDP approved by the
that IFQ with a single vessel. ,However, in the corporation or partnership from Governor in consultation with the
two or more persons may not catch and that which existed at the time of initial Council and approved by the Secretary.
retain their IFQs with one vessel in allocation. The proportions of the halibut catch
excess of these limitations. (2) For purposes of this paragraph, "a limit annually withheld for purposes of

(i) Use of catcher vessel IFQ. In change in the corporation or the CDQ program, exclusive of issued
addition to the requirements of partnership" means the addition of any QS, are as follows for each area:
paragraph (c) of this section, catcher new shareholder(s) or partner(s), except (1) In IPHC regulatory area 4B, 20
vessel IFQ cards must be used only by that a court appointed trustee to act on percent of the annual halibut quota shall
the individual who holds the QS from behalf of a shareholder or partner who be made available for the halibut CDQ
which the associated IFQ is derived, becomes incapacitated is not a change program to eligible communities
except as provided in paragraph (i)(l) of in the corporation or partnership. physically located in or proximate to
this section. (3) The Regional Director must be this regulatory area. For the purposes of

(1) An individual who receives an notified of a change in a corporation or . this section, "proximate to" an IPHC
initial allocation of catcher vessel QS partnership as defined in this paragraph regulatory area means within 10
does not have to be onboard and sign within 15 days of the effective date of nautical miles from the point where the
IFQ landing reports if that individual the change. The effective date of change, boundary of the IPHC regulatory area
owns the vessel on which IFQ sablefish for purposes of this paragraph, is the intersects land.
or halibut are harvested, and is date on which the new shareholder(s) or (2) In IPHC regulatory area 4C, 50
represented on the vessel by a master partner(s) may realize any corporate percent of the halibut quota shall be
employed by the individual who liabilities or benefits of the corporation made available for the halibut CDQ
received the initial allocation of QS. or partnership. program to eligible c,ommunities

(2) The exemption provided in (4) Catcher vessel QS and IFQ physically located in IPHC regulatory
paragraph H)(t) of this section does not resulting from that QS held in the name area 4C.
apply to individuals who receive an of a corporation or partnership that (3) In IPHC regulatory area 4D, 30
initial allocation of catcher vessel QS for changes, as defined in this paragraph, percent of the halibut quota shall be
halibut in IFQ regulatory area 2C or for must be transferred to an individual, as made available for the halibut CDQ
sablefish QS in the IFQ regulatory area prescribed in § 676.21 of this part, program to eligible communities located
east of 1400 west longitude, and this before it may be used at any time after in or proximate to IPHC regulatory areas
exemption is not transferable. the effective date of the change. 4D and 4E.

(3) Catcher vessel IFQ may be used on (4) In IPHC regulatory area 4E, 100
a freezer vessel, provided no frozen or §676.23 IFQ fishing S888on. percent of the halibut quota shall be
otherwise processed fish products are (a) The fishing period(s) for IFQ made available for the halibut CDQ
onboard at any time during a fishing trip halibut are established by the IPHC and program to communities located in or
on which catcher vessel IFQ is being are specified at 50 CFR part 301. . proximate to IPHC regulatory area 4E. A
used. A catcher vessel may not land any Catches of halibut by fixed gear at times trip limit of 6,000 pounds (2.7 metric
IFQ species as frozen or otherwise other than during the speCified fishing tons) ~ill apply to halibut CDQ
processed product. Processing of fish oli periods must be treated as prohibited harvesting in IPHC regulatory area 4E.,
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(b) Sablefish CDQ Program. In the
notices of proposed and final harvest
limit specifications required under
§ 675.20(a) of this chapter, the Secretary
will specify 20 percent of the fixed gear
allocation of sablefish in each Bering
Sea and Aleutian Islands subarea, as
provided under § 675.24(c) of this
chapter, as a sablefish CDQ reserve,
exclusive of issued QS. Portions of the
CDQ reserve for each subarea may be
allocated for the exclusive use of
specific western Alaska communities in
accordance with CDPs approved by the
Governor in consultation with the

,Council and approved by the Secretary.
The Secretary will allocate no more than
12 percent of the total CDQ for all
subareas combined to anyone applicant
with an approved CDctapplication.

(c) State ofAlaska CDQ
responsibilities. Prior to granting
approval of a CDP recommended by the
Governor, the Secretary shall find that
the Governor approved the CDP after
conducting at least one public hearing,
at an appropriate time and location in
the geographical area concerned, so as
to allow all interested persons an
opportunity to be heard. The hearing(s)
on the CDP do not have to be held on
the actual documents submitted to the
Governor under paragraph (d) of this
section. Such hearing(s) must cover the
substance and content of the proposed
CDP in such a manner that the general
public and the affected parties have a
reasonable opportunity to understand
the impact of the CDP. The Governor
must provide reasonable public notice
of hearing date'[s) and location(s). The
Governor must make available for
public review, at the time of public
notice of the hearing, all materials in
possession of the State of Alaska that are
pertinent to the hearing(s) and that may
be released under State and Federal
confidentiality laws. The Governor must
include a transcript or summary of the
public hearing(s) with the Governor's
recommendations to the Secretary in
accordance with this section. At the
same time this transcript is submitted to
the Secretary, it must be made available,
upon request, to the public. The public
hearing held by the Governor will serve
as the public hearing for purposes of
Secretarial review under paragraph (e)
of this section.

(d) CDP application. The Governor,
after consultation with the Council,
shall include in his written findings to
the Secretary recommending approval of
a sablefishlhalibut CDP, that the CDP
meets the requirements of these
regulations, the Magnuson Act, the .
Alaska Coastal Management Program,
and other applicable law. At a
minimum, the submission must discuss

the determination of a community as
eligible; information regarding
community development, including
goals and objectives; business
information; and a statement of the
managing organization's qualifications.
For purposes of this section, an eligible
community includes any community or
group of communities that meets the
criteria set out in paragraph (£)(2) of this
section. Applications for a CDP must
include the following information:

(1) Community development
information. Community development
information includes:

(i) The goals and objectives of the
CDP;

(il) The allocation of sablefish or
halibut CDq requested for each subarea
defined at § 675.2 of this chapter and for
each IPHC regulatory area;

(iii) The length of time the CDQ
allocation will be necessary to achieve
the goals and objectives oftha CDP,
including a project schedule with
measurable milestones for determining
progress;

(iv) The number of individuals to be
employed under the CDP, the nature of
the work provided, the number of
employee-hours anticipated per year,
and the availability of labor from the
applicant's community(ies);

(v) Description of the vocational and
educational training programs that a
CDQ allocation under the CDP would
generate;

(vi) Description of existing fishery
related infrastructure and how the CDP
would use or enhance existing

.harvesting or processing capabilities,
support facilities, and human resources;

(vii) Description of how the CDP
would generate new capital or equity for
the applicant's fishing or processing
operations;

(viii) A plan and schedule for
transition from reliance on the CDQ
allocation under the CDP to self
sufficiency in fisheries; and

(ix) A description of short-term and
long-term benefits to the applicant from
the CDQ allocation.

(2) Business information. Business
information includes:

(i) Description of the intended method
of harvesting the CDQ allotation,
including the types of products to be
produced; amounts to be harvested;
when, where, and how harvesting is to
be conducted; and names and permit
numbers of the vessels that will be used
to harvest the CDQ allocation;

(ii) Description of the target market for
sale of products and competition
existing or known to be developing in
the target market;

(iii) Description of business
relationships between all business

partners (I.e., persons who have a
financial interest in the CDQ project), if
any, including arrangements for
management, audit control, and a plan
to prevent quota overages;

(iv) Description of profit sharing
arrangements;

(v) Description of all funding and
financing plans;

(vi) Description of joint venture
arrangements, loans, or other
partnership an:angements, including the
distribution of proceeds among the
parties;

(vii) A budget for implementing the
CDP;

(viii) A list of all capital equipment;
(ix) A cash flow and break-even

analysis; and
(x) A balance sheet and income

statement, including profit, loss, and
retum on investment on all business
ventures within the previous 12 months
by the applicant and/or the managing
organization.

(3) Statement ofmanaging
o1'8anization's qualifications.

(i) Statement of the managing
organization's qualifications includes
information regarding its management
structure and key personnel, such as
resumes and references;

(ii) Description of how the managing
organization is qualified to manage a
CDQ allocation and prevent quota
overages; For purposes of this section, a
qualified managing organization means
any organization or firm that would
assume responsibility for managing all
or part of the CDP and would meet the
following criteria:

(1\) Documentation of support from
each community represented by the
applicant for a CDP through an official
letter of support approved by the
governing body of the community;

(B) Documentation of a legal
relationship between the CDP applicant
and the managing organization that
clearly describes the responsibilities
and obligations of each party as
demonstrated through a contract or
other legally binding agreement; and

(C) Demonstration of management and
technical expertise necessary to carry
out the CDP as proposed by the CDP
application (e.g., proven business
experience as shown by a balance and
income statement, including profit, loss,
and the return on investment on all
business ventures within the previous
12 months by the management
organization).

(e) Secretarial review and approval of
CDPs. (1) Upon receipt by the Secretary
of the Governor's recommendation for
approval of proposed CDPs, the
Secretary will review the record to
determine whether the community
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eligibility criteria and the evaluation
criteria set forth in paragraph [0 of this
section have been met. The Secretary
shall then approve or disapprove the
Governor's recommendation within 45
days of its receipt In the event of
approval, the Secretary shall notify the
Governor and the Council in writing
that the Governor's recommendations
for COPs are consistent with the
community eligibility conditions and
evaluation criteria under paragraph (f)
of this section and other applicable law,
including thB Secretary's reasons for
approval Publication of the decision.
including the pen:entage of the sablefish
and halibut CDQ reserves allocated to
each COP, and the availability of the
findings will appear in the Federal
Register. The Secretary will allocate no
more than 12 percent of the sablefish
CDQ reserve to anyone applicant with
an approved COP. A community may
not concurrently receive more than one
halibut CDQ or more than one sablefish
CDQ,' and only one application for each
type of(J)P per community will be
accerted.

(2 If the Secretary finds that the
"Governor's recommendations for halibut
and sablefish mQ allocations are not
consistent with" the criteria set forth in
these regulations and disapproves the
l;ovemor's recommendations. the
Secretary shall so advise the Governor
and the Council in writing, including
the reasons therefor. Publication of the
decision will appear in the Federal
Register. TheCDP applicant may submit
a revised COP to the Governor for
submission to the Secretary. Review by
the Secretary ofa revised COP
application will be in accordance with
the'provisions set forth in this section.

(f) Evaluation criteria. The Secretary
will approve the Governor's
recommendations for halibut and
sablefishCDPs if the Secretary findll the
CDPs are consistent with the
requirements of this part, including the
following:

(1) Each CDP application is submitted
in compliance with the application
procedures described in paragraph (d) of
this section:

(2) PriOl' to approval of a CDP
recommended by the Govemor, the
Secretary will review the Governor's
findings as to how each community{ies)
maet the following criteria for an
eligible community in paragraphs
(f)(2)(i), (ii). {iii), and (iv) oftbis section.
The Secretary has determined that the
communities listed in Table 1 of this
section meet these criteria; however,
communities that maybe eligible to
submit COPs and receive halibut or
sablefish CDQ.s are not limited to those
listed in this tabl&.For a community to

be eligible, it must meet the following
criteria:

(i) The community must be located
within 50 nautical miles from the
baseline from which the breadth of the
territorial sea is measured along the
Bering Sea coast from the Bering Strait
to the most westem of the Aleutian
Islands. or on an island within the
Baring sea. A community is not eli,gibla
if it is located on the coast ofth&
Chukchi Sea or the Gulf of Alaska even
if it is within 50 nautical miles of the
baseline of the Bering Sea;

(il) The community must be certified
by the Secretary of the Interior pursuant
to the Alaska Native Claims Settlement
Act (43 U.S.C. 1601 et seq.) to be a
native village;

(iii) The residents of th,e community
must conduct more than one-half of
(neir current commercial or subsistence
fishing effort in the waters surroundinB
the community; and

{iv) The community must not have
previously developed harvesting or
processing capability sufficient to
support sublltantial groundfish fisharies
participation in the BSAI, except if the
community can .show that benefits from
an approved CDP would be the only
way to realize a return from previous
investments. The communities of
Unalaska and Akutan are excluded
under this provision;

(3) Each COP application
demonstrates that a qualified mana,ging
organization will be responsible for the
harvest and use of the COQ allocation
pursuant to the COP;

(4) Each COP application
demonstrates that its managing
organization can effectively prevent
exceeding the CDQ allocation;

(5) The Governor has found for each
recommended COP that:

(i) The CDP and the managing
organization are fully described in the
CDQ application, and have the ability to
successfully meet the projectmilestonea
and schedule;

(ii) The managing organization has an
adequate budget for implementing the
CDP, and that the COP is likely to be
successful;

(iii) A qualified applicant haa
submitted the COP application and that
the applicant andman~
organization have the support ofeach
community participating in the "
proposed CDQ project as demonstrated
through an official letter approved by
the governing body of eechsuch
community; and

(iv) That the following factors have
been cODsidere€C

(AJThe number of individuals trom
applicant communities who will be

employed. under ,the COP. the nature of
their work, and career advancement;

(B) The number and percentage of
low-income persons residing in the
applicant communities. and the
economic opportunities provided to
them through employment under the
CDP;

eC) The number of communities
co~eratinginthe application:

(0) The relative benefits to be derived
by particifA~gcommunities and the
specific p for dev&loping a self-
sustained fisheries economy; and

(E) The success or failure of the
applicant and the managing
organization in the execution of a prior
CDP (e.g., exceeding a CDQ allocation or
any other related violation may be
considered a failure and may result in
partially or fully precluding a COP from
8 future CDQ allocation);

(6) For purposes of this paragraph (fl,
"qualified applicant" means:

(i) A local fishermen's organization
from an eligible community, or group of
eligible communities, that is
incorporated under the laws of the State
of Alaska, or under Federal law, and
whose board of directors is composed of
at least 75 percent resident fishefID8n of
the community {or group of
communities) that is making an
application; or

(ii) A local economic development
organization incorporated under the
laws of the State of Alaska, or under
Federal law, specifically for the purpose

"of designing and implementing a CDQ
project, and that has a board of directors
composed of at least 75 percent resident
fishermen of the community {or gro.up
of communities) that is tare) making an
application; "

(7) For the purpose of this paragraph
(fl, "resident fisherman" means an
individual with documented
commercial or subsistence fishing
activity who maintains a mailing
address and permanent domicile in the
community and is eli,gible to receive an
Alaska Permanent Fund dividend at that
address; and

{a) II a qualified applicant represents
more than one community, the board of
directors of tile applicant must include
at least one member from each of the
communities 1'8pl'l:lsented.

{g) Monitoring oJCDPs. {1l Approved
CDPs for halibut and sli.blefish are
required to submit annual reports to the
Governor by June 30 of the year
following CDQ allocation: At the
conclusion of Ii COP, a final report will
be required to be submitted to the
Governor by June 30 of the final yeu of
CDQallocat.ton. Nmual reports for
CDPs will includa information .
describing how the !DP hu met its
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milestones, goals, and objectives. The
Governor will submit an annual report
to the Secretary on the final status of all
concluding CDPs, and recommend
whether allocations should be
continued for those CDPs that are not
yet concluded. The Secretary must
notify the Governor in writing of receipt
ofthe Governor's annual report,
accepting or rejecting the annual report
and the Governor's recommendations on
the continuance of CDPs. If the
Secretary rejects the Governor's annual
report, the Secretary will return the
Governor's annual report fbr revision
and resubmission to the Secretary.

(2) If an applicant requests an mcrease
in an existing halibut or sablefish CDQ
allocation, the applicant must submit a
new CDP application for review by the
Governor and approval by the Secretary
as described in paragraphs (d) and (e) of
this section.

(3) Amendments to a CDP will require
written notification to the Governor and
subsequent approval by the Governor
and the Secretary before any change in
a CDP can occur. The Governor may
recommend to the Secretary that the
request for an amendment be approved.
The Secretary may notify the Governor
in writing of approval or disapproval of
the amendment. The Governor's
recommendation for approval of an
amendment will be deemed approved if
the Secretary does not notify the
Governor in writing within 30 days of
receipt of the Governor's .
recommendation. If the Secretary
determines that the CDP, if changed,
would no longer meet the criteria under
paragraph (f) of this section, the
Secretary shall notify the Governor in
writing of the reasons why the
amendment cannot be approved.

(i) For the purposes of this section,
amendments are defined as substantial
changes i,n a CDP, including, but not
limited to, the following:

(A) Any change in the relationships
among the business partners;

(B) Any change in the profit sharing
arrangements among the business
partners, or any change to the budget for
theCDP; or

(C) Any change in management .
structure of the project, including any
change in audit procedures or control.

(ii) Notification of an amendment to a
CDP shall include the following
information:

(A) Description of the proposed
change, including specific pages and
text of the CDP that will be changed if
the amendment is approved by the
Secretary; and •

(B) Explanation of why the change is
necessary and appropriate. The
explanation should identify which

findings, if any, made by the Secretary
in approving the CDP may need to be
modified if the amendment is approved.

(h) Suspension or termination ofa
CDP. (1) The Secretary may, at any time,
partially suspend, suspend, or terminate
any CDP, upon written recommendation
of the Governor setting out his reasons,
that the CDP recipient is not complying
with the regulations of this part. After
review of the Governor's
recommendation and reasons for a
partial suspension, suspension, or
termination of a CDP. the Secretary will
notify the Governor in writing of
approval or disapproval of the
Governor's recommendation. In the
event of approval of the Governor's
recommendation, the Secretary will
publish an announcement in the
Federal Register that the CDP has been
partially suspended, suspended, or
terminated along with reasons therefor.

(2) The Secretary also may partially
suspend, suspend, or terminate any CDP
at any time if the Secretary finds a
recipient of a CDQ allocation pursuant
to. the CDP is not complying with the
regulations of this part or other
regulations or provisions of the
Magnuson Act or other applicable law
or if the Fishery Management Plan for
the Groundfish Fishery of the Bering
Sea and Aleutian Islands Area is
amended. Publication of suspension or
termination will appear in the Federal
Register along with the reasons therefor.

(3) The annual report for multi-year
CDPs, which is required under
paragraph (g) of this section, will be
used by the Governor to review each
CDP to determine if the CDP and CDQ
allocation thereunder should be
continued, decreased, partially
suspended, suspended, or terminated
under the following circumstances:

(i) If the Governor determines that the
CDP will successfully meet its goals and
objectives, the CDP may continue
without any Secretarial action.

(ii) If the Governor determines that a
CDP has not successfully met its goals
and objectives, or appears unlikely to
become successful, the Governor may
submit a recommendation to the
Secretary that the CDP be partially
suspended, suspended, or terminated.
The Governor must set out in writing
his reasons for recommending
suspension or termination of the CDP.
After review of the Governor's
recommendation and reasons therefor,
the Secretary will notify the Governor in
writing of approval or disapproval of his
recommendation. The Secretary will
publish a notice in the Federal Register
that the CDP has been suspended or,
with reasons therefor, terminated.

(i) Compensation for CDQ allocations.
(1) The Regional Director will
compensate persons that receive a
reduced halibut QS in IPHC regulatory
areas 4B, 4C, 40, or 4E because of the
halibut CDQ program by adding halibut
QS from IPHC regulatory areas 2C, 3A,
and 3B. This compensation of halibut
QS from areas 2C, 3A, and 3B will be
allocated in proportion to the amount of
halibut QS foregone due to the CDQ
allocation authorized by this section.

(2) The Regional Director will
compensate persons that receive a
reduced sablefish QS in any Bering Sea
and Aleutian Islands IFQ regulatory area
because of the sablefish CDQ program
by taking sablefish QS from the IFQ
regulatory areas of the Gulf of Alaska
and allocating it in proportion to the
loss suffered by persons in the BSAI
area. Such additional compensation of
sable"fish QS will be allocated in
proportion to the amount of sablefish
QS foregone due to the CDQ allocation
authorized by this section. "

(3) Compensation of halibut and
sablefish QS foregone due to the CDQ
program will occur only in the first year
of fishing under the IFQ program, and
determination of persons and the
amounts to be compensated will be
based on the QS pool for all areas as of
noon, Alaska local time, on January 31
of the first year of fishing under the IFQ
program.

(j) Limitations on use ofCDQ. (1)
Fishing for CDQ halibut with fixed gear
under an approved CDQ allocation may
begin on the effective date of the
allocation, except that CDQ fishing may
occur only during the fishing periods
specified in 50 CFR part 301. Fishing for
CDQ sablefish with fixed gear under an
approved CDQ allocation may begin on
the effective date of the allocation,
except that CDQ directed fishing may
occur only during the IFQ fishing
season specified in § 676.23 of this part.

(2) CVQ permits. The Regional
Director will issue a CDQ permit to the
managing organization responsible for
carrying out an approved CDQ project.
A CDQ permit will authorize the
managing organization identified on the
permit to harvest halibut or sablefish
with fixed gear from a specified area. A
copy of the CDQ permit must be carried
on any fishing vessel operated by or for
the managing organization, and be made
available for inspection by an
authorized officer. Each CDQ permit
will be non-transferable and will be
effective for the duration of the CDQ
project or until revoked, suspended, or
modified.

(3) CDQ cards. The Regional Director
will issue CDQ cards to all individuals
named on an approved CDP application.
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Each CDQ card will identify a CDQ
permit number and the individual
authorized by the managing
organization to land halibut or sableIish
for debit against its CDQ allocation.

(4) No person may alter. erase, or
mutilate any CDQ permit or card or
registered buyer permit issued under
this section. Any such permit or card
that has been intentionally altered.
erased. or mutilated wilt bs invalid.

(5) All landings of halibut or sablefish
harvested under an approved CDQ
project must be lmded by e person with
a valid CDQ card to a p61$OD with B

valid registered buyer permit. and
reported as prescribed in §676.14 of this
part. Docksids sales and outside
landings ofhalibut and sablefish under
an approved (J)Q program also may be
made in compliance with § 676.14(d) of
this part.

TABLE 1 to §676.24-Communities
Initially Determined To Be Eligible To
Apply for Community Development
Quotas

Aleutian Region
1. Atka
2. False Pass
3. Nelson Lagoon
4. Nikolski
5. StGeorge
6. St. Paul

Bering Stroit
1. Brevig Mission
2. Dlomedel1nal1x
.3. EUm
4. Gambell
5. Golovin
6. Koyuk
7.NolD8
8.Savoonga
9. Shaktoolik
10. St. Michael
n. Stebbins
12. Tel1er
13. Unalakl~
14. Wales
15. White MoWLtaiB

Bristol Bay

1. Alegnaslk
2. Uark's Point
3. DilliIlghlllll
4. Egf.igik
5. Ekuk
6. Manokotak
7. Naknek
8. Pilot Point/Ugashik
9. Port HeidenlMeschick
10.SoudI Naknek

11. Sovonoski/King Salmon
12. Togiak
13. Twin Hllls

Southwest Coastal Lowlands
1. Alakanuk
2. Chefornak
3. Chevak
4. Bak
5. Emmonak
6. Goodnews Bay
7. Hooper Bay
8. ~pnuk
9. Konglg8IIak
10. KatHk
U.Kwis'illi11gok
n. iWekoryw.k
13. NewtlJk
14. Nightmute
15. PlatinlolD1
16. Quinhagak
17. Scammon Bay
18. Sheldon's Point
1~. Toksook Bay
20.'TlumnK
21. Tuntlilhdiak,

S616.25 Determlnatlonaand appe....
[Reaerved]

[FR Doc. 93-27128 Fi'led 11~93; 8:45 am)
B1LUNG CODE 351~

National OCeenlcand Atmospheric
Administration

5D CFR Part 675

[Docket Net. i2U8S-3021; LD. 110493At

GrouncUiah of the a.nAg Sea and
Aleutian Islands Area

AGENCY: National Marine Fish8l'ies
Service (NMFS). National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAAJ,
Commerce.
AcnON: Prohibition of retention.

SUMMARY: NMFS is prohibiting retention
of Pacific rod in the Bering Sea and
Aleutian Islands management area
(BSAI). NMFS is req,uiring that
incidental catches ofPacific cod be
treated in the same manner as
proltibitedspeciesand discarded at sea
with 8 minimum of injuiy. This action
is necessary because 'the total allowable
catch(TAC) for Pacific cod in the BSAI
has been reached.
EFFECTlVE DATE: 12 noon. Alaska local
time (A.l.t.) , November7. 1993. until 12
midnight A.Lt.• December 31, 1993.

FOR FUATHI3R INFORMA"nON CONTACT:

, Andrew N. Smoker, Resource
Management Specialist. Fisheries
Management Division, NMFS, 907-586
7228.

SUPPLEMENfARYiNFORMAnON: The'
groundlism fishery in tlte BSAIexclusin
economic EOIle is managed by the
SecretlllIYofCommerce according to the
Fishery ManageImlnt Plan for the
Groundfish Fishery ofthe BSAI (FMP)
prepared by the North Pacific Fishery

'Management Council under authority of
the MagnUllGR Fishery Conservation and
Management Act. Fishing by U.S.
vesiels is goyemed by regulations
implementing the FMP at 50 CFR parts
620 and 675.

In accordance with § 675.20(a). the
final 1993 initial specifications (58 FR
8703. February 17,'1993) and
suhsequeDt 1'8ieIWrel1:l8S8 {58 FR

, 14172, March 16. l!t93).mablished the
TAC specification for Pacific ood in the
BSAI as 164,,500 metric tons. The
directed fishery for Pacific cod was
closed on May 11, 1993 (58 FR 28522,
May 14, 1993). The Director of the
Alaska Region. NMFS. has determined,
in accordance with §tl75.20(a)(91.that
the T AC for Pacific ood in the BSAI has
been reached. Therefore. NMFS is
requiring that further catches of Pacific

. cod in the BSAI be treated as a
prohibited species in accordance with
§ 675.20(c). and is prohibiting its
retention effective from 12 noon. A.Lt.,
November'7. 1993, until 12 midnight.
A.l.t.. December 31. 1993.

ClB88ificatien

This acOOn is tabm under ,50 CPR
675.20.

List ofSubjects in CFR 'Part 675

Fisheries, Reporting and
recordkeepingrequirements.

Authority: 16 U.S.c. 1801 et seq.
Dated: November 4, 1993.

Darid S. Creitin.
ActingDirector, Office ,ofFis.'leries
Gwtservetion ,_d MtJJt08ement, National
Marilla Fishflries Service.
(FRDoc. 93-27514 PHed 11-+-93; 12:22 pml
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